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THE EVOLUTIONARY ROLE OF HUMANS
IN THE

HUMAN-ROBOT SYSTEM
Thomas M. Granda, Ph.D. and Mark Kirkpatrick, Ph.D.

Carlow Associates Incorporated
and

Larry A. Peterson
U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory

1.0 HUMAN-ROBOT SYSTEMS

While the end of the twentieth century will be remembered as the time of the early
development of modern robots, the twenty-first century may very well become known as the
century of the robot. Robot technology is developing at a rapid pace. So much so that many
people believe that, in the future, robots will not be considered our industrial slaves, but our
virtual work partners. It will, however, take more than advanced technology to turn today's
robot into a true work partner. To bring about this transition, human factors will have to make
a major contribution toward defining the human's changing role in relation to changing robot
technology.

The technological evolution of robots has, and will continue to have, important implications
for the division of labor between humans and robots (1, 2). Today's modern robots are
primarily used in well defined and repetitive tasks in the context of manufacturing. This use of
robots still coincides with the origin of the word "robot." It is derived from the Czechoslovakian
word "robota" which means compulsory labor and drudgery (3).

Tomorrow's robots will be used for far more than physical labor. Robots will become much
more capable of emulating human sensing and cognitive processes. As this occurs, there will
be a shift from viewing robots as independent machines to cognitive components, along with
humans, of a Human-Robot System (HRS). The robotic metamorphosis will concurrently cause
the role of the operator in the HRS to undergo a major transformation. This change will not only
redefine the operators work role in relation to robots, but may well redefine our point of view
toward advanced technology and science.

The purpose of this paper is to identify some general HRS functions and to estimate the
criticality of those functions, in terms of system effectiveness, for first line operations
personnel in the system.

2.0 STAGES OF HRS CAPABILITY
The development of HRS functional capabilities can be categorized into several stages as

follows:

• Bounded autonomy
* Teleoperatlon
* Supervised autonomy
• Adaptive autonomy
* Virtual symbiosis

Some characteristics of these stages are summarized in Table 1. The stages are not mutually
exclusive and often overlap with characteristics of one stage blurring into the next. With that in
mind, the next few paragraphs briefly describe each stage.

I t
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Table 1. Capability Stages in the Development
of Human-Robot Systems

Stage %haracteristics Example Information Processing
- Limited task domain * Industrial robots . Fixed prior to task execution via:

Bounded • Specialized tasks Production tasks Teach pendant
Autonomy * Inflexible response Welding Detailed manual inputs

• No task uncertainty Painting Fixed repertoire of movements/actions
Manipulator joint positicn/rate commands

* Generalized • Shuttle Orbiter * Extension of human capabilities
platform/tools Remote Manipulator . Unprocessed sensor feedback to operator

• Mobility System * Continuous loop closure by operator
Teleoperation . Flexibility * Manipulator joint position/rate commands

* Operator in loop full . Translation to object/work space
time coordinate frame, movement constraints

World modeling * Hulble Space - Generalized tasks and parameters defined
* Variable degree of Telescope by operator

Supervised world structure * JPL CARD - lunar/ - Processed sensor feedback & local loops
Autonomy • Variable span of planetary rover * Operator intervention at interval Dt

autonomous control * Space Station - Task/argument command language
* Task orientation payload servicing • World model controlled by operator

• Complex tasks and • Pilot's Associate . Decision making shared by operator &
task sequences machine

* Machine pattern * Operator intervention by exception
Adaptive recognition , Multi-sensor fusion

Autonomy * Advanced world * Machine world model updating &
modeling management

• Task sequence/ . Machine extrapolation of world k.-owledge
mission orientation * Task sequence/argument dialog language

* Machine functions
as mco-worker"

- Goal orientation
Virtual • Autonomous task

Symbiosis implementation and
goal-directed
learning

- Periodic validation
by operator

Human manual labor serves as a baseline for comparison. The typical division of labor
among workers in this baseline falls into such duties as direct labor, foreman, supervisor, and
manager. These divisions somewhat parallel the evolution of the human role in HRSs.

I
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2.1 Bounded Autonomy

Robotic devices in the bounded autonomy stage function with little human intervention
having been pre-programmed to produce very specific movement/action sequences. Such
devices are frequently used in repetitive and well defined tasks such as those on production
lines. Such robots possess zero adaptability and required reprogramming if the task is changed.
Once programmed by means of teach pendants or off-line programming, they execute component *

actions with high reliability.

2.2 Teleoperation

In the teleoperation stage, which includes subsystems such as mobility platforms,
manipulators, sensors, and end-effectors, the human is an integral and full time componentk in
the control loop. The control loop is closed only by the human operator who defines the task to
be performed and operates the controls to perform that task. The operator uses feedback
(usually visual, but sometimes including force or audio feedback) from the remote site but Uhe
significant point is that the operator is responsible for all of the active processing of
information aside from some low-level operations such as coordinate transformations. The
robot responds to the commands of the human and not directly to variables in the env" "..
Typically, in this stage, the remote robotic device is often used to avoid danger to the hruman
operator or to operate at distant worksites.

2.3 Suoervised Autonomy

The supervisory stage refers to the HRS level in which the robot can handle certain tasks
or subtasks autonomously allowing the human to perform other tasks or control other robots.
Typically, in this stage, the human is responsible for planning what to do and how to do it,
teaching the computer, monitoring robot activities, intervening in robot tasks when necessary,
and learning how to perform the totality of tasks better in the future (4,5). It is in this stage
that true human and robot interactivity begins. This new level of interactivity warrants special
attention to the safety of humans (6). In the supervised autonomy stage, the human operator
defines a specific task (such as road following) with parameters (such as speed) which the
remote system performs to completion with occasional operator intervention after the initial
task assignment. The robotic system will typically incorporate some types of onboard
intelligence (e.g., a world model) as well as primitive sensing and processing capabilities •e.g.,
obstacle detection sensors and avoidance algorithms). The system would still require human
intervention in the cases where its capabilities are inadequate for an unexpected event or
circumstance.

2.4 Adaptive Autonomy

In the adaptive autonomy stage the robot can perform many tasks independently of the
human operator. The human will be needed less in the operational control loop but will be
retained in the system loop (7), It is in this stage that the human functions as an information
manager; one who organizes the structure of expert systems and data bases including world
models, and decides what knowledge will be imparted to the data base.

Adaptive autonomy is characterized by the robot's ability to learn from axperience. That
is, the robot incorporates environmental and procedural knowledge learned in one task that may
be used in the performance of future tasks. This presupposes machine capabilities In world
model updating/maintenance and automatic programming. Human intervention will be by
exception where Incorrect machine proposals must be over ridden. Safety moriitoring will
become a critical task for humans in this stage because the human must be sume that what is
learned Is not detrimental to higher level goals.

II
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2.5 Virl 11;ymbiosis

In the final stage there is virtual symbiosis between the human and the robot. The human
and the robot will be able to exchange data, information, and recommendations at a fairly high
cognitive level using languages which can express machine proposed actions and operator
consent or rejection. The shared knowledge will extend to matters of planning, maintenance, and
programming but the ultimate responsibility for these functons reside with the human
operator.

3.0 HUMAN OPERATOR ROLES
An attempt was made to define changes in the human role in HRSs under the various

capability stages by estimating the criticality for acceptable system performance of certain
generic classes of operator functions for each of the stages.

3.1 generic Operator Functions in a HRS

Seven generalized functions of human operators in an HRS were defined as follows:

• Labor intensive work
Task planning I

• Mission planning

• Monitoring and intervention
• Information management
- Interactivity
These functions are seen as being performed by the human operator who most directly

interacts with the robot during, mission operations. They do not address activities performed by
supervisory personnel,nor do they address HRS subsystem activities such as monitoring, fault
detection, maintenance and repair.

3.1.1 Labor intensive work. This factor refers to labor requirements which involve
physical exertion.

3.1.2 .T._kJlanin. Planning at the task level entails development of plans which
will accomplish task goals. The term task refers to short-term low level activities such as
moving an object to a specified position.

3.1.3 Mission lDanninQ. Plannirg at the mission level entails development of plans
which will accomplish mission goals. Such plans address longer term, high level objectives.
Mission planning may also involve decomposition of the mission problem into parts which
provide subgoals at which task planning is directed.

3.1.4 Monitoring and intervention. This function involves real-time, periodic or
time sampled evaluation of processes, and current states of objects or variables in the
environment to verify that plans have been completed and goals met or that plans are being
executed satisfactorily. If the process is not acceptable, then some form of operator intervention
will be reauired.

3.1.5 Jafgrm.ation management. Information management includes processing of
information to support decision making, and selection of information elements for attention,
reliability evaluation, storage and dissemination.

3.1.6 Interactivity. This function refers to mutually dependent actions and
reactions on the paris of both the human operator and the machine. It is not the same as
workload or rate of control actuation which may be extremely high in a teleoperated HRS.
Rather, inte~activity involves rapid changes in allocation of functions between human and
machine. Essentially, interactivity refers to rapid and frequent changes in "whose court the ball
is in" with respect to each of the currently ongoing functions.
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3.2 Estination of Function Criticality

The authors attempted to estimate 1he criticality of each of the a.:ve generic human
functions for a hypothetical HRS at each of the capability stagF3 discussed previously.
Criticality, as used here, refers to the importanre of corract and timely performance of a
particular function for the HRS as well as to the necessity for the appropriate supporting
technology. The ratings developed do not rfer to the boad or tirne spent on the function.
Criticality estimates utilized a scale from zero to ten with zero mea:iing that the function has no
importance and ten meaning that the hypothetical system will not be feasible if the function
cannot be performed. Function loadings in terms of percent of effort devoted to the function
would be too system and/or mission specific to be tre.atd in a general fashion.

3.3 Results of Evaluation

The results of the criticality estimation process are shown in Figure 1. For comparison
purposes, the manual work mode without robotic involvement is included as a baseline. The
Figure 1 data represent a consensu:s on the part of the authors with regard to the criticality of
the various generic operator functions throughout the capability stages. Ihe criticality
estimates are believed to provide an approximate profile of the changing role of the human I
operator in HRSs as development proceeds through the several stages. The remainder of this
section will evaluate the human role profile in the HRS criticality graphic. The following
section will discuss some broad implications of the changing human roles in the HRS for human
factors.

35 .- Interactivity

30g 1 information M.t.

Sum A•1 7vd u Monitoring & Interv.
F r Crit ica lity 2 0 ..... S

R.3atings 1n Mission Planning15..
10 i ]Task Planning

itrawihoirLabor Intensive work

o t i umar Bounded Teleoper- Super- Adaptive Virtual Human-Robot
Autonomy ation vised Autonomy Sym- System Stage

Autonomy biosis

Figure 1. Criticality Rating-s by HRS Stages and Generic Operator Functions

3.3.1 laf.a-i-yt. With increasing complexity there is a shift from user-display
interface, which monitors unprocessed data, to a user-system interface which presents the
operator with summarized data, probabilistic estimates, and extrapolations of system

operational events. Human factors will play a major role in structuring and presenting tile
information to the operator.
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3.3.2 Information managamntn. With increasing system complexity, the operator
plays an increasingly important role in managing informatiop that is collected by the HRS.
Human factors must help to design information management aides that will help the operator to
make information decisions (e.g., what information to keep or purge, what level of access
the robot should have to the new information, what should be shared with other HRSs, and what

* might be the im",act of system peformance and safety of information).
3.3.3 Monitoring and intervention. With increased system complexity the criticality

of human situational awareness during the monitoring process increases. This -Implies a
definite need for a cognitive system structure representation. With increasing complexity the
ability of the operator to understand what the system is doing, and why, will be limited. Human
factors will have to explore methods of continually representing system functions to the
operator in order to increase the likelihood that the operator will be able to play a role not only
in dea~ing with system problems as they occur, but perhaps more importantly, in anticipating
system problems.

An especially difficult problem, which already occurs in nuclear reactor control rooms and
advanced technology aircraft, involves the idea of an "interval of uncertainty." An "interval of
uncertainty" can be defined as a period of system operations which is characterized by rapidly
decaying system integrity, accompanied by little or no information as to the cause(s). With
increasing system complexity the probability of encountering an "interval of uncertainty"
increases. Human factors will be instrumental in devising methods and procedures for o
acquiring and processing information during this time.

3.3.4 Mission planing. With increasing advanced robot technology, the robot will
perform much of the iask planning and execution. As a necessary step in integrating the human
and robot elements of the system, the human will become more involved in concatenating tasks
to the level of mission iequirements. Human factors will deal with the cognitive aspect of aiding
the operator to produce feasible and effective mission plans.

3.4 Implications of Results

3.4.1 Languages. Planning/operations languages will be required to support the
mission and task planning functions. To a large extent, robotic programming languages support,
off-line programming of assembly operations and are not particularly suited for real-time,
on-line control of robots. The Space Station User Interface Language (SSUIL) is currently under
development to support Space Station science users in planning the operation of experiment
payloads. It is object and action oriented and contains provision for a direct manipulation user
interface. These language features will go far toward providing the task and mission planning
capabilities required for the supervised autonomy and higher stages. It is considered that an
essential development feature of the necessary robot control language will be cognitive analysis
of user tasks and knowledge structures.

3.4.2 QOerator-computer interface. The above discussion of robotic system
planning/operations languages does not mean that a strictly command language dialog is essential
or even contemplated. The user interface, whereby commands in the language are composed,
might support writing commands directly but other dialog types including direct manipulation
may well be more effective tor on-line operator control.

3.4.3 Interaction with a .rld model. Task and mission planning automation in the
supervised autonomy and higher stages will require a world model. Where the working
environment is man-made, it is readily defined for world modeling purposes as in the case of
payload servicing robots planned for the Space Station (8). Where natural objects and terrain
are concerned, advances in machine pattern recognition will eventually support machine
updating of a world model. In the near term, however, a human operator will have to input
corrections to a world model. Three dimensional imagery and fast coordinate transformations to
support multiple views are likely to be essential to the necessary interfaces.
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3.4.4 .,nhtoring and intervention. As automated HRS capabilities increase, the
frequerq•L of operator intervention will be decreased. If this frequency becomes low enough, long
periods of uneventful monitoring could result, with associated vigilance decrerents etc. This
could become a human factors concern. Provision will be required for "gracetu' stage
regression" in certain cases of operator intervention. If the automated elements of the system
are incu)pable of producing a certain evolution, the operator may have to select a lower stage
(such as teleoperation). This point has been well made by Albus, McCain and Lumia (8).

(1) Parsons, H. M. and Keaisley, G. P. (1981). Himan factors engineering considerations for
the planning, design, and use of robots. Technical Memorandum 12-81. Aberdeen Proving
Ground, MD: U. S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory.

(2) Parsons, H. M. and Kearsley, G. P. (1982). Rotytics and human factors: Current status
and future prospects. Human Factors, 24, 535-552.

(3) Critchlow, A. J. (1985). Introduction to Robotics. New York: Macmillian.

(4) Sheridan. T. B. (1987). Supervisory control. In G. Salvendy (Ed.), Handbook of Human
Factors, New York: ,John Wiley.

(5) Kirkpatrick, M., Malone, T. B., arid Seamster, T. L. (1988). Human factors engineering
implications of supervisory control for manipulation robotic systems. Report No. TR-4057-
00-01. Fairfax, VA: Carlow Associates Incorporated.

(6) Rahimi, M. (1987). Human factors engineering and safety in robotics and automation.
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(7) Parsons, H. M. (1989). Teleoperator interfaces for remote control centers/test beds.
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REAL AND VIRTUAL WORLD STEREOSCOPIC
DISPLAYS FOR TELEOPERATION1

Julius J. Grodski2
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Downsview, Ontario, Canada

+
Paul Milgram 3 and David Drascic4

Dept. of Industrial Engineering,
University of Toronto

1. INTRODUCTION

1. It is reasonable to project that future military operations will take place in increasingly
hostile environments. The military's effectiveness in coptrolling people and equipment will
depend on its ability to operate in such environments. Advances in mobility, firepower and
communication will permit greater dispersion of soldiers and thereby reduce somewhat the
effects of hazards. Even greater protection for military personnel will be provided by efficient
deployment of teleoperated and telemanaged robots, however.

2. For the foreseeable future, these remotely controlled systems will make use of
human facilities to achieve effectiveness in control functions, especially in such predominantly
"unstructured" environments as the battlefield, where completely autonomous robotics is sill
far from being realisable. It is therefore essential to develop optimal capabilities for these
remotely operated systems, to suit the different levels of structuring of their operational
environments.

3. The effectiveness of such systems will be determined by the quality of the
interactions between the operator and the remote robot. The quality of the robot-to-operator
component of the interaction will be particularly important. The robot's sensing capabilities and
the means of delivering the information to the operator will determine the quality of his
perceptions on the status of the robot and its environment, and thereby affect the operator's
decisions and resulting actions. A well developed coupling between multiple remote sensors on
the robot and the operator will provide a capability approaching "telepresence". As for the
operator-to-robot component, the required telepresence capabilities must be such that the
operator-robot combination will be able to effectively carry out mobility and manipulation tasks,
as well as use its weapons.

4. One necessary condition for effective teleoperation of weapons is that dimensional
information about the target, and its distance, elevation, and bearing from the robot to the target,
be accurately estimated. A similar criterion applies with respect to obstacle avoidance in

1 The work presented here was carried out under contract W7711-7-7009/01-SE with Supply and Services Canada
for the Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine, North York, Ontario, Canada

2 Email: jul@dretor.dciem.dnd.ca
3 Email: milgran@gpu.utcs.utoronto.ca
4 Enail: drascic@phocnix.rose.utoronto.ca
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mobility operations, and robotic or teleoperated manipulation operations. This requirer"ent
becomes particularly pronounced when the speed or rate of task execution is a critical factor.
Consequently, to permit successful and effective teleoperations, it is important to provide the
operator with accurate spatial infoicnation about the remote site.

5. The principal feedback link with the telerobot is the video display. Conventional r

video sensors alone, however, do not provide the required spatial information directly. In this
paper we discuss an ongoing project to develop a hybrid display system which combines a
stereoscopic video system with a stereoscopic graphics system, thereby providing operators
with greatly enhanced information, both relative and absolute, about the remote worksite. The
paper first presents a brief review of the benefits of stereoscopic video in telerobotics. We then
point out some of the opera.ional issues associated with manual teleoperation which remain,
even after stereo video is introduced. The configuration of the new display system developed
to address these operational problems is reviewed, along with some current and future
fundamental capabilities. Finally, the project status is summarised.

2. OPERATIONAL BENEFITS OF STEREOSCOPIC VIDEO

6. It is now widely accepted that, for a large number of tasks, provision of a basic
stereoscopic video (SV) capability can enhance teleoperator performance significantly (Merrit.,;
1988). An overview of visual performance research with SV systems can be found in Spain
(1984). Some of the benefits of SV systems which pertain specifically to land-based military
operations are summarised below.

2.1 Relative Judgement of Object Location

7. In general, the great majority of electronic display media are monoscopic; that is, the
images which are perceived are equivalent to those which would be viewed in nature with one
eye only. Such display systems do contain numerous depth cues, including: relative size of
objects viewed, geometric perspective, occlusion, lighting, shading, relative motion, visual
flow patterns, etc. It is nevertheless well known that, in supplying extra stereoscopic cues
(which current research is indicating is additive with respect to the other (monoscopic) cues
(Sollenberger et al, 1991; Dosher et al, 1986)), the ability to estimate where objects are in the
visual field, relative to each other, is greatly improved. Operations which require that this be
done accurately include most manipulative activities, reconnaissance, aiming of weaponry, etc.
In general, accurate pe;ception of obstacle locations and dimensions permits efficient execution
of critical manceuvres and use of clearances to effect passage of a robot or its manipulator arm
in a safe, collision-free manner.

2.2 Enhanced limage lntcmretation

8. In addition to providing a significant improvement in seeing where things are,
stereoscopic viewing can also enhance the ability to perceive what things are, especially in
unfamiliar or complex visual environments. This is especially important for reconnaissance,
camouflage detection, logistics planning, ordnance management, etc. For example, a
camouflaged vehicle stationed in front of a forest may be completely inconspicuous using a
monoscopic display, yet may stand out dramatically on a stereoscopic display.
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2.3 Enhanced Task Performance

9. Some of the remote handling tasks for which stereoscopic viewing is particularly
helpful are those which involve ballistic movement, recognition of unfamiliar scenes, analysis
of three dimensionally complex scenes, and the accurate placement of manipulators or tools
within such scenes (Dumbreck et al, 1987). Results of other studies suggest that stereoscopic
viewing is critical when tasks are unpredictable or constantly changing, when visibility
conditions are-poor, or when precise positioning in depth is critical for success.

2.4 Enhanced Slope and "Negative Obstacle" Perception

10. Experiments in off-road driving have shown that it is very difficult to perceive terrain
slopes and to detect "negative obstacles", that is, sudden dips or drop-offs, with monocular
viewing. Stereoscopic viewing can enhance perception considerably under such situations.
This is especially important in battlefield telerobotics, where it is quite common for teleoperated
vehicles to roll into hidden gullies and topple over on inclined slopes.

2.5 Enhanced Training Regimes

11. The eye-body relationship has a strong bearing on human spatial perception, as a
consequence of life-long experience and learning. In remote viewing, therefore, the operator's
own frame of reference tends to dominate over the camera-robot frame of reference. For those
systems in which the camera is mounted on the robot platform to retain a constant point of view
with respect to the end effector, perception is also affected by frequent movement of the camera
system during operations ol the robot arm. The consequences of such factors do not manifest
themselves in slow, simple operations relative to a distant horizon. However, they do become
particularly evident in busy environments involving rapid critical operations. Any inadequacies
in the operator's perception of spatial information can therefore severely limit the efficiency of
some teleoperated activities. At the same time, a trial-and-error approach to compensate for
these inadequacies will not be acceptable under operational settings.

12. Most research with stereoscopic displays has concentrated on showing either
improved depth resolution or improved task performance relative to monoscopic viewing. In
some situations, operators with two orthogonal single camera views can be as effective as those
with one stereoscopic view, with sufficient training. For highly repetitive tasks, furthermore, it
is possible for skilled operators to perform well-rehearsed teleoperation tasks as effectively
using a single monoscopic view. Most teleoperation tasks are rarely repetitive, however, and
especially not battlefield teleoperations.

13. As with other operational systems, one of the most important aspects of managing a
telerobot system is the investment needed to train operators to use it. Operators of current
explosive ordnance disposal robots are subjected to extensive and costly practical training
toward proficiency in teleoperation. Periodic refresh training is also common, to maintain their
operational readiness. Preliminary research has shown that transfer effects arising from early
exposure to manual teleoperation using stereoscopic video are positive (Drascic et al, 1989),
implying that the use of stereoscopic viewing may significantly reduce operational training
requirements.
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3. OPERATIONAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH STEREOSCOPIC VIDEO

14. In the preceding secLion, several of the advantages of stereoscopic viewing systems
have been reviewed. It is our contention, however, that further operational enhancements can
be achieved by extending the SV capability to encor-jiass stereoscopic computer graphics and
machine vision technologies. T..,. issues addressed include the following:

3.1 Estimation of Absolute Distances / Locations

15. In general, when using monoscopic video systems it is very difficult and it requi res a
great deal of training and practice to estimate object sizes and distances accurately. In unfamiliar
or obscured environments, this can be almost impossible. Users of stereoscopic video
systems, on the other hand, benefit from a greatly enhanced ability to discriminate relative
distances, depths and object sizes; that is, the relative locations of objects in space are
immediately obvious to most observers. Unless observers are very well trained, and very
familiar with the objects in the remote location, however, they are still somewhat limited in their
ability to make absolute judgements of distance and depth. In other words, whereas it might be
easy for an observer to determine that object A is fa."ther away from the cameras than object B,
for example, it is generally more difficult to estimate how far away the two objects are from the
cameras, or from each other. The ability to make such estimates can be of importance for tasks
involving remote surveillance, assembly, telerobotic path planning, obstacle avoidance, weapon
deployment, etc.

3.2 Specification and Adjustment of Stereoscopic Camera Parameters

16. The essence of a stereoscopic display system is that images from equivalent left and
right eye views are displaced with respect to each other when presented on a monitor. The
viewer-monitor geometry determines to what extent the resulting binocular disparity is
interpreted as depth. If lines were drawn along the optical axes of the viewer's eyes to
corresponding points of left and right images on the monitor, and then extended until they
intersect, this would determine the effective convergence pohint of the observer's eyes.

17. Relating this to natural vision, human eyes can typically converge to a point as close
as 15 cm and as far away as infinity. That is, with natural vision one sees what is actually
present at distances as close as 15 cm from one's face. When using stereoscopic video,
however, what the observer sees at that apparent distance, called the "near point", is a function
of the separation, convergence angle and focal length of the cameras, as well as the size of the
monitor and the observer's position relative to it. These same parameters also determine what
appears at "infinity" for the observer, known as the "far point". If the near point and the far
point are close together, observers are limited in what they can comfortably see; however, what
they can see, they see with much higher depth resolution than would typically be possible with
natural vision (despite the degradation of image quality due to the video medium). This is
similar to the function of binoculars, which move the near point further away, leaving the far
point at infinity, and so effectively increase the depth resolution within that range.

18. In ternms of stereoscopic video systems, for object distances which appear very close
relative to the screen depth, the viewer's eyes are forced to converge excessively, resulting in
possible eyestrain. Conversely, for very far distances relative to the screen depth, the eyes
might even be forced to diverge. In addition, problems may develop because the observer's
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eyes tend to focus at the depth of the monitor screen, while converging at a virtual depth point
which generally is on a different depth plane. This may also result in possible eyestrain, fatigue
and, in many cases, inability to fuse the stereo image. Consequently, a pair of stereoscopic
cameras with a fixed separation and convergence angle can in practice ý..verely limit the
operator's ability to perform effectively over a broad range of viewing conditions and
scenarios.

3.3 Manipulator Orientation and Alignment Problems

19. With most military robotic platforms, the camera assembly is typically placed
somewhere on the arm of the robot. This placement of the camera package prevents feedback
of information on the specific orientation of the manipulator with respect to the platform,
however. This limitation can be a serious handicap for the operator, who needs to be able to
visualise how the various system and environmental components are aligned with respect to
each other. In some instances it is possible for the cameras to be situated on either a different
manipulator link, or on a platform which is not attached to the arm at all. Nevertheless, even in
these cases problems can arise, as the operator must be able to transform what he sees from his [
own camera frame of reference to the task frame of reference. For some tasks, such as pick and
place, insertion tasks, etc., critical errors may result from this need to work with these different g il
frames of reference.

3.4 oerator Workload

20. Accurate teleoperation involves significant attentional demands. The perceptual
limitations of the remote viewing system can intensify the severity of these demands. In
addition, the memoiy load on the operator can be quite high, in cases for which retention of
control actions performed during the mission can be essential to identify the state, location, and
direction of the remote system at any stage in the operation. This may be critical to the success
of the mission, particularly when the operator has little or no direct visual contact with the
remote system. The stress imposed by this requirement is further exacerbated when operating
in physically complicated environments, under high time pressure, oi even when the periods of
required vigilance are unduly long, e.g. when controlling very slow systems. Such enforced
attention requirements not only limit the number of concurrent activities which the operator is
able to handle, but can also lead to increased likelihood of error, and may ultimately endangerthe mission.

4. CONFIGURATION OF SV+SG DISPLAY SYSTEM

21. A generic block diagram of the system under development is given in Fig. 1. It
consists of four basic elements, as follows:
* Stereoscopic Video Camera System,
• Stereoscopic Viewing System,
* Pointer Positioning Device,
* Control Computer.

22. The first and second elements comprise the basic functional components of the
stereoscopic video system, based on alternating-field, or time-multiplexed, stereoscopy. The
fundamental principles of this system have been described elsewhere (Milgram et al, 1989,
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1990; Milgram & van der Horst, 1986). Briefly, this class of stereo-pair displays involves
rapidly alternating left- and right-eye viewpoint images on a video or computer monitor. When
the stereoscopic images are generated as live video pictures, the signals from each of the left and
right cameras are electronically combined, such that one is transmitted as the odd field and the
other as the even field of a single interlaced video signal. When this signal is viewed directly on
.,the monitor, it is perceived as a flickering double image. When viewed through special purpose
synchronised liquid crystal spectacles, however, a single stereoscopic image is perceived. This
is because the spectacles act as a shuttering device, which alternately blocks and unblocks the
view of the display from each eye, in synchrony with the alternating display images. The result
is that the left eye is blocked whenever the right eye image is displayed and unblocked
whenever the left eye image is presented, and vice versa.

23. Stereoscopic images can be created by a computer using a similar technique. The
stereographic image generation system, shown in Fig. 1 as a sub-function of the Control
Computer, is responsible for generating pairs of alternating images which are analogous to
corresponding left and right camera images.

24. The unique aspect of our system, as described thus far, is its ability to combine
stereoscopic video (SV) and stereoscopic graphic (SG) images and view them on a single
monitor. This is accomplished with the Mixing Device, shown in Fig. 1, which combines the
synchronised video signals from both the computer and the cameras. The net result is a three
dimensional image within which virtual SG objects generated by the computer appear within the
live SV video world.

25. An illustration of the capabilities outlined thus far is given in Fig. 2, in which a park
scene, on the left hand side, is depicted as being viewed via the (dual camera) SV system. The
reader is requested to imagine that this scene, observed with the help of the shuttering
spectacles, is perceived stereoscopically on the monitor, shown on the right hand side. The
tree, the bench, the dustbin, the rock and the box all represent "live" objects, which are
provided by the video cameras. The virtual objects in the picture, that is, the "V" shaped
triangles and the line joining them, as well as the second box drawn with dashed lines, are
generated by the SG computer and appear to the observer to be actually present among the real
objects in the video world.

26. Because they are computer generated, it is clearly possible to cause the virtual SG
objects to move around freely within the SV world, by making use of the Pointer Positioning
Device (a three degree of freedom tmckball in our case), indicated schematically in Fig. 1. This
is accomplished by scaling the size and position in depth of a superimposed SG object so that it
appears realistically within the SV scene. This means that, if a particular object is drawn
graphically and then moved to the same location in (x,y,z) space as a corresponding real world
object with identical dimensions, the two should coincide exactly on the screen. To accomplish'
this all virtual images are calibrated so that any (x,y,z) input from the pointer positioning device
is interpreted directly in terms of real world units. The physical parameters which enter into
those calculations include the following:
"* camera separation,
"* camera convergence angle,
* alignment of camera optics,
* positions of the centroids of the lenses,
• mapping between the video sensors and the computer display.

~' I
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Real-world Scene Stereoscopic Display Monitor Image

Fig. 2 Example of "Virtual Pointer" + Overlaid Wireframe Image
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27. If all of the parameters listed above have been computed or measured correct~y,
system validity can be verified by superimposing and visually comparing SG object images
with corresponding real objects. For our purposes, it is sufficient that these be aligned only to
an extent that is within the resolution capabilities of the visual display systern. In order to
enhance the overall reliability of the system, however, we are currently extending it by adding
frame grabbing hardware, as shown in Fig. 1, which will serve as a basic component of ourultimate "virtual control" capability. This and other functional capabilities are diocussed in the
following section.

5. FUNCTIONAL CAPABILITIES - CURRENT AND FUTURE

28. In this section we refer to the operational issues outlined in section 3 and discuss
how the current functional capabilities of our SV+SG display system address those problems.
In addition, we present our planned enhancements of the system, and discuss their relevance to
practical telerobotic operations.

5.1 Stereographic Pointer / Tape Measure Capability

29. In Section 3.1 operational aspects of the problem of being able to make absolute
distance or location measurements are outlined. That problem has been the principal motivation
for our development of the virtual pointer capability. Because humans are very sensitive at
making relative discriminations, but are not very good at making absolute judgements (van Cott
& Warrick, 1972), it is logical to try and convert all such estimation tasks to relative
discrimination tasks, wherever possible. This is the same general principle that is employed in
supplying anchoring stimuli in practical display design, to assist people in absolute judgement
tasks (Wickens, 1984).

30. The stereographic pointer is generated by the graphics computer and can be moved
throughout the three dimensional space by the multi-degree of freedom Pointer Positioning
Device. The pointer must be readily visible on the screen and must have an obvious
characteristic single-point vertex for alignment purposes. Pointer formats with which we have
experimented thus far have included cross-hairs, an open or filled letter V (as shown in Figure
2) and upward or downward facing arrows. It has become clear that the "best" pointer format
should be determined by the particular operational circumstances, including such factors as
predominant orientation and density of objects at the remote site, ambient illumination, etc. The
great advantage of employing a computer generated tool such as this, of course, is that pointer
shape and orientation, as well as brightness and colour, can be selected by the operator during
usage, to suit the situation.

31. The three dimensional pointer location on the screen is calibrated in absolute real-
world units, as a function o. the basic physical characteristics of the stereoscopic video system,
which are listed in Section 4. Using the Pointer Positioning Device, the pointer can be aligned
with any feature of the real-world scene. The corresponding real-world position coordinates
(x,y,z) can then be computed and, using the SG option, can even be displayed
alphanumerically at the same depth plane of the pointer in 3-D space.

ItI
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32. If two suich points are identified at the remote site, the distance between them is
readily calculated. This is the basis of the "tape-measure" capability, which is graphically
depicted in Figure 2. To implement it, the viewer/operator triggers the pointer at one location
and "drags" a virtual line along a three dimensional trajectory to a second point in the scene.
The computer then calculates and displays or announces the absolute distance between the two
registered points, as illustrated.

5,2 Hybrid Pointer Alignment System

33. As emphasised above, the capability of making absolute 3-D measurements of target
locations is potentially very useful in practical telerobotics. It is important to recognise,
however, that, using the SG pointer alone, the final measurement is subject to two possible
sources of error. One derives from the procedure for calibrating the SG software relative to the
camera system, while the other is the result of the operator's limitations in matching the
perceived location of the virtual pointer with the real-world location of target objects.

34. In response to the second problem, the SG pointer concept is being incorporated into
an enhanced hybrid pointer alignment system, involving a higher level of automation. The
advanced SG pointer system, which is being implemented on a more sophisticated graphics a
workstation, makes use of frame grabbing hardware that allows digital recording of the real-
world scene. This will facilitate computational analyses, including machine vision detection of
edges or comers, to be used for objective determination of location, dimensions and orientation
of objects in the environment.

35. This system will enable the operator to use the SG pointer to perform initial
designation of points or objects of interest and then allow the computer to carry out automated
processing to generate an objective image of the remote scene in the vicinity of the SG pointer.
The display system will then communicate to the operator, also by means of overlaid graphics.
its version of which points or objects it believes the operator has selected. If this does not
coincide with the operator's intention, the procedure is repeated until the two system
components, the human and the computer, come to an agreement.

36. The philosophy behind this hybrid system is to utilise optimally the strengths of both
the human and the computer. With the original SG pointer system outlined in Section 5.1, even
though the computer knows where in the real world, relative to the video cameras, it has drawn
the pointer, the computer possesses no knowledge at all about what is in the real world being
viewed by the video cameras. The human must therefore perform the high level function of
rtcognising and designating operationally strategic targets, as well as the low level function of
precisely aligning the SG pointer with those objects. With the enhanced system, the human will
be spared a portion of the low level aligning task. Even though the computer will still have no
knowledge of what is in the real world (which is an important contradistinction with most
Artificial Intelligence applications), it will have access to detailed quantitative information about
where things are in that world. This will permit the computer to perform the low level
computations necessary for specifying points in space, while the human operator is able to
concentrate more on strategic planning and decision making.

37. It is important to point out that this process will reduce, but not completely eliminate,
the operator's labour-intensive task of manually aligning the virtual SG pointer with real-world
points in the 3-D video space. What it will provide, however, will be afaster and more reliable
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system, which will result in more efficient teleoperation, with a significantly reduced operator
workload, which in turn will permit the operator to turn her attention to other concurrent control
activities.

5.3 "Virtual Control"

38. The logical extension of the hybrid system outlined above is one which permits
"virtual control" of the telerobot. What this involves is a system which enables the human
operator to rise above the low level function of continuous manual control of the teleoperator,
and allows her instead to designate intermediate robot states, or "way points", which can
subsequently be achieved by the control computer. This concept is consistent with Sheridan's
well known model of supervisory control of telerotic systems (Sheridan, 1984). A similar
concept has been proposed by Conway et al (1990), using a somewhat different technological
approach.

39. As a simple example of virtual control, the pointer could be used to design a
collision-free pathway for a teleoperated vehicle, which would then be programmed to follow
that pathway. An example of such an application is shown in Fig. 3. In the same context as
Fig. 2, the operator has used the pointer here to designate to the control computer a set of way- V

points along a desired trajectory. In the figure the computer is also displaying stereoscopically
to the operator how this 3-D trajectory will appear within the real-world site.

40. With knowledge of certain dimensional parameters of the robot, this pathway
planning function, together with the local world mapping function, could become more
sophisticated; that is, the computer could carry out checks on the operator-designated pathway
to ensure that vehicle-obstacle clearances allow for a collision-free route. Path
smoothing/optimisation is another possibility. The same principles and techniques could be
applied to manipulator movement/path planning in a congested environment. Another important
application domain involves systems with very long dynamic time constants and/or with
significant time delays. In all cases, the operator's control workload should over the long term
be reduced considerably, allowing more attention to be allocated to high level planning and
decision making tasks.

5.4 G.eneralised Stereographic Superposition

41. The 3-D graphics techniques used to generate the SG pointer described above have
been extended to allow generation of more complex wireframe images, which can be drawn
both stereoscopically and in perspective. This general capability is iflustrated by the wireframe
box drawn with dashed lines at the bottom of the right hand side of Fig. 2.

42. Data for such three-dimensional wireframe images can be derived from digital
analysis of real-world objects or from available computer models of those objects. The images
of the targets can then be superimposed onto the real-world video scene to simulate or enhance
target visibility. This capability could be particularly useful, for example, for teleoperation in
the vicinity of partially visible or partially obscured objects with known characteristics, which
permits generation of an accurate virtual wireframe construct. It could also be useful for
teleoperation with totally invisible objects with known characteristics in a structured or partially
structured environmnent.

,t
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43. Such wireframe images can be also used to generate virtual objects and thereby create
totally virtual sc.-narioi. This "simulation" capability is anticipated to be most useful for
training purposes, including safe and effective teleoperation in a complex, pea;dally structured
environment. Wiraframe constructs could be used in such cases to provide graphic displays,
for example of a recommended trajectory for a teleoperated vehicle in an environment with
obstacles. A one-dimensional example of this is shown in Fig. 3; however, there is no reason
why more complex formats, such as heads-up "path-in-the-sky" types of displays (Stokes et al,
1990) could not be used here.

44. One potential application of this technique is for simulating and displaying predicted
manipulator movements or predicted projectile trajectories. When combined with the "spread"
characteristics of the projectile, for example, it could also be used to display a "cone of danger"
associated with the weapon. Another anticipated application is as a means of graphically
superimposing coordinate reference frames, which can be used in the context of a heads-up
display for complex alignment operations in multi-degnee-of-frewdom telemanipulation tasks.

5.5 Dynamic Optimrisation of SV Camera Configuration

45. It was shown in section 3.2 above that a pair of fixed base stereoscopic cameras can
potentially limit the effectiveness of teleoperations, especially if surveillance or manipulations
are to be carried out within a relatively large dynamic range, or if enhanced depth resolution is
necessary for precision or detection purposes. However, adjustment of camera separation and
angle of convergence to match the observer's focus of attention and operational needs is a time-
consuming and inexact procedure. Although such a function is clearly a prime candidate for
automation, the difficulty of making such adjustments automatically, and especially
dynamically, i.e. on-line, is compounded by the necessity of communicating to the control
computer what the observer's operational needs are and where the observer's focus of attention
is. In response to this issue, an automated dynamic camera base optimisation system is being
implemented.

46. Using the arrangement shown in Fig. 4, the cameras are mounted on supports whose
orientation is controlled by two roman screws, each with both left and right hand threads,
allowing symmetrical translations of the camera supports. Simultaneous rotation of the screws
is accomplished through the use of motors controlled from the computer supporting the vision
system. Based on a particular region of operational interest, either prescribed independently or
indicated on-line via the SG pointer, the computer is able to adjust the camera alignment to
optimise the depth range and resolution of the stereoscopic video system. A similar procedure
can be used to control the focus and zoom of the camera lenses.

6. CONCLUSION

47. The SV+SG display system described here was implemented originally using an
Amiga 2500 as the graphics computer. That platform is currently being transferred to a Silicon
Graphics 4D/310 graphics workstation, which will permit near real-time animation of complex
sold images, in addition to the wireframe in-aes discussed above. In this section we outline a
number of operational issues experienced thus far with the SV+SG display system described
above,

I
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48. The setting up and use of stereoscopic video for teleoperation is associated with a
number of specific problems associated with the system itself. Many camera models are
unsuitable for use in a stereoscopic pair due to their large physical size. This makes it difficult
to obtain orthostereoscopic conditions, which generally corresponds to that which is perceived
by an average human, with an interpupillary distance of about 62 mm. In addition,
commercially available video cameras are typically not designed or manufactured to meet other
stringent requirements of satisfactory performance in a stereoscopic pair system. For example,
most cameras exhibit significant variations in the offset of the optical axis of the sensing element
with respect to direction and point-of-intersection at the sensor and the optical axis of the lens
system and the body of the camera. If the variations are slight, this problem is not a major one
for stereoscopic video alone. However, when mixing stereoscopic video (SV) with
stereoscopic computer graphics (SG), this "nonmisalignment problem" can have major
detrimental effects.

49. A preliminary experiment has been conducted to evaluate the accuracy with which the
SG pointer can be aligned with targets in the real world (Drascic & Milgram, 1991). This work
has found that the pointer can be positioned with a precision close to human stereoacuity
perceptual limits (approximately 20 seconds of arc disparity), and with a reliability comparable
to that of aligning a real po;nter remotely. (The stereographic pointer has a standard deviation
of approximately 90 seconds of arc disparity, while the real pointer had a standard deviation of
approximately 60 seconds of arc disparity.)

50. The stereoscopic video camera mount described above has been constructed and
interfaced to the micro-computer. Software to permit the manual control of the separation and
convergence angles of the cameras has been developed. The heuristics necessary for
automatically adjusting the camera parameters based on the operator's control of the SG pointer
have been specified and are currently being implemented. An experimental investigation of a
number of operational tradeoffs among various camera configuration parameters is about to
begin.

51. Software has been developed to generate arbitrary stereoscopic wireframe graphics
from a database of objects. These wireframes can be animated to indicate moving items.
Planned for the near future are graphics tools to aid in the creation of the object database. The
objective is for the animating computer to be able to generate an appropriate wireframe image of
a particular object in any location and with any orientation within the remote view. The
minimum specification for this function is that it be possible for the SG object to be perfectly
superimposed upon a corresponding real-world object of the same dimensions.
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REMOTE OPERATION USING A LOW DATA RATE COMMUNICATIONS
LINK

1.1 INTRODUCTION

1. Although the technology for constructing robotic
systems exists, the knowledge base needed to support
cost-effective design decisions is still lacking. Current
research in robotics at the Human Engineering Laboratory
(HEL) is geared toward identifying visual display and control
device design characteristics required for teleoperation,
particularly as they apply to the quantity and quality of
sensory input actually needed by the remote operator to
perform a given task effectively. This paper describes some
of the tools and facilities developed to support these
current study efforts as well as a program of research in low
data rate remote driving called ROAD RUNNER.

1.2 RESEARCH FACILITIES

2. In November 1988, with the signing of a Memorandum
of Understanding, the HEL and the U.S. Army Combat Systems
Test Activity (USACSTA) embarked on a cooperative endeavor to
establish facilities at Aberdeen Proving Ground that would
support the Army's effort to effectively apply robotic
technology to combat, combat support, and combat service
support materiel. Since that time, several indoor and outdoor
test courses have been developed specifically to support
research and test of robotic systems. One such course,
located within a former aircraft hangar, provides a
controlled environment for assessment of remotely operated
vehicles. Another outside course enables the researcher to
collect similar data under more variable, real-world
conditions. Bcth courses are instrumented to facilitate
automatic data collection.

I• B l i
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1.2.1 Indoor -Test Course

3. The indoor test course is housed in a
3200-square-meter aircraft hangar. Its black macadam roadway

1 q is 2.7 meters wide and approximately 400 meters long (see
-Figure 1). The area surrounding the road is painted a lighter
shade to define path boundaries. The course consists of six
segments that include straightaways, serpentine, right- and
left-hand turns, a figure 8, and an obstacle avoidance
segment. Driving performance on each of these segments is
scored automatically, and summary statistics are available
immediately after each run. These performance data include
vehicle speed and accuracy.

80 M

.. . ............. .. ...... ....... ... . 4 0 m

Figure 1. CSTA-HEL Robotic Test Facility
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4. The measure of accuracy for all course segments,
except for the obstacle avoidance segment, is the amount of
absolute deviation from the centerline of the road. This
centerline, along with four other stripes, are painted on the
roadway's surface. Each stripe is approximately 1.3
centimeters wide. The stripes are spaced 68.5 centimeters
apart and run parallel along the length of the course. A
fluorescent light, video camera, and transmitter are mounted
within a hood attached to the front of the vehicle. The
fluorescent light illuminates the stripes on the road
directly beneath the hood for the video camera (see Figure
2). The video image of these stripes is transmitted to the
data acquisition center for processing by two contrast
trackers. These trackers lock onto the right edge of the
right-most stripe in the field-of-view (FOV) of the camera
and compute the position of that stripe relative to the
camera's horizontal FOV. Data pertaining to deviations from
road centerline can be collected within 2 to 5 centimeters of
accuracy at a rate of 60 times a second. This measure also
enables computation of distance traveled with one, two,
three, or four wheels off the road.

Transmitter Video Camera

Fluorescent
Lights

• :••::•,•:.:.:::<:•:•z::••:••::F ifthW [[ Stripe.ii !!it ! ! i ... ......

Figure 2. On-board instrumentation for measurement of
deviations from road centerline.
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5. The obstacle avoidance segment, located at the end
of the course, is the last maneuver to be performed. The
number of pylons hit is used to determine the level of
accuracy for this segment. These data are provided by
normally open contact switches which are incorporated into
each pylon and linked to the computer.

6. A microswitch, located at the start of the course,
senses the commencement of a run and data collection is
initiated automatically. Data collection is terminated in a
similar manner. Microswitches are also located at the
beginning and end of each course segment. If the vehicle
should temporarily stray off the course to a point where
there are no stripes within the FOV of the camera,
microswitches located every 4.9 meters within each segment
identify the vehicle location upon its return and reinitiate
data collection. Vehicle speed can be computed within each of
these intervals based on time and distance traveled. A fifth
wheel is used to provide an accurate measure of distance
traveled.

1.2.2 Outdoor Test ourse

7. The Rolling Road course is one of several outdoor
courses that comprise the 60.7-hectare Munson Test Range at
Aberdeen Proving Ground (see Figure 3). The course is 3.7
meters wide and approximately 2 kilometers long. It is
composed of a variety of terrain features including gravel
and macadam road surfaces, open and tree-lined areas, flat
and rolling terrain, and assorted straight and twisting
paths. The course consists of three segments. One segment
includes left and right turns of varying severity. The two
remaining segments are both straightaways. One straightaway
is composed of a flat, macadam surface; the other is more
rugged rolling terrain consisting of hard packed gravel with
numerous potholes. These straightaways are of equal length.
Three types of obstacles, six of each type, are located at
surveyed points throughout the course. The three types of
obstacles used are pylons, railroad ties, and man-made rocks.

iI -
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The course is reconfigured by changing the location of the
obstacle types. For all configurations, the obstacles, are
equally distributed on both left- and right-hand sides of the
roadway and the number of each type of obstacle remains the
same within each course segment.

t I :

'°H'

Figre3.Th Rol ling Road course. •

1

Figure 3. The Roling Road course.
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8. Driver performance is scored based on vehicle speed,
deviations from the "perfect path", and obstacles hit. The
"perfect path" is defined as the surveyed centerline of the
road and the minimum deviation the vehicle must take from
this centerline to avoid hitting an obstacle (see Figure 4).
The Radio Frequency Navigational Grid (RFNG), developed by
Kaman Sciences Corporation, is used to locate the position of
the vehicle. These data are used to compute vehicle speed and
deviations from the "perfect path" as well as the number of
obstacles hit. Position location is obtained by phase
differencing using a hyperbolic grid. The RFNG can compute
the X and Y coordinates of the vehicle at a rate of one per
second and, according to the manufacturer, can locate the
position of the vehicle within 10 to 15 centimeters.*

I

I

" . ...:i:i:!:!: .... :' ... 000•

Figure 4. The perfect path

I

* Validation tests are under way to ascertain position
location accuracy.
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9. Vehicle position location data, provided by the
RFNG, are also ujed to estimate the distance from the
obstacle upon its identification by the test participant.
This technique employs a data collector who depresses a I

button upon hearing a correct verbal identification from the
test participant. This button is linked with th• computer
which flags the location of tho. vehicle at that moment during
the run and calculates its distance from the obstacle.

10. Two additional driving segments are located just
off the main course. They include an obstacle avoidance
segment similar to that of the indoor test course, and a
segment called "parking." As on the indoor test course, the
obstacle avoidance segment is comprised of a row of equally
spaced pylons. The remote driver's task is to maneuver the
vehicle between and around these pylons as quickly as
possible without hitting them (see Figure 5). Driving
performance is scored based on time to complete and the
number of pylons hit. The "parking" segment is also comprised
of pylons arranged to form a rectangle with an opening at one
end (see Figure 6). in this segment, the remote driver must
maneuver the vehicle into the rectangle without hitting any
of the pylons and stop as close to those which form the rear
of the enclosure as possible. Performance measures include
time to complete and the number of pylons hit. Normally open
contact switches are used to identify pylons hit in both of
these driving tasks.

Figure 5. Obstacle avoidance segment.
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Figure 6. Parking segment.
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11. The Road. Runner vehicle is one among a number of
remotely controlled platforms currently being used by the HEL
to study human factors design and interface issues associated
"�i ' eeperation. T..hese platforms range in size from the
smaller explosive ordnance disposal vehicles to the High
Mobility Muiti-?uroose Wheeled Vehicle (HM4WV) . The Road
Runner is a sim._ple, low cost, highly reliable teleoperated
Caolf cart c..nvertedc for remote operation for the.HEL by
Tooele Army Depot• In Salt Lake City, Utah (see Figure 7)
This vehicle was developed specifically to serve as a
research platform for examining control and display design
and information recuirements for teleoperation. The vehicle
is powered by six 6-volt rechargeable batteries and is
capable' of s4eeds of up to 19 kilometers per hour.

MW1
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12 The vehiclecontrols consist of a steering wheel, :•[
• . !, ',brake, and accelerator pedals. Information on vehicle speed, • I

wheel direction, and system voltage are •transmitted fromthe .'•
Road Runner-vehicle and displayed on dial-type gauges at the :.• ..
operator's remote control panel.-Thevehicle is capable of • •. •:•

" being operated from an on-board driving position as well as ...... :•
• remotely using the same control station. In the remote :••. •

• ) driving mode, the vehicle's control station is seated within • (
i• a frame containing both a •12-volt battery pack and electrical :•i ::
•: connector. The control station is attachedto the frame by .;: ::

four bolts and a power hook-up cable. The station is easily
removed as a unit from the frame and reinstalled on board the i
vehicle. This unique design feature enables.the researcher to
measure and more reliably€ompare-0n•board•.versus, remote . ;
driving performance. - • . . i •i: ".i ." .

? : e

S13. The Road Runner incorporates numerous safety .-
features. These include front and rear bumpers which, upon •

Scontact with an object (8.9 newtons of force or more), shut
down the motor and apply the brakes. The brakes are fully

• : activated within 1.5 seconds. A large emergency stop button " !
on the instrument panel to the right of the steering wheel .I
performs the same function. The vehicle can be restarted by I
depressing the initialize button, to the left of the steering1
wheel. Shutdown procedures will also be initiated i
automatically if for any reason the. radio frequency signal to i
the vehicle is interrupted. If the throttle should stick, i
application of the brakes will remove the signal to the I!
motor. The brake and throttle must be-fully released before
the system can.be reactivated.

14. Since its arrival at the•HEL in August 1989, the !

Road Runner has provided numerous visitors hands-on
i experience in remote driving, both indoors and out. It has
' proven to be a sturdy and highly reliable.platform. The
(. vehicle is currently being employed in a research program in . ]

low data rate driving similarly titled ROAD RUNNER. 0!
SVerification and extrapolation of the performance :data base•

[ I I I I I I i I • iI I I I n , "• -J
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generated with this research platform will be obtained
through selective field trials with teleoperated tactical
vehicles such as the Army's HMMWV.

1.4 RESEARCH PROGRAM

1.4.1. General Description
15. The ROAD RUNNER program is one of many HEL research

efforts examining human factors design and interface issues
associated with teleoperation. The ROAD RUNNER was
established to support the Robotic Testbedsprogram - a major
cooperative effort among laboratories within the U.S. Army
Laboratory Command (LABCOM). The HEL has the lead role for
Robotic Testbeds within LABCOM. The major objective of
Robotic Testbeds is to demonstrate practical supervisory
control of robotic combat vehicles operating with realistic
mission requirements, including use of a low data rate
tactical communications link for command and control of the
remote platform.

16. Although fiber optic tethers are envisioned to

serve as the primary communications link between the
teleoperator and the remote platform, their survivability on
the battlefield remains a concern. If the fiber optic link is

severed, a secondary radio frequency (RF) link would enable
the teleoperator to retrieve the remote platform or continue
its mission. RF transmission of a standard broadcast quality
black and white video image from the remote vehicle to the
teleoperator, however, requires a wide communications
bandwidth of approximately 62 megabits per second. If RGB
colour and stereovision are added, the data rate requirement
is more than tripled. High data rate RF transmissions would
consume most of the bandwidth allocated for communications on
the battlefield and preclude use of existing tactical radio
systems.

17. The ROAD RUNNER program seeks to optimize
soldier-operator performance under tactical conditions

Ii
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. requiring reduced bandwidth-transmissions. The primary
objective of this research is to minimize the time to emplace
a remotely driven ground vehicle while minimizing the
bandwidth required for transmitting the video imagery to the
remote driver. Our bandwidth goal is 16'kilobits per second.
This goal corresponds to the bandwidth capabilities of the
Single Channel Ground-Air Radio System (SINCGARS), a secure
tactical radio which is currently in the U.S. Army's

* inventory.

1.4.2. Mehoolg

18. Driving a vehicle is a visually intensive task. J
Enhanced resolution, stereovision, and colour are anticipated
to provide valuable cues for optimizing teleoperator
performance. Ideally, we would like to compress all this
visual information down to 16 kilobits, transmit it over a
single data channel and reconstruct the full video image with
no loss in visual quantity or quality at the teleoperator's
control station (see Figure 8). This, however, is not
currently within the state of the art. Therefore, we must
identify the minimum amount of visual information required
for remote driving and find ways of reducing the bandwidth of
the video transmission that preserve or synthesize that
visual information essential to the performance of this
task.

19. Before examining the influence of degraded imagery
on remote iriver performance, it is necessary to select a
lens focal length for the video camera that will provide the
teleoperator vision forward of the vehicle. Although shorter
focal lengths will increase peripheral vision, resolution
will decrease and distortions will be induced. The lens focal
length will also effect relative distance judgment at varying
distances from the vehicle. As focal length decreases,
objects appear farther away than they are; as focal length
increases, objects appear closer than they are.
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20. The first in the series of ROAD RUNNER
investigations began in July 1990. The purpose of this study
was to select a lens focal length for the fixed, black and
white video camera which would serve as a baseline during
f7olllow-on investigati4ons. The study was conducted on the
indoor test course using the Road Runner research platform.
During this investigation remote driver performance was
measured under three focal length or FOV conditions: 12 mm.
(2 90), 6 mm (550) and 3. 5 rrm (94') . Driver performance in the
on-board mode was also measured. A major technology
exposition held with-in the indoor facility and subsequent
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construction of laboratory workspace forced postponement of
study completion until this.'coming spring. To date, 9 of the
18 study participants have completed test. Although the data -
collected at this point are insufficient to perform an
analysis, the trends appear to favor a focal length of 6 mm 4
which provides a 550 horizontal FOV.

21. Follow-on studies will seek to define that point

where reductions in video quality critically impact the
soldier-operator's ability to control the vehicle under field
conditions. These studies will involve a systematic
assessment of the effects of reductions in the number of
pixels, gray shades, and-frame rate on remote driving
performance. An initial examination of the influence of
colour and stereovision will also be conducted. The
information obtained during these investigations will assist
in the selection of hybrid image compression and enhancement
techniques for subsequent assessment.

1.4.3. Image Commpression and Enhancement Opin$tions

22. The HEL is a member of a low data rate working
group established to support the Robotic Testbeds program.
This group meets periodically to review contractor proposals
and the status of efforts in the development and assessmentof the various signal processing approaches. As a group, they

maintain current knowledge in the field of image processing.
They become intimately familiar with those approaches that
are currently being developed and choose which techniques
should proceed or be terminated.

23. Table 1 is a list of signal processing approach
options. These approaches fall into two basic categories:
spatial and temporal. During initial studies conducted by the
HEL, the individual and combined effects of two spatial
techniques (resolution and gray scale reduction) and one
temporal technique (frame rate) will be assessed.

- t![
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Table 1
Signal Processing Approaches
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24. Follow-on studies will examine the influence ofi
colour. Within the colour domain, red, green and blue -tiay be kmanipulated to achieve the effect of colour at less cost in
bandwidth. This variable set may be transformed intolhue,
chroma and value (see Figure 9). Only those colours that are
important in that domain need be-selected and. transmitted.

25. Another spatial technique planned for evaluation is
called foveal-peripheral or foveal window. This approach
imitates human vision creating an area of. high resolution at
the center of the image surrounded by an area of lower or
gradually degrading resolution around the periphery. The high
resolution portion of the image may be maneuvered to a point
of interest in the display by either an eye scanner
(occulometer) or a hand-controller.

"<" BG u e - -- -
V a"l u'e

BleChroma---'

white Yellow

hueue,' I•x R1x

vaBlue
black Blue

Figure 9. Colour: another world
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26. Image warping is a geometrical mapping technique
that uses information such as camera angle and vehicle speed
to predict how the information in the picture will change
over time. This temporal technique could be used to fill in
missing frames and possibly minimize the effects of frame
rate reduction.

27. Not all processing techniques that may be used to
reduce bandwidth will effect a loss in image quality. "No
loss" techniques include frequency domain and encoding. There
are currently two "no loss" methods of encoding: run length
encoding and the "Huffman" technique. In the run length
encoding technique, the value of a pixel and the number of
those pixels within a given run may be transmitted instead of
the individual pixel. The Huffman technique is a coding
schema wherein most frequently used gray shades (or colours)
are assigned a different coding with fewer bits and the least
frequently used gray shades assigned the full 8 bits. Both of

these techniques, however, are time consuming and may
introduce some lag in the transmitted image.

28. Some image processing techniques will work more
effectively than others depending on the type of knowledge to
be compressed. For example, an image containing only edges
(high frequency) could be compressed by coding only the edge
knowledge. However, an image with reduced gray shades (low
frequency) would use an entirely different approach to
achieve maximum compression. These different pieces of
knowledge may be compressed individually to achieve the
optimum effect and transmitted at lower cost in bandwidth by
sending them separately and recombining them at the remote
operator's station.

29. These various processes will be performed by the
HEL using Versa Modular European (VNE) based boards that may
be pipelined to effect the desired compression technique or
enhance the image artificially. Most of this hardware is

I W-
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manufactured by DataCube. The software package, used as the .
real-time operating system, is called Vx Works, developed by,
Wind River System.Incorporated..

1.5 SUMM.ARY

30. The HEL, in partnership with the USCSTA, is
developing facilities at Aberdeen Proving Ground to support
research and test of robotic systems. These facilities
include an indoor and outdoor test course instrumented for
automatic data collection. A remotely controlled golf cart is
among the tools used by the HEL to study human factors design
and interface issues associated with teleoperation. This
platform, along with a teleoperated HMMWV, is currently being
used in a program of research in low data rate driving. This
program seeks to optimize soldier-operator performance under
tactical conditions requiring reduced bandwidth
transmissions. During this research, the influence of various
image compression and enhancement techniques on remote driver
performance will be measured. In April 1992, the results of
these studies will be demonstrated during low data rate
driving of remotely operated ground vehicle.
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Mobile robots which have to, move, survey and achieve interventions in
hostile conditions need perceptual functionnalities that allow them
to intelligently interpret the evolution of the environment.

Redundant and complementary sensors together with a complete library
of data processing areall necessary to build reliable and safe robotic
systems. The hardware and software .resources are managed by an
intelligent perception system which controls all the choices and

parametri zations.

The follow-ing paper presents the GESPER system (GEStion de la PERCEPTIO )
being developed at the LETI laboratory of CEA. This system is based on
Artificial Intelligence concepts. According to the mission assigned

to the robot, it carries out the perceptual resources control, the
management of the perception strategies and the interpretation of

the sensors data.

mumi".
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1) INTRODUCTION

Although many works were devoted to path planning systems, few concerned
perception control systems. This is probably due to the fact that navigatidn is the main
problem for a robot. Therefore, there are many algorithms for path planning and testbeds to
validate them. But the perception is a real problem which has to be approached.

The first question one can answer is why does a robot need to control its perception?
The essential reason is the need for adaptability of the robot. A robot has to move according
to the constraints of the environment and the assigned mission. It has to optimaly schedule
uts perceptual resources whiqh are managedby an intelligent controller.

"1.1 Constraints

In general, robots move in complex environments that can be unstructd, unknown

(robots have few a priori knowledge about their environment). They are also not pre-
equipped which excludes the use of sensors based on the recognition of active beacons. But
the most important characteristic of the environment is its chan inZ evolution. Robots have
to detect any changes and unexpected events like moving obstacles, smoke, changing in the
lighting, fog,... and to react intelligently.

Because of these constraints, a mobile robot cannot be pre-programmed. It must be a
non-deterministic real-time system resolving on line perception resources conflicts.

1.2 Perceptual resources

The perceptual resources of a robot are the sensors and the associated data processing.
The sensors acquire information in the envircnment and the associated data processing help
the robot to interpret this information.The number and the type of sensors and
functionalities depend on the missions assigned to the robot.

As any single sensor is imperfect, a reliable perception system must include a set of
redundant and cormpleementarv sensors and must be able to handle errors and uncertainties.

The perception control system analyzes the mission and answers the four questions:
what is to be perceived, where, when and how must perceive the robot in order to complete
this mission. Therefore, the mission has to be divided into perceptual tasks. The perceptual
tasks are then planned and put into execution by the system. This is done by an intelligent
controller.

1.3 Intelligent perception control

As the sensors are redundant and complementary, each perceptual task may be
performed using one of several perceptual resources and data processing. So the first
functionnality of an intelligent control is the choice and the pVrametrization of the sensors.

4 . The sensors should be perfectly characterized as the perception system uses the sensors
models to manage the perception. I

LM
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But it is not the only functionnality of the perception system. The interpretation

process is another important functionnality. Having acquired data from the sensors, the
system has to use this dam to localize the robot and to build representations of the
environment.

The localization process suppiies the absolute. -;r relative position of the robot.

As for representations, there is not a single representation of the environment: it may
be fine or coarse, on all the surroundin~gs of the robot or only on small areas of interest...
The type of representation depends on the levels of description needed by the decision level
of the robot. The more complex the decisions the robot has to take, the more complete the
representation must be. Three hierarchical levels are usually considered : symbolic,
topologic and geometric.

In fact, the ha.-.cteristic.s of a good perception system controiler are

- reliability : the mission must always be completed,
- adaDtability : the controller makes the robot react to any event,
- modularity: it must be as modular as possible to add or exclude sensors and

.data processing,
- real-time,

in order to manage the comulexirv of the different alteratives-

- choice and paramerizarion of the sensors,
- choice and parametrization of data processing,
- choice of the multisensory fusion method,
- choice of the perception strateges.

.1
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Intelligent perception controller

And it is important to note that the perception system is closely linked to the decision
.system and the term perception control must include perception and decision processes.

In this section, the aim and functionnalities of a perception control system were
defined. The following sections deal with the different architectures suitable for a perception
system. The architecture of our system is then presented.

JLI
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2) PERCEPTION SYSTEM ARCHITECTURES

As the robot has to work and reason on imprecise and evolving information, a control
system needs to be a knowledge-based system mixing symbolic and numerical
representation of the environment.

Several artificial intelligence architectures have already been put forward to organize
and structure the intelligent controller of a mobile robot. These architectures belong to two
main groups the behavioural ones (Brooks...) and the functional one (Meystel, Albus ...

.= .o~

Sensors .• = 8 8 - Actuators

0

Functional architecture

reason about behavior of objects

plan changes to the world

identify objects

monitor changesSensors ------- _._.• Actuators
build maps

explore

wander

avoid objects

Behavioural architecture

2.1 The functional architecture :

The functional architecture seems more natural because it divides the problem into
sub-problems, data flows between modules are simple and solutions are not detailed too
early during planning. But it is a rigid system and it is difficult to integrate new modules in
this type of architecture. In most cases, this architecture produces very complex systems
that provide global solutions even for a simple problem.

t

.11
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2.2 The behavioural architecture

In a beha'vioural architecture, modules are independant and asynchronous. The
structure is flexible but the difficulty is to make the different modules communicate and it is
more and more difficult as the number of modules increases. And the control of the whole
system is the main problem.

So, the tendancy is to mix those two approaches. This is true for the global control
system of a robot but also for the perception control system which in fact is integrated in the
former. The approaches based on blackboards are particularly interesting as a robot is a set
of agents which must be controlled by a supervisor. In the coming secion, we are going to
detaii the blackboard approach.

3) BLACKBOARD ARCHITECTURES

Blackboards are distributed structures which have the advantages of the behavioural
architecture (modularity, flexibility, asynchronism) but the communications are much easier

they are made through a hierarchical data base. They also take advandtage of the natural
hierarchy of the system. '

Control

Blackboard architecture

Blackboard is the name of the architecture and the name of the hierarchical data base.
Knowledge Sources (KS) are independant processes that place and retrieve data from the
blackboard, They communicate and interact only via the blackboard data base. The
execution is so event driven and the blackboard architecture contains synchronisation
primitives that determine when knowledge sources are to be executed.

We have developed an intelligent perception controller based on this blackboard
architecrtue and we are going to give details about our implementation.

iI
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'4) THE GESPER SYSTEM

GESPER (acronym for GEStion de la PERception) is the name of our perception
control system. It is connected to the navigation module : the path followed by the robot is
planned thanks to the representation of the environment supplied by GtSPER and GESPER
needs the path to plan its perception.

GESPER receives one or several missions from an operator with execution
constraints (quickness, safety ...).

lB

ASAA

A beacon

Example of mission

go from A to B localizing thanks to the beacons a, b, c
4 and 2_ivin$ a representation of the environment

GESPER is implemented on TRAM. a blackboard tool developed in LETI (in C
language). The events deduced by GESPER are recorded on two blackboards
corresponding to the two main processes : the perception planning blackboard for the
planning process and the perception inteZpretation blackboard for the data interpretation
process.

The top-down perception planning process analyzes the mission and provides
perception plans for the sensor activation description (which sensor has to be used, at what
time •and place and how it must be parameTrized), the parmetrization of data processing and
the choice of the way to fuse sensory data. The perception planning module also carries out
the execution control of the generateýd plans. It reacts dynamically to any unexpected change
in the environment or in the robot (operator intervention, sensor failure...). It replans if
possible or sends information to the navigator if not.

• I
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The perception actions are sent to the actuators and GESPER gets back raw data from f
sensors. The bottom-up data interpretation process makes them interpreted by the relevant
processing and selects the right fusion algorithm according to the perceptual goals.

The two processes communicate with an a priori database (read/update) and a
knowledge base (read).The a priori database records all the knowledge about the
environment (maps for example). It is matched with the information extracted by the data
interpretation module. It includes beacons and landmarks positions and models if existing.
The knowledge base records all knowledge required for the choice and the parametrization
of sensors and data processing. For example, sensor modelling consists in the description
of characteristics such as orientation, field of view, ... Fusion and data processing
algorithms are described in terms of : CPU time, type of information on which they can be
applied, accuracy ... Perception strategies are also part of the knowledge base (best
position to perceive landmarks for example)

.1.
mission,

Dercevrion module

navigation module padio

wrdrplanmning sensoprmodels

pacevation data

The GESPER architecture.
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t
GESPER has got four perceptual resources : t

- a set of three wide field cameras,
- a time-of-flight range finder (2D scanning),

a camera associated with a structured strip light (which can be oriented) 4
- a localization camera.

It also takes into account odometer data to estimate the robot position.

The data processing are related to the perceptual resources. Data processing are high
level algorithms which chain pre-processing, primitives extraction, primitives
interpretation... They are used for free-space detection. map buildina (2D and 3D),
landmark recoqition and localization.

5) CONCLUSTON

In this paper, we have explained the need of an intelligent perception control, we have
described the different existing approaches and the perception control system GESPER
based on the blackboard approach.

GESPER will be used for an indoor robot equipped with a stereo-vision system, a
telemeter and two cameras. It is of great interest for all robotic applications as it is capable to
autonomously plan, trigger acquisitions, integrate and interprete multisensory data.

GESPER provides a generic development architecture : new sensors and/or new data
processing can be easily integrated depending on the application. It is a modular, flexible
and asynchronous architecture able to cope with either outdoor or indoor environments.
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Cooperative Control I
By: ,.javid W. Payton and Charles P. Dolan

Hughes Research Labs, 3011 Malibu Canyon Rd., Malibu, CA 90265

1. INT RODUCTION

We describe in this paper an approach that allows the activities of multiple robotic vehicles to
be controlled in such a way that each vehicle is capable of responding to unanticipated
circumstances in a highly opportunistic manner while still adhering to the constraints of high
level plans. Our experience has shown that conventional approaches to plan representation and
plan execution have serious weaknesses when applied to any system that must operate in a
dynamic environment. Autonomous vehicles cannot be controlled in a purely top-down
manner if they are to be truly responsive and opportunistic. Using a bottom-up approach, we
show how each vehicle may be provided with the competence needed to perform the basic
functions required for obstacle avoidance, pursuit and evasion, and coordination with other
vehicles. High level plans are then employed as an additional source of sensory input to
improve the performance of those capabilities already in place. By developing representations
that allow multi-agent plans to be expressed in terms of constraints and advice rather than as
explicit instructions, we show how a single plan may be used to guide the activities of many
vehicles. Many aspects of multiple vehicle control are thus greatly simplified using this
methodology.

Previous work has addressed the problems of coordinating multiple cooperating agents both in
a purely top-down plan-based manner and a purely bottom-up behavior-based manner. Plan-
based approaches are generally concerned with generating a plan that will completely specify
the actions of each agent. In behavior-based approaches, coordination is obtained as an
emergent property of many simple and local rules of interaction. Our work seeks to establish a
common ground between these two extremes.

In purely plan-based approaches, all actions and interactions are planned in advance. The plan
is then a script for action that all cooperating agents must follow faithfully. Assuming that the
agents can each execute their plan correctly, then an overall coherent activity will take place.
Plans are usually expressed either logically or geometrically. Using a logical description of the
environment and the ways the environment can change when actions are performed, logical
proofs can be used to determine a sequence of actions for each agent that will result in an
intended goal state [1]. In more spatially oriented multi-agent path-finding problems,
geometric reasoning and search techniques can be used to provide reasonable path descriptions
[2]. In both cases, the p!Jnq -re assumed to provide a complete description of all required
actions. Uncertainties in the environment must be accounted for by contingency actions within
the plan. This assumption leads to brittleness should the original problem description fail to
capture all the uncertainties of the real-world environment.

In behavior-based approaches, intelligent action is a manifestation of many simple processes
operating concurrently and coordinated through the context of their environment. Work by
Brooks, for example, has resulted in a variety of robots that can perform complex tasks
without using plans at all [3]. These systems exhibit a great deal of robustness because their
actions are in direct response to immediate sensory input. Control decisiouts and
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representations are determined relative to each specific task, so that environmental uncertainties
can be managed on a task by task basis.

A behavior-based approach can produce coordinated multi-agent actions in the same way it
produces meaningful action in a single agent. Franklin, for example, has shown in simulation
how three predators can be made to chase, encircle, and close in on a prey using only local
information [4]. Each agent in this simulation knows only its relationship to other agents
within a very limited range. A very simple set of decision rules is used by each agent to evoke
actions in response to the actions of others nearby. Surprisingly, while the resulting actions
appear very well orchestrated, no explicit communication between agents is required. More
recently, Miller [5] has suggested a number of simple local strategies that could be used by a
team of agents for exploration and sample recovery on Mars. Again, no explicit plan ia used,
and only minimal communication is required. Much of the work in Artificial Life [6] also
exemplifies this approach. By giving each agent the same set of procedures for how to behave
in response to the actions of others, a variety of interesting and useful group behaviors can
emerge [7].

Our intent is to take advantage of the robustness of a behavior-based approach while also
providing a plan-based means for controlling a team of agents. Given a team of agents with
built-in competences for various forms of cooperation, we wish to be able to direct the actions
of this team such that long-range objectives may be accomplished. Explicit control of each
vehicle will not suffice in this case, because we would lose the robustness inherent in the
behavior-based control strategy. Instead, we apply the notion of using plans as resources for
action [8]. As resources, plans serve as sources of information and advice to agents that are
already fairly competent at dealing with the immediate concerns of their environment.
Consequently, plans are used to bias the natural actions of agents so that they conform more
closely to achieving some global objective.

2. INTERNALIZED PLANS

In the case of a single agent, we have found that classical plan representations serve poorly as
a resource for action because they lack much of the information needed to allow flexible and
opportunistic response to unanticipated events. We have developed the concept of internalized
plans to address this problem [9]. An internalized plan is fundamentally a plan representation
that allows the information obtained during look-ahead and search to be used directly within
the decision-making processes of a behavior-based agent. The plan is not intended to specify
all actions of the agent. Rather, the agent is expected to already have the built-in competence
needed to deal with common situations. The plan is merely used as a supplementary source of
information within the agent's decision-making processes.

To clarify how internalized plans are used, we must first clarify the nature of an agent's built-
in competence. In our approach, all responses of an agent to its environment are controlled
through a set of loosely coupled control processes we call reflexive behaviors [101. These
behaviors each consider only particular aspects of the environment through specialized sensory
processing units we call virtual sensors. Each virtual sensor and behavior pair serves as a
direct sensory-action control loop. In Figure 1, shows a simplified example of behaviors for
obstacle avoidance combined with behaviors for road following and navigation. Despite the
fact that these behaviors do not share a single coherent representation of the world, the
appropriate fusion of behavior commnands [111 allows colerent actions to result.
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Figure 1: Reflexive behaviors and virtual sensors provide the basis for an agent's fundamental
competences.

The importance of a behavior-based approach is that it allows us to construct an intelligent
agent in terms of progressive levels of competence [12]. Using behaviors, fundamental levels
of competence such as basic movement and survival skills are implemented first, with more
sophisticated skills added incrementally as needed. Our agents, therefore, do not require plans
to deal with most issues in their environment. All capabilities for movement and avoidance of
sensed obstacles and threats are implemented directly within the basic control processes of the
agent.

At some point, even the most competent agent can benefit from a-priori knowledge and
planning. Behavior-based responses based solely on sensed data have the potential perform
immediate actions that could lead to long-term difficulties. When choosing between two
candidate paths, some knowledge about where each path will lead is usually quite helpful.
However, if this kind of knowledge is to be used effectively by a competent agent, then it
cannot be used to control the agent directly. Plans must serve as sources of information to the
agent, having no more influence over the agent's actions than the sensory inputs.

Internalized plans provide a means to bias the actions of a competent agent. As shown in
Figure 2. a gradient field is one form of internalized plan. Note that the plan does not indicate
an explicit path to the goal. Instead, the plan provides advice about desirable headings to get to
the goal. Given any vehicle location, the plan will provide a suggested heading. The
behavior-based control system has the responsibility to use this advice in a way that is
appropriate for the current situation. The vehicle can never be expected to follow the advice of
the plan exactly because unknown obstacles will inevitably appear in its path. While the
obstacle avoidance behaviors have the built-in competence to handle such circmnstwices, they
can do a betrjob ovcaUl if they also ke the advico of the plan into account.
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Figure 2: An Internalized Plan for a Single Vehicle Route

Internalized plans are generated with search and are used by indexing into the results of that
search at run time. In the example above, the search was performed as a shortest path
computation in a map [13]. The state-space for this search is simply vehicle locations.
Transitions between states are determined from estimated costs of moving between
neighboring locations. The resulting gradient field associates with each location state, a
pointer to the best subsequent state. In order to use the internalized plan, the vehicle's location
relative to the map must be known. The current location becomes an index into the map, with
the resulting advice being a suggested heading.

An important issue in the design of internalized plans is the sensitivity of the indexing
functions. In the case of gi'adient fields, small errors in position usually have only a small
effect on the resulting advice from the plan. Only when significant discontinuities in the terrain
exist will the plan advice be highly sensitive to position error [14]. Therefore, estimated
position is usuallya robust function for indexing into a gradient field. In evaluating
internalized plan representations for multi-vehicle control, the robustness of the indexing
function will be a major concern.

In effect, internalized plans are used as supplementary sensory inputs to the behavior-based
agent. The gradient field, for example, can be thought of as a phantom compass that always
gives a general idea of the right way to eo. The behaviors that use this information operate in
the same way that sensor-based obstacle ,*w iance behaviors perform.

3. E ERGENT COOPERATION

The concept of internalized plans can be applied directly to a multi-agent domain. Using a
team of behavior..based agents, a single plan can be used to guide the actions of the whole
team. Again, each agent must have appropriate comipetences for both individual and group
coordination. Given these competences, the internalized plan need only provide biases to each
agent's actions to keep the team properly coordinated toward achieving a desired objective.
Because, internalized plans can associate a bias with each possible situation, multiple agents
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using the same internalized plan can each receive unique information relevant to their own
particular situation or state.

Many fundamental competences required for cooperative interaction such as moving in groups
and staying in formation can be supported through an appropriate set of behaviors that respond
only to the local relationships between a vehicle and its neighbors. By designing agents to
specialize their actions according to their local interactions with other members of their team,
they will be able to automatic-ly adapt to the loss of team members, and will be able to assume
roles that were. previously handled by others. Internalized plans may then be used to guide
these competent teams toward achieving long-range objectives.

Figure 3 shows an example of how the combination of internalized plans and behaviors for
local interaction can be used to achieve mission goals. In this example, it is desired that three
vehicles reach a specified ridge while maintaining a linear formation. The internalized plan for
this problem is indicated by the small arrows. Note that the plan specifies the best direction to
head fron. any location in order to reach the ridge, and therefore is applicable to each agent.
Meaiiwhiie, each vehicle is given behaviors that try to maintain a constant distance between
them. Because the internalized plan. is used as advice to these behaviors, the overall actions
taken by each vehicle will be determined as a combination of these influences. Therefore, the
vehicles will approach the ridge, but if one is diverted to avoid an obstacle, the others will
adjust their relative positions to maintain proper spacing.

RIDGE

S1 .I

RCK

. -I

Figure 3: An internalized plan to guide three vehicles to a ridge.

Dy providing each agent with an appropriate level of competence, we are free to represent plan
information in forms that can augment the performance of each agent and of the group as a
whole. The behaviors provide competence to each individual agent, defining local interactions
between agents in such a way as to establish and maintain tactical formations within groups of
agents in a robust distributed fashion. Internalized plans may then be used to guide the actions
of these agents toward user defined goals, thezr.by achieving a balance between local autonomy
and supervised control.
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4. MARKERS AS SENSORY INPUT

In complex multi-agent domains, internalized plans will need to provide far more information
than just a desired heading. The relationships between a vehicle and its neighbors as well as 4
between a vehicle and the surrounding terrain may all provide relevant influences on vehicle
actions. Because of the potential complexity of these relationships, plans may be needed to
provide advice regarding which aspects are most relevant in the current situation. Because we
desire this advice to be expressed in a form that is equivalent to other sensory input, we seek a
common representation that is suitable for both real sensory input and plan advice.

We have found that the concept of markers as proposed by Agre and Chapman [15] [16]
provides a powerful and flexible representation that is ideally suited for our behavior-based
architecture. Markers may be used within a retinocentric reference frame to keep track of
important features in the environment. As shown in Figure 4, a marker may be associated
with visible objects such as neighboring vehicles and critical points along ridge lines. As
visible vehicles move relative to the observer, the observer's perception system will
automatically keep the markers co-located with the observed vehicles. Over time, each marker
will acquire information about its associated object's range and estimated motion.

VISUAL SCENE MARKERS

.8

Figure 4: Markers track features within the visual scene.

In our architecture, we make a distinction between markers that are associated with objects in
the visual scene, and markers that may be moved about between objects to identify causal
relationships between these objects and the observer. The first type, we call sensory markers.
The second, we call deictic markers.

Sensory markers are produced directly from our virtual sensors. They relate to aspects of the
environment that are directly sensed and that can relate directly to behavior actions. Sensory
markers track various aspects in the environment. For example, a sensory marker may be
associated with each observed vehicle. These markers will track the observed vehicles in the
visual scene. Upon initial observation of another vehicle, a marker will be established and
perception resources will be devoted to tracking that vehicle within the visual scene. The
-marker will follow that track. Should a range estimate are obtained, the associated marker will
acquire this range data as part of its state.

Deictic markers are markers that may be moved from one sensory marker to another. They
represent causal relationships between the agent and aspects of the observed environment.
Once associated with a sensory marker, they will move in correspondence with the sensory
marker. Deictic markers provide a powerful mechanism for focusing the attention on relevant
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aspects of the environment. For example, sensory markers may identify several nearby
vehicles. Deictic markers can then be used to identify relationships such as "THE-VEHICLE-
THAT-SHOULD-STAY-TO-MY-LEFI," "THE-VEHICLE-THAT-SHOUI D-STAY-TO-
MY-RIGHT," and "THE-VEHICLE-I-AM-FOLLOWING." Chapman has described how thf,
manipulation of markers such as these can simplify reasoning processes by focusing attention
only on relevant aspects of the environment (17].

•' ~~5. INDEXING STATE ZNT ADVICE ..

Markers provide an ideal means for representing the advice from internalized plans. If an
internalized plan can influence marker relationships as a function of vehicle state, then it will
have a direct influence on the vehicle behaviors. In this way, the plan will truly be treated on
an equivalent basis with real sensory input. To understand how plans should be used to
manipulate markers, we must first examine the kinds of information that may be needed from
plans.

In our previous examples, sensory markers are associated with objects in the perceptual field
of a vehicle, and deictic markers are moved into correspondence with sensory markers to effect
behavior. However, vehicle behavior often should be contingent on data that is not present in
the perceptual field. For example, in Figure 5a, we see that there is a vehicle hidden behind a
hill. Normally, this hidden vehicle would not be known to the observing vehicle. However, a
variety of features of the current situation might provide just cause to suspect the presence of
the hidden vehicle. Observations such as tracks in the dirt, or the actions of other nearby
vehicles may be sufficient cues in this case. Using only deictic and sensory markers, it would
not be possible for any behaviors to respond to this object. We thcrefore require a means for
creating new markers for hypothesized objects.

VISUAL SCENE MARKERS

,(a) (b)
"Figure 5: A scenario requiring hypothesized markers

We call the markers created for unobserved objects hypothesized markers. These markers will
be generated from an internalized plan. In essence, the plan embodies the advice that says
"when you see three vehicles in this configuration, watch out for another behind the hill." The
advice, however, is more specific to the situation than this, in that it identifies the approximate
location of the suspected vehicle with a marker. Such advice could be obtained from
projection and search, or it could be retained from past experience. Like the simple gradient
field, the current state has a significant impact on the advice obtained. In this case, though, the
state is far more complex than a mere location. The state is represented by relationships
between all sensory and deictic markers.

I
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Merely hypothesizing undetected objects is not sufficient. We also require a means to establish
the causal relationships between both detected and undetected objects. Again, the current state
of the vehicle relative to its surroundings should provide information relevant to establishing
these relationships. This state will include past reports from other team members, relative
positions of other vehicles, and characteristics of the local terrain. The advice that results will
involve the manipulation of deictic markers.

As an example, Figure 5b shows recognition of a potential ambush. The agent viewing this
scene does not really know whether or not there is a vehicle hiding behind the hill. Its
internalized plan, however, has identified this possibility by creating a hypothesized marker
behind the hill. The internalized plan has then recognized the possibility that such a vehicle
could play the role of an ambushing vehicle. It therefore has placed the deictic marker "D" on
top of the hypothesized marker. The specific deictic marker used might be an "AMBUSHING
VEHICLE" marker, thereby capturing the causal relationship between the hidden vehicle and
the observing agent. In response to the placement of this marker, vehicle behaviors can now
respond with caution as if a real vehicle were known to be in that location.

Clearly, the problem of generating suitable markers from the current state is far more complex
than that of merely following a gradient field. Sill, the basic concept remains the same. Even 00
the gradient field can be thought of as generating a simple marker. For example, we could use
the gradient field to produce a hypothesized goal marker. This marker would move as the
vehicle moved because the vehicle's state would constantly be changing. The resulting action
would be similar to that of a horse attracted to a moving carrot. The plan moves the carrot, but
the vehicle behaviors are still fundamentally in control.

In order to deal with complex multi-agent plans, we must be able to support a much higher
dimensionality of state. In the gradient field example, state was represented merely by two
numbers: a longitude and a latitude. Indexing is simple in this case. The gradient field may
be represented by an array, and indexing is performed by a simple array look-up. When
sensory and deictic markers are used to represent the current state, then representation and
indexing become a serious problem. In multi-agent plans the location and status of every other
agent is relevant. Even if we could compute such a large dimensional plan, an agent does not
have access to information about all the other agents. Therefore we need a plan representation
that allows us to retrieve advice given partial state descriptions.

The technology of case-based reasoning (CBR) gives us just such a capability. CBR systems
can take a partial state description and efficiently retrieve a closely matching full state
description [18]. However, states predicted during planning will not be exactly the same as
states actually encountered in the world. Fortunately, CBR systems can also take a full state
description and adapt it to the current state [191,[20]. Therefore we propose, as ourinternalized plan representation, the case-based internalized plan (CBIP).

Figure 6 shows our overall architecture using the CBIP. The retrieval indices of the CBIP are
all of the markers, including hypothesized markers, that are examined by the behaviors. The
output of the CBIP is commands or advice to a set of modules we call virtual operators.
Virtual operators are responsible for managing all hypothesized and deictic markers. They are
similar to the virtual sensors except their input data consists only of the sensory markers
produced from the virtual sensors. An example of commands sent to the virtual operators
might be "Create a hypothesized vehicle behind the hill in the middle of the perceptual field."

SIi ii i i i ,,. .. ... . ... ... ... .. . .. . . . .. .... '

in mua n • _
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Figure 6: CBIP Architecture

Note that we have decomposed the problem somewhat differently from previous marker based
approaches [15],[17]. Agre, for example, has proposed a central system that directs a
perceptual system [16]. The functions of our virtual sensors are intended to be similar to
Agre's "visual routines." Tht visual routines, however, do not create markers in Agre's
system. The only markers created are equivalent to what we have called deictic markers. We
have added the notion of sensory markers to provide the needed state information for the
CBIP. Further, we have added the notion of hypothesized markers. Because deictie and
hypothesized markers are managed differently from sensory markers, we have split the
perceptual system into two distinct components. A limitation of our approach that remains to
be addressed is the inherent inability of the virtual sensors to detect all objects that may be
relevant to the behaviors.

6. GENERATING PLANS

The generation of internalized plans places constraints on the type of planning algorithms that
can be used. First, an internalized plan encompasses all the states examined during planning.
Therefore, algorithms that are postulated on re-using memory, such as depth-first. iterative
deepening, are not applicable.

Second, the current state of the agent is used as an index to retrieve advice for the behaviors.
Because perceptual cues are used as indices, the planner must search in the space of operators
and states that correlate well with actions that may be taken by the agent and with perceptual
information that ýwill be available as a result of these actions. For example, some planning
systems search in the space of task orderings, incrementally adding constraints to the ordering
of tasks. Such plans are difficult to use as internalized plans because it is difficult to create a
function that indexes world states into task ordering constraints,
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Even so, the planner may have to perform extra computations during planning to compute
indices from marker states to plan states. The extra work may be required because operations
on markers may not be the most natural search space. However, if the state space corresponds
well to the environment sensed by an agent, creating marker indices should not be problematic.

The last constraint is the choice of abstractions. As noted before, the search space for multi-
agent plans has many dimensions, and therefore abstraction will be necessary. However,
because we have the constraint of being able to index the plan using perceptual cues, we would
like to be able to index the abstractions in the same manner. A good example of an applicable
abstraction approach was demonstrated using the SOAR program [21]. In this very general
abstraction approach, abstractions are formed by dropping parts of the state description. In
our mutli-vehicle example, this would correspond to dropping markers from the state
description, or dropping marker attributes.

7. CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach for using plans as resources to bias the actions of behaviors
rather than to force a particular course of action. As a result, each vehicle is given sufficient
flexibility to respond to unexpected changes in its environment. In formulating this concept of
using plans as resources, we have developed a methodology for representing plans as visual
input to vehicle behaviors. This allows plan data to be considered on an equal basis with
sensory input from the outside world. Plans are communicated to behaviors through the
instantiation of markers within the visual field of the robot. These markers may be as simple
as indicators of a goal direction or as complex as indicators that track potential threats and
targets. Markers also provide a unique mechanism for human operators to provide advice to a
semi-autonomous system. Because markers can be made to track visual features, a human
operator may be able to augment the performance of a robotic vehicle by manually indicating
important features that were not found automatically.
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ETUDE DE CONCEPTS DE ROBOTS DE COMBAT

1/ INTRODUCTION

Le CEA et GIAT Industries ont d~cid6 de coordonner leurs efforts dans le domaine de la robo-
tique militaire. Leur accord vise A d~velopper les effets de synergie pouvant rdsulter de 1'expd&
rience de recherche du CEA et de la pratique de conception et d'intdgration de matdriels inilitaires
de GIAT-Industines.

Etude de Concepts de Robots de Combat

Figure I

Le CEA (Commiissariat I 'Energie.4romnique) et GIAT-Industries (Groupern.ent Indusrriei dles
Armements Terrestres ) ant 6t retenus ensemble par la DAT / SEFT (Direction des Armements
Terrestres, Sections d'Erudes et Fabrications des Tilicommunications ) pour une 'Etude de
concepts de robots d-~ combat". Cette t6tude de dix-huir mois a ddbutd mi 1989. Son objet est
l'6tablissement de pidus d'actions a moyen terme et de lignes dactions a long terme pour le d6-
veloppemnent de robots de combats panrm les plus udles.

PLAN DE 1,'ETUDE

U Analyse des missions'F
deIArrn~e de TerreI

N-Concepts

Figur X

Cette fuide cornprend quiacre phases, Les deux premiu(ras d'entre ellks Ont 6td effccrudes en pa-
ra1IaIe; Ces ont powr objet de ddwnninc es, acres rni~imaxs ro~tisa-bles d'unc part. et de rdunir
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la documentation utile aux phases suivantes d'autre part. La troisi~me phase a pour objet la
conception des robots soinnis A la sdlection de phase 4, dont l'objectif final est, J.'laboration de
plans d'action h moyen rerme et de lignes d'action A long terme.

2/ ANALYSE DES MISSIONS DE L'ARMEE DE TERRE

Cette analyse comprend une revue g~ndrale des missions,
leurs decomposition en proc~dds, puis en actes d&dmentaires, rdp~titifs.
Les activitds militaires, ont dt6 divisdes en huit doinaines:

ABC (Anne Blindde Cavalerie)
Infanterie
Artillerie
AIAT (Aviation LUg~e de l'Armde de Terre)
Genie
Train
NB C
Logistique.

Dans chacun de ces domaines ont 6td 6tablies des listes des modes d'action, des proc~d~s et des
acres t6l6mentaires, une activitd d'un niveau dtant composde d'une ou plusieurs activirt~s du rn-

veau infdrieur, exception faire pour les acres 616mentaires qui constituent le niveau le plus bas.
Une liste de crit~res a dt 6tablie: limitations dues a l'homine, coat en personnel (nombre in-
cluant les risques et qualitd) ou en matdriel, possibilirG de robotisation, frdquence d'occurrence
de l'activitd consid~rde. Parall~1ement ont 6td d~finies des conditions d'environnement et des do -
minanres pour permnetre de d~terminer les situations particuli~res pour lesquelles les besoins de
robotisarion seraient les plus imporrants.

Chaque acre i6ldmentaire a 6t notd en fonction de chacun de ces crit~res. conditions d'environne-
ment er dominantes. Le rdsultat de cc travail a 6td soumis a des op~rationnels qui ont fair un ci
rain inombre de remnarques sur les activitds 6tudidecs, sur certaines activirds absenres et sur les no-
tations effectu~es.Ces remarques pertinentes ont dttd prises en considdration et Ics documents
inodifilds en consequence.

Une rn~rhode de n-i d parrir des crit~res, conditions d'environnemient et domninanres a &d 61abor~e
et appliqude a 1'ensemble des acres 616mentaires pour ne retenii- que ceux qui, pour la robotisa-
tion, prdsentent un intrat~ opdrationnel,,qui paraissent robotrisabics et dont la frdquence d'occur-
rencc est suffisantc.

ACTION RETARDATRICE

Soldi
Figure 3
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Des sp~cificatioris ant 6td rddig6es pour chacun des actes 616mentaires retenus apr~s ce tri. Des
scenarios tels que celui il1ustrd par la figure ci-dessus ont dt 61abor~s de faqon A situer les actes
616mentaires retenus dans un environnenient opdrationnel rdaliste pour satisfaire les besoins de
ingdnieurs charges do la conception des robots.

3/ ETAT DE L'ART ET MANUEL DE DIMENSIONNEMENT.

En parall~le avec l'6tude des missions, a dt dtabli un "Etat de l'Arr" rassemblant los 616znonts d'-
informnations regroup~s par "Briques technologiques" d'intr&8:

Locomotion, mdcanique, dnergie.
Capteurs
Electronique
Transmissions
Architecture
Proc~dds et technologies d'armemenr I

Cet dtat de 1'ai-t a dt conqu sous formie de base de dornndes informrtique contenant des fiches Si-

gnaldtiques de matdriels, et contenant des photographies ou des croquis tels que celui du robot

Cet 6tat de 1'art. qui rassemble des objets typiques, constitue un rassemblement d'eXcrnpies
illustrant le manucl de diniensionnemcnt perniettant de prdvoir les dimensions des matdriels fu-
turs, en s'appuvant sur des statistiques relatives aux matdriels existants, traduites en fonnulos 4
chaque fois que possible. HI taite essentiellement:

- des sources d'd$nergie 'a conversion directe et indirecet
-des platefornies mobiles. roulantes. tiottantes et volwites.

- des sous syst~mes robotiques: capleurs, tourelles do vision, manipulateurs.
$stsrn'e do contr~le commando ýortablcs, portatifs. en shelter.

. des uunsmisions hortzicnnes ou a. laisse et dies questions de discrtion assos~des.
(:6.3
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-des proc~dds sp~cifiquernent miihtaires tels que la vision militaire eE cerrains
syst~mes d'annes j ugds d'intrkrt

4/ CONCEPTION DES ROBOTS

Les actes 616mentaires retenus en fin de pretni~re phase ont 6t6 examinds en utilisant les rensei-
gnements rassemblds au coats de la deuxi~me: des projets de robots spdcifiques plus ou moins
satisfaisants ont 6t proposes pour r~aliser chacun d'entre eux.Ces projers couvrent des actes
aussi divers que la transmission ci'alerte, le chargement et d~chargement de vdhicules et d'hdli-
copt~res, le combat rapprochd, diverses op~rations do dt~minage et neutralisarion d'explosifs, le
balisage d'un itindraire, diverses opdrations do reconnaissance, la decontamination, le franchis-
sement des cours d'oau, les travaux de terrassement... etc
Souvent, plusieurs solutions ont dt proposdes pour un na~me probl~me cornie le montre 1'his-
togramnie ci-dessous:

Histogrammne dormant le nomnbre de solutions diffcdrentes
proposdes pour les 68 actes dilinentaires.

10 00

Fi~g 5

Une analyse fonctionnelle et statisticue effectude sat los paiarno-es suivants:
DNplacernent
.Manil -3ulaton
Captcwrs
Autonomire
Reiour viddo
T~hcorunwaidc,

a nezmis do prý,ciser les points cornruns des diffdrents concepts do robots spdcifiques, en vuQ
de la conception de robots plus polyvalents. Lds consdquences de cettre analyse ont ot doubles:

oil S'est rondU coruptc quo: le n~lo do certines techniques, teilos quo par exxemple !a
t~maianipulation. dtait miois irnpoitanit quo prevu.

- A l'inverse, certaines techniques ont vu lour v~oids reiatif aucmienter consid4-rablQ
mont. C'ost par exernple le cas do la t~lopdrarion par objectifs'*' qui apparait dans un grand
nomnbre dQ cas. conun c l rnonac la suaistique suivante portant stir 68 cas rcp~nds par leu~rs nlu-

'Systeem do twh~peraaoit per~wipant de me eransnwttre 4w, iobie contrQi que des co mpaoxiýs rarefiees. Ce xys~.ý
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Observation reconnaissance 23, 31, 32, 46, 47, 52, 53, 54
Combat 05, 11, 24, 25, 39
Am~nag ment du terrain 20, 01, 38
Mines et explosifs 14, 15, 16, 42, 43
Franchissenaent 29, 02, 37, 56, 57
NBC 35, 51
Actions actuelleient aidroportdes 68, 58, 59, 60, 49, 66
Logistique 08, 09, 28, 50, 40

Ainsi a 6t constitud, pour completer la liste des robots sp~cifiques ý. chaque acte &mrentaire, tin
catalogue descriptif de "robots polyvalents" capables de plusieurs actes 6l6mentaires.

Tous les actes 6l6mentaires n'ayant cependant pas Pu 8tre couverts par les robots polyvalents, la
liste finale des robots soumnis aux opdrations d'analyse de la valeur objet de la phase suivante
comporte h la fois des robots sp~cifiques tels qu'un v~hicule de transport de blessds et des ro-
bots gdn~riques: vdhicule d'attaque, vdhicule ouvreur de br~che,robot lance flainmes, robots dd -
signateurs d'objectifs... ces quelques exemples montrat l'apparition de "filires techniques" en-
trant en concurrence en vue de la rdalisation d'opdrations relativeMenE analogues.

A ce niveau ont dt rddi-ds a nouveau des scdnarios d'etnploi illusrant les nouveaux concepts I
Ces scdnarios oat 6t choisis de mani~re a illustrer et valider les deinandes de performances de-
manddes par les responsables de l'6tude optdrationnelle.

Scenario No 13 ................... Est

VWhicule ouvreur * w* --

0 300 1600 1900Q 1200 m~tres

Figure iNo 6

Chaque scdnario comporte quatre parties principalcs:
-Situation,
.Mission
.Ddroulement comprenant misc en place, foncrionnenient, repartition.
-Conclusion coinportant un premier jugenient de valeur. indiquant les autres cm-

plois possibles et les linires d'emploi. dvaluant les ras~sd'&chec possibles.
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A titre d'exemple, la conclusion relative au robot ouvreur de br~che indique:

"Le franchissement des positions ennemies sans le robot aurait posd des probltemes relative-
ment longs d~ r~.oudre: mise en place d'appuifeu d'artillerie ou de mortiers-, attaque des posi-
tions, probablement n.dcessitd de les, nettoyer.

Le robot ouvreur de brdche, pour dchapper aux tires de l'ennemi, doic &tre tres mobile etrpuis-
samment blini1d, pouvoir neurraliser I' adversaire par des tirs massifs, savoir placer des fwni-
genes aux endroits n~cessaires.
La con~sommarion de munitions dzantforc~ment trrs grande, ilfaur pouvoir la moduler selon les
objecifis c4 waiter: Id ofs la mewnace est plus grande, ilfaut pouvoir diriger un tir plus dense.
L' erploi de ce robot n~cessize une nette s~paration entre positions amies et positions ennemies
pour eviter touze mdprise."

51 PLANS D'ACTION A MOYEN TERME ET A LONG TERME

La conception do ces plans a 6t prdc~dde d'une phase d'analyse do la valeur comportant un
grand nombre d'opdrations de notations ou do chiffrtage so rapportant ý chacun des concepts de a
robots retenus pour le criblage final.
Au cours de cette analyse, la plupart des concepts ont ete legerement opuimises de maniere a
pouvoir rdaliser les missions pr~vues au moindre coat, chaque responsable de concept ayant
pour objectif d'obtenir la meilleure notation possible en fonction des crit~res utilis~s pour classer
ces robots. Ces crit~i-es, eux rnýmes divisds en sous-crit~res, sont essentiellemnent le~s suivants:

- Crizeres opdrationnels: performances, nouvelles possibilitds op~rationnelles,
contraintes, taux d'utiiisation, sý-.uritd, vulndrabili:6.

- Crir~res. hionains: Danger, pdnibilitd. gain en personnel, gain. en personnel qualifl6,
Strelss.

- Criures rechniques: cotnpleM6t, d~lai de recherche, d~veloppexnent, indus-
tri 1isation.

- Crizeres financiers: couts recuvrents, coats de possession !`6is a la comnplexitd.

Chacun des robots a di souniis a une s~rie de notations ou de chiffrages pour pouvoir qualifier
son niveau.
LiAnt&ý-t g46n~al opt~ationnel ou hutmain est reprdsent6 par la nioyenne des notes obtenues Pour
chacun do,, crit~res.Les coefficients attribu~s a ces notes avaient di prdalablement soumnis a un
panel d'une dizaine d'officiers.

On a r~ussi 'a atnribuer a chaque robot les rnt~questions, mais il s'est trouv6 n~cessaire d'at-
"tfbuer dest grikes de notations diff~ventes ý chacune d'entrc elles: les h~licopt~res tdhdop6r~s de
reconnaissance et l~s en~ais do franchissement du Ge~nie ont dus -,ute notes en utilisant des ba-
r~mes diffi~rents.

z
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Le prer.-er tii, qui prdsente un caraý.t~lre dlimnarowire, a di effecru~d en utilisant la grille de la fii-
gure 7:

VemoRew.
VeRaRec.
RoTACEDJ
>IelicoFib

TB -hara Ro C 'yRAH
-- :apis

B+ rar"Aia ' ...... Kl m

B -

F M B" 13+ TIB

CRITERES OPERATIONINELS
Figure 7

Des symboles appr&ciatifs ont dt6 prdfdrds aux notes pour rendre le tableau plus parlarn:

F= faible
Ni= nioven
B- =relativement bien

B+ franchement bien
TB =tr~s bien.

La figure 7 indique les noms des principaux robots sdlectionnds. 11 s'agit essentiellement d'en-
gins de combat, tie reconnaissance et observation, de logistique.

Deux mnod~ls se distinguent paiticufi~ereent. 11 s'agit d'un htidicopt~re racliocommandd die re-
connaissance,(J?{IicoRad) et d un robot antichar (RoýAC).
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La faisabilitd dconomique a dt6 vdrifide du moyens des paramIUes apparaissant ng'mzc8

.Moins chers en maifitenance ___

5n 2 0

VER l { iecoFib Xfirador

RobACE Caratoce

SvRAli Ma'Dr
TirArt

Figure 8

L--s coiits Ifiaurant sur la grande grille sont des coats mara-Inaux qui ne pr.-nnent pas en compte
l'amortissement des recherches et des 6itudes. L.-s co~ts de maintenance &'ont pas d valu~s di-
rectement: on a admis qu'ils -taient proportionriels ai un facteur d.- complexitd ayant 6gaiernent
ýt utilis6 lors de 1'analyse opdrationnelle.
Les coi3rs et dMais de recherche, d~veloppernent et industrialisation 1'ont 6td ý partir dze plannings
types reproduisant 1'expe'rience acquise lors de la r~alisadon d e robots mobiles civils, avec cr
talus aimdiagernents P'our prencire en compte les exigences parucuii&A-es aux fabrications d'arie
Ment.
C.-s diagrammues per mettent d'orienrer les premiers choix, L, cor dition de se souvenir que Ie co~it
d'un progrmime est norinaletnent plus faible que la. sonime des co~ts de ses constituants, les re-
cherchos et les investissements 6tat susceptibles de s'dpauler tnutuellexnent.

Parmni les concepts proposes, certains sont rdalisables a relativement court terme: il s'aa-it essen-
tielleinent de machines existant dUjh sur le marchd teis que par exemple les robots de d~samorqa-
ge d'explosifs ou des robots de nettoyage susceptibles d'Zte utilisds pour faire de la d'dc;ntami-
niaLion.
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INTRlODUCTION

\\XPRODUITS LGE YCIN
INDUSTRIALISATION ALN hM

PROTOTYPES
DE24ONSTflATEURS

(CONCEPTION) PASDCIN

BRIQUES TECHINOLOOIQUES
RECHIERCHE DE BASE '

(RECHERCHE ET DEVELOPPEM2ETS) 9

Fig. 9

* Mais l'objectif de l'6tude couvre avant tout le moven et le long terrne. L~a figure 9 prdsente la nd-
thodoloaie d'6tablissement de ces plans.

* La recherche a moven terme a pour but essentiel l'acquisition des technologies n~cessaires pour
arteindre les objectifs retenus. Lorsque ces objectifs de connaissance seront atteints, ii faudra en-
gagrer des d~veloppements indusmrels adaptds aux produits.

La figure 10 fournit des informnations plus ddtaill~es sur la m~thode de deternmination des pro-
garanmes de recherche. 1l a 6t considdrd que la validit6 des recherches devait kre v~rifide grace
a des dirnonstrateurs physiques venant en compi~ment des recherches, papier. Ces d~monstra-
teurs ne doivent pas 8tre confondus avec des maquettes souvent utilisdes par les chercheurs pour
valider leurs m~thodes de prdvision. Ils seront beaucoup plus orient~s utilisation et ressemble -
ront ddja a des robots de comibat, inais ils ne reprdsenteront pas encore des robots optimisds prdt
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DEMARCITE DE DEFINITION DU PMT

SOUS SYSTEMES ROBOTIQUES

SiJS2 S3 S4 S5 Sn
R1 . D2
R.2 ** **Dl.

RR3 * ** **DI

R4 *** * *D

* * * * * *D2

RRn ** *** *D3

IDENTIFICATION DES TECHNiOLOGIE.S DE BASE
A DEVELOPPER

Figure 10

La figure 10 montre comment quelques d~monstrateurs permettent de couvrir la gramie des
technologies sans pour autant construire la totalitd des syst~mes envisag6s. Les fonctions et sous
svst~nies sont listds pour chaque robot suivant les colonnes d'une matrice comportant une ligne
par robot retenu. Ainsi, certains svst~xnes appartenant a deux types de robots, ne seront pas
&tudi~s deux fois: le svstý-.ne de trle'conduite d'uii robot de combat peut par exemple convenir au
char lourd de d~minage dont les performances en vitesse sont moins dlevdes. Les syst~mes
d'autoddfense de v~hicule sont adaptables aux robots fixes, les syst~mes de transmissions, cer-
tains capteurs particuli~rement difticiles tels que les tdl~m~tres irnageurs etc... ne seront ftudi~s
qu'Iutne seule. fois, mais seront essayds sur quelques engins diffdrents dans des conditions diffd&
rentes.

Parmi les reconimandauions qui figureront dans le rapport final, se trouveront tr~s probablement
les suivantes:

*Circonscrire les 6tudes aux robots vrairnent les plus int~ressants, les recherches pr~vues dtant
souvent lourdes et susceptibles de rdv~Ier des difficultds imprdvues dimainuant l'intdr&t des
concepts concern6s: une marge d'int&r& est n~cessaire pour 6viter les impasses.[
Cette reconunandation nexciut pas, au contraire, une vdrXfication pdriodique du bien fond6 des

objectifs.

1...
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Ele nexciut pas non plus lardalisation imxnduiate par .Fudusti esrbt uies e faisables a
coCurt terino, tels que les "Mliniiobots".

*Introduire une certaine modularitd dans les concepts pour limiter los 6tudes sp~cifiqaes, les
moyons industriels n~cessaires et la quantit6 de matdriels ý emporrer par les utillisateurs. i

*Attacher une grande importance aux 6tudes do transmissions d'une part, aux dtudes d'autoi~o-
mie d'autre part, pour faciliter Vemploi de nombreux robots dains un me~me conaparriment do ter-
rain.

*Los d&~'eloppements concernant 1' "armement" sont de loin les plus lourds en prix, mais ils
ne condirionnent le ddlai que dans deux cas importants concernant un robot d'autoddfense et un
robot de tir. Par contraste, les rechorches concernpa.: la t&ldconduite des vdhicules sur objectifs
mortent en oeuvre des budgets relativement faibles mais ne peuvont pas ýtre r~alisdes en un
temps trrs court, le franchissement d'une 6tape n~cessitant le succ~s soigneusement v~rifid et
consolid6 de l'itape pr~c~dente.fl est donc recommand6 de commencer immddiatement ces re-
chorches, pou ch~res inais essentie.1es pour la grosse majoritd des projots.

*Une comp~tition entre fili~res techniques existe entre los moyens do reconnaissance: v~hicule
chenil16 classique, v~hicule rapide h cr~er et h~licopt~re tdldcommand6, le v~hicule classique soeL
pr~sentant A la fois comme le plus cofitoux et le plus difficile ý rdaliser. Il n"est pas propob, do
rdsoudre co dilommo avant los cinqxrannes a verur, les 6tudos do base dtant les m~mes ot exigeant
au moiins co laps do romps.

*Un d~monstrateur do r~ldop~ration sur objecrifs do vdhicule tout terrains sora indispensable
pour prolonger los premi~res 6tudes VERI jusqu'a un nivoau d'applicabilitd au probl~mos miii-
tairos.
*Diff~rents robots anrichar correspondant aux m~rnes bosoins opdrationnels mais rdalis~s do

fagon trrs diffdrente pourraient ýtre ddveloppds. Trois axes de rechercho apparaissent n~ces-

- Tir ddport6 compatible avec transmission ralentio des images.
-Chaino d'idendfication et de riposte,

-syst~me d'identification des amis utiusable par los ongins terrestres.

*La t6l~opdration des armes utilisera des proc~dds sp~cifiques, no reprenant qu'en p -tie les
technologies do tdl~ opdration. de plus ces procdd~s devront ftrý coupids de fagon active avec les
proc6d~s do conduite des vdhicules. Un couplage "passif'. par l'interm~diaire do capteurs enre-
gistrant simplement los mouvemonts du v~hicule no suffira pas dans tous los cas pour obtenir les
vitosses d'action et los pr~cisions soubait~os. La prise en compte des ordres du svst~me do pilo-
tago par le svst~mo d'armos permetrua seule d'obtonir les p -rformances souhaitde's.

*L'analyse do la valour opdrationnelle a montr6 quo la taille des syst~mes de commando &~ait un
facteui' important pour los op~rationnels. Un gros travail do ddveloppement do ces interfaces de
masse rdduite est n&essaire. Les techniques dites do "'t~1dprdsence", non appliqudes aujou~d'hui
aux vdhicules terrestres devront faire l'objet d'une attention particuUi~e.

6/ CONCLUSION

Cetro 6tude de concepts do robots do combat nous a pentnis do corner los besomns do l'Armde do
Terre tels quo connus aujourd'hui et do joner les bases d'un programme de recherche tendant a
rendre r~aiisables des concepts relativement fururistes.
Les programmes proposds nous paraissenE valides pour une pdriode d'environ 4 an 6 ans sui-
vant los points concernds.LTes causes do modifications prdvisibles sorn les suivantes.

Modification des bosomns perqus par los opdrationnels
Apparition do nouvelles technologies mnodifiant les faisabilitds et les coats.

Nous proposons donc une romniso a jour de la pr~sente dtude dans trois ans.
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ROBOT TRIALS:
DARDS TEST-BED

an APPROACH for ROBOT'S TESTING

4 J.Ph QUIN
DASSAULT ELECTRONIQUE

55, quai Marcel DASSAULT
92214 Saint-Cloud

ABSTRACT

The use of mobile surveillance and intervention robots is necessary in a hostile j
environment where human beings cannot complete a mission without danger. In few years,
one may expect that a robot will be intelligent, as far as it, or he, will be able to react
with and against its environment.

However, and for many reasons, a robot must be robust. Reliability of equipments,
survivability in an agressive and hostile environment are the keywords. But how test, and
certify, this trbustness? Advanced technologies in robot's world could imply use of
symbolic complýting, neural nets, genetics algorithms, just for today... The probably non
shori term deterministic behavior of the robot may not be convenient for massive testing at
integration and trial phases, as far as the robot do have to react against the outside world.

So far, this document does not describe existing solutions for such a challenge, but do
expose what real problems could be encountered during the testing phases.

I
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DARDS TEST-BED

DARDS, an acronym of DLmonstrateur Autonome 4 Rapiditl de Dgplacement pour la
Surveillance, is a French's DoD major program. It is mainly funded by DRET and is
designed to be a test-bed for advanced complex functions and sensors.

It is not designed to be a fully operational system. However the robot include methods and
technologies already existing in others "off the shelf' systems and provide many room for
future experiences: power supply, standard mechanical interface, wide-band digital and
video links... Fig I & fig 2 present DARDS.

During the trials, DARDS is fully supported by a separate mobile control center. It is
integrated on a stand-alone 25 ft truck, equiped with four control stations. These
workstations are designed for real time control and easy-to-use system. The control center
is backuped by an autonomous power supply.

ELEMENTARY TESTS

A common method of qualifying a system consists in -ertorming elementary tests which
become increasingly complex. Mobility, Agility, Intervention effectivess... This classic
methodology is already used for robot integration (fig 3).

These initial tests are essential for checking, both simply and without confusion between
parameters, the quality of the various algorithms employed. Each trial must be designed to
answer a question concerning the correct execution of a specific function.

The tests of the basic functions must therefore be combined in a dynamic and coherent
manner to make an in-the-lab evaluation of the future product. The definition of basic
action in the integration process and trials, in a more open world, is a fundamental
question.

DEFINITION of TRIALS

With an environment which, by definition for a mobile autonomous robot, k ipoorly
known, the exploration of possible cases is difficult and of course costly, It can .,is be
inachievable.

Several methods may be considered as a random approach. where the operator imagines
complex cases of intervention. A combination approach, all possible cases are described
with all possible problems to write it and keep it.. .A statistical approach for which cases
apparently more significant are extracted from the previous analysis (fig 4).

These methods are effective in the case of elementary tests, but are difficult to apply in the
case of weighted combinations of these tests. By the end, there is a danger of subjective
bias linked to the operator.

I
Ii
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Al and future techniques
Al techniques are more and more introduced to achieve appropriate "intelligence" in a
robot. The actual human intelligence can be approached by a three-parte synthesis of

symbolic process, connectionist process and genetic algorithms (fig 5).

In the olden time, the classical feature of a system was based on deterministic algorithms.
Al, or symbolic process, knowledge based system, can replicate human expertise within
narrow domains. But this approach is a human-related process, subject to a human bias
and human ability to foresee the environment that the robot will encounter. Moreover,
expert system are often non-deterministic in time.

Connectionist process, implemented in neural networks, could be suited for bug's
intelligence. Actual works on such technology is in progress. The results may be non
deterministic if an imperfect, or incomplete, learning is made.

Genetic algorithm is a very promising technique. It is based on self-modifying algorithm
with a feed-back mechanism.

All these techniques seem to be the future of intelligent robot, allowing it to learn from
and adapt to uncertain and changing environments. But integration and trials are quite
more complicated as far as it costs a lot to test a robot on a proving ground, and it costs
much more to test a system with an unpredictable answer to its environment (fig 6).

SIMULATION of TRIALS

A trial specification aid tool may partly solve the problem raised. This approach consists
in modelizing robot functions and modelizing the environment together with protagonists
and factors present therein (fig 7).

Complete modelization includes simulation of robot mobility, of reception sensors and .1
associated processing and finally, simulation of the terrain and elements on the terrain.
wether fixed, pseudo-mobile and mobile. The knownud behavior of these objects. or r
actors, must be iacludod in the simulation.

SIMULATION of the ROBOT

The mobility function may be simulated by a dynamic vehicle model taking into account
the mechanical characteristics of the vehicle, The navigation and localization fuiction may
Wso be simulated. But die most complex is the simulation of the perception.

Fig, 8 show how could be built the simulation for perception. It is of couue the mlost
complex simulation. and it can be achieved in three different ways:

* by direct use of operational algorithms on a real image. This solution. theorically
the most accurate. has the main disadvantage uf generation o1 an 4aUg4 as dcose as
possible to the rot's environment,

by considering that most image processing, a t a low pre-provessing level, is based
on siqple algorithm (SOEB.EL filter by exaiample). A synthetic image may be built

C7.7
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tI

identical to a filtered image thereby allowing the application of processing and
inteirpretation algorithm.

* by indicating to the robot how it could or should perceive and interpret the varicus
objects in the scene. Of course, this last solution is less costly in calculation time, but can
generate an artefact.

The robot could learn the way the operator detect the objects by using a neural network.

Fig 9 and fig 10 shows the organization of terrain simulation.

CONCLUSION

Simulation of the trials to be performed in order to qualify mobile robots does r.ot
eiimrinate the basic testing of each function. New techniques, connectionist and genetic
7i16o rthrns, make the system far more difticult to test and can generate non-deterministic
f.cartues. However, the robustness of the robot must be qualified and quantified. This a
nei ch-ali-jige in integration and test process.

I ROBUSTNESS for AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES, Robert FINKELSTEIN, AUVS,
Spring '90.

2 ROBOT TRIALS: an approach to simulation by object langage. Dr C.FARGEON, J.Ph
QUIN, IROS 90.

II
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Experimental Robot System for
Human Engineering Research in Land Operated Vehicles
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Research Establishment for Applied Science (FGAN)
Research institut for Human Engineering (FAT)

Neuenahrerstr. 20
5307Wachtberg-Werthhoven.

Germany
(228)852-480

1. TNTRODUCTION

Military Telerobotic Systems for complex missions will be
Human-Machine-Systems at least for the next decades. These
"robots" will be semiautonomous and have to be coupled to the
human operator (NATO, DRG, Panel 1 Study on "Robotics in the
Battlefield", 1985, Study on "Robotic for the Federal Armed
Forces", Research Establishment for Applied Sciences FGAN, Bonn,
Germany, 1986, and Dornier Study on a "Military Robotics
Programme", 1987)

increasing overall system performance of military Human-
Machine-Systems is only cossible by adapting technical
components to humans (Human Engineering) . This basic principle
must be part of the early phase of any weapon development.Human
P'er:ormance is practically defined. Telepresence in military
robotics systems consisting of control station, data link, and
the robot vehicle is affected by the ease of interaction in a
"virtual workspace". Informaticn requested by the control
station operator, his cognitive support by expert systems as
well as the design of the interaction between distributed
decision levels of robot/control stations are human engineering
topics that are decisive to system performance. It becomes
increasingly important when the data link bandwidth between
robot and control station is reduced for other military reasons.

The Research Institute for Human Engineering (FAT), Bonn,
Germany, is a research institute of the German MoD. It is
specialised in evaluation and design of military Human-Machine-

"Systems and responsible for research of the methodology of human
engineering evaluation of military systems. FAT has 20 years
experience in the simulation of Human-Machine-Systems.
Laboratory experiments in simulators 'using soldiers as subjects
are performed under controlled experimental conditions. The

L.
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conditions can be exactly reproduced and render results that are
suitable for statistical treatment. Those laboratory experiments
are most ýuitable for parametric studies at low cost. The
-experiments often lead to the detection of critical system
elements which limit system performance. Another human
engineering issue is a suitable function allocation between man
and machine as well as the development of quantitative methods
L for evaluation of future system concepts.

! Q 2 MTLRPV ROOTC ESARCH PROGCFMES IN GERMNY

The FAT research in Human-Machine-Systems includes
activities in the field of telerobotics.All research activities
are focussing on land robots. These robots are more complex in
comparison to air/sea systems because they operate in a complex
environment. Obstacles and topographics require friend/foe
detection and tactical decisions in very limited time. The FAT
research activities are divided into four phases (Figure 1). The
first phase is th.e EROS phase. EROS is a laboratory test site
for an Experimental Robot System. EROS is used to assess system
components that limit performance in a robot system consisting
of a robot vehicle in a test environment and an operator in a
control station. It is designed to measure system response,
compare control concepts, search for perfor.mance bottle necks,
define ergonomic constraints, and serve as a tesz bed for a wide
variety of robotic.subsystems.

System simulation is a parallel and simultaneous approach to
nhe development of the hardware system. Simulation models of

both the robot and the experimentaI environment are developed as
part of the SMROS programme for parameter studies with a setup
equivalent to the hardware. SIMROS also uses different systemcomponents than those at hand in hard"are. Sys._W.=e Sytem performance of
different technical solutions can thus be studied, including an
experimental situation consisting of a human operator at a
control station managing both the hardware robot and a simulated
robot to tackle problems of distributed decision-making in
distributed systems.

Two more experimental project phases are planned. The NAVROS
approach includes expert system approaches for shared decision
making in a cooperative environment. Theoretical and
experimental studies are planned for a system capable of
semiautonomous and autonomous phases of operation under
hierarch.ical operator management. The TAKROS phase includes
tactical options influencing the robot operation in a hostile
environment .

I
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3. ER0S TrEST F-AC77 TTY

The EROS project focusses on ergonomic aspects of the Human-
Machine-interface while guiding a telerobotic vehicle in a test
environment. It is based on a vehicle that operates in a facto••

.The factory hall measures approximately 18 x 14 M. it S

equipDed with cylindric obstacles of about 0.50 m diameter and
1.50 m height. Also included are facilities for data
Lransnmssion to and from the experimental vehicle and a TV
Gigahertz link. The hall is equipped with a number of safety
systems to insure safe operation of the vehicle. The vehicle
icself (Figure 2) is a four wheel platform of less than 2 m in
•ngt. It is 1.30 m wide and about 1.60 m high. The vehicle
-as t-o electric motors that power the two back wheels. it has a
pair of front wheels which are steerable. The maximum speed is
Sabout 2.3m/s.

Iz
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Figure 2: EROS test vehicle

The EROS-vehicle is equipped with h;.ve cameras. One of the
cameras is mounted in the rear bf the car on a pan and tilt
head. This pan and tilt head looks mainly straight ahead on the
driving path. Two cameras are mounted in the body. Through
mirrors they support views of the left and right vehicle
contours. These cameras are useful for manoeuvering tasks such
as operating through a narrow lane. Two more cameras look
backwards respectively directýIy in front of the car. All of the
cameras can be switched to the TV link as raw videos or in a
MIxed version as described -ater.
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Eight ultrasonic sensors (Figure 3) are mounted. Three of them
look forward, two look left and two right. The other sensor is
mounted looking backwards.The sensors have a measuring range of
0.3 to 10.7 m. The resolution is 1% over the whole range. Each
of the sensors has an angular range of 400. The ultrasonic
devices are safety devices that automatically reduce vehicle
speed or stop it if the distance between obstacles and the
vehicle decrease beyond defined limits. An on board computer is
responsible for data exchange with the control station, visual
system and on board equipment.

"".

DirectionC .I.,.. .i . -!.-:

.. _ _.i" 7 i.)
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Ficrure 3 Ultrasonic system on the EROS vehicle

The control console has a main TV 'monitor to display camera
Information. transmitted from the vehicle. This TV picture has a
number off mixing features and overlay graphics that are
described 'ater. Additional monit-ors display process control
information in switch selectable full graphics format.

inputs to the vehicle are through a variety of control
devices which include controlsticks and an optoelectronic sensor
ball. Also supplied are virtual keyboards and function
keyboards. The experimenter uses TV cameras which are mounted
under the ceiling and on the walls o~f the EROS hall ffor safety

- :.:. ......... . •..-'.. .. .:.. ? -..... .. :.,, •
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purposes. He also uses a multiwindow workstation to control the
operation and the experiments.

4. VEHTCLE GUIDANCE

The EROS vehicle is guided through a wireless link from the
control station. Primary control is through one of the before
mentioned control devices with visual feedback through the TV
channel using the TV monitor (Figiure 4). The TV picture can be
presented either in color or in black and white. Standard vie-
wing uses the main camera on the pan and tilt head. Height from
the ground is 1.40 m with the camera looking forward. Camera
deflection is 250 from the horizontal. Switch selectable are
views through the backward looking camera and a camera wnich Is
positioned in the front of the chassis.

of

+V

Figure 4: EROS main display

Additionally, two views along the left and right vehicle
contours can be mixed into the lower third part of the TV
picture. As field of view limitations showed degradation in
driving performance, a wide angle lens of 6.5 mm with an angle
of - 900 was selected. Driving while panning the camera is very
difficult because drivers easily lose orientation. This state of

p
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disorientation can be alleviated by azimuthal camera movements
linked with the dee__ecions o*L he steered pair of whe=ls. Thus
""a "look into the curve" was realized which showed better results
in precisely following a •curved path.

Another increase of performance was achieved by overlaying
graphical information in the video display (Figure 4). This
graphical information is iconic respecti-velv contains simple
graphic features that do not overload the visual scene. In the
upper third of the display three overlays were positioned. The
left overlay symbolizes a steering wheel much like one in a car.
This steering wheel represents the steering inputs as commanded
by the controlstick x-axis deflection, transmitted and received
as true steering data from the vehicle. The symbol of the
steering indicator is color coded to serving the operator as an
indication of safe driving and steering.

The symbol in the upper right area represents a speedometer. I
Its scaling is in cm/sec. The needle is displayed in green color
during normal operation. Its color changes to yellow if the
vehicle control processor calculates an unsafe speed regarding
the curve diameter being operated upon. During backing up the
vehnicle and still displaying the front view the needle is
switched to red thus indicating a mismatch between display and
operation.

.n the middle position is a symbolic top view of the
vehicle. The four triangles at the vehicle corners can warn that
tha,. corner is too near an obstacle or a wall of the EROS test
fac••' It7/ hall. The triangles are not displayed under normal
conQitions. They are displayed in yellow color if a distance of
2 m is reached. Below 1 m they change to red color. The distance
measurement is achieved by the ultrasonic devices (Figure 3) .

the operator does not command a change of directions or a full
stop the vehicle is automatically stopped by a hardware securitv
system at a preprogrammable distance from the closest obstacle.

The three rectangles at the lower left and right, sides of
the vehicle symbol and in the upper center (symbol for the
wheels) represent the state of drives and steering system. Green
color indicates normal operation of the on board systems, red is
a warning due to malfunction. A malfunction in these primary
driving subsystems causes the vehicle to stop. For further
information the operator uses the Process Monitoring graphics
System (PROMO) on the side monitor.

1'
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The arrow in the vehicle symbol symbolizes the rota7icn of I
the main TV camera to the left or right with respect to the
longitudinal axis of the vehicle.

The overlay in the central Dart of the display is a channel
display. It is calculated and projected in the visual scene
showing the path being travelled for the next four seconds
assuming constant speed and steering deflection. For steady
cruise the channel display is static. In the case of steering
in-c a curved path or acc e te channe i
in real time. It is a help during normal operating conditions
but tends to overload the picture during manoeuvers in order to
ma.ntai.. a curved pa-- at high soeed accuratelv. Further
exneriments will be cqnducted with a display algorithm using a
low oath filter.

Overlay information of a map display was less promising

because of the com -- elv different viewpoints. "inside out" and
"outside in": views cannot be mixed due to their incompatibili•_ -y.
AZan view is thus zresented on the side monitor upon recuest.

_s part o: the PROMO System that helps the operator to
disply any system parameters required in graphical forms.

This PROO System which uses two side monitors is a very
e:ficient too. for operator-robot interaction. Besides map
information a complete set of both graphics and alphanumeric

.tat.s information can be called up. Moreover results of an
ex~er system based path canner are displayed. The system

stores experimental data, re,:reves, and displavs orocessed
'ana. Mode selections and oresettings are entered via a menu
or.inted virtual keyzoaro onl the screen. Figure 5 shows a PROMO
display of ultrasonic data as measured bv the vehicle sonar

subsystem. PROMO is a multiwindow display system. For this ¶
reson tlne ultl-asonic disp5lay can be presented together wit1h

speed and status informaticn, a digitally generated ground map,
and other selected system data.

A variety of controls is available for vehicle operation.
All controls are used for driving and to input information
tnruah the Human-Computer-Interface. A steering wheel is
unsuitable for computer inputs and was therefore disbanded.
Standard control device is a two degree of freedom finger
operated controlstick. This controlstick is built into a small
console which can be positioned by the operator at his work
place and which also contains function switches for vehicle and
display control. The contrclstick is a spring centered
displacement controlstick. The x-axis deflection is used to
command right or left steering wheel deflections, the y-axis
deflections are for speed

iI
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Figure 5: PROMO sensor display window

control in forward or reverse directions. Another controlstick
w-th similar characteristics is available to control the camera
pan and tilt head. Right and left deflections of that
controlstick command pan movements of - 1750 to + 1750 to the
camera positioning device. Y-axis deflections control the
camera elevation. Both controlsticks function as a positioning
zero-order system. As such the camera is always moved back to
the normal position when the controlstick is undeflected. This
method requires a precise detormination of the normal position
with respect to the driving task. Normal position for the
experimental setup is a forward looking camera attitude with a

deflection of 10%. With the optical lens used the TV picture is
so ad-justed that the hall floor limits are just 20% under the
upper end of the TV picture.

Alternatively two cortrolsticks are used that are installed
in the operator's aircraft type seat. Using these operating
conditions the operator's forearms are placed on armrests. The
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conrtolsticks are in reach of the hands and fingers and can be
deflected with hardly any forearm movement using hand and fingermovements. The third control device available is a 6-degree-a:

,freedom sensor ball which is also tised in 3D manipulation of
computer graphics objects in CAD systems. This device proved to
be less acceptable mainly due to the fact that it was a force
sensing device with practically no deflection. Driving qua!-i-y

Swith it was poor no matter which oF the degrees of freedom was
used for steering and acceleration.

5. S!MROS STMULATTON F STEMS

The complexity of robot systems requires detailed analysis
of system design criteria, the comparison of system conceptt,
and the detection of human engineering bottlenecks. This is
especially true for land robots in a complex environment. The
development of prototype systems with the required
specifications and even a whole variety of hardware platforms is
time consuming and not cost effective. The simulation of such
systems is therefore reauired. Simulator studies in the
laboratory using human subjects can be conducted under defined
experimental'condisions. These ccndit-ions can be exactly
reproduced and evaluated using statistical methods.

in the SIM!ROS project phase a simulation environment is

-ei.ng developed whic.h. supports the experimental analysis ofinteraction between the operator and simulated technical
components in a very early design phase. Such simulation
a proaches are very coarse at the present stage and support
parameter studies. Further program phases will analyse task
structures, function allocation between robot and control
station, and define appropriate process and mission display
concepts.

Parallel to the development of the EROS vehicle a real time
simulation was programmed. The robot simulation covers a vehic.lc•
of similar kinematic and dynamic prooerties as the real car.
This model can be operated using the EROS control station. The

oath of the simulated vehicle can be monitored on a digital map
display much like the procedure using a physical vehicle. As
such, critical mission phases are tested using the simulation
before executing the phases using real equipment. The EROS model
can also be used to investigate the system performance
concentrating two missions in a single operator control station.

A simulated robot view was also developed though it is not
yet in real time (Figure 6). The path of the simulated vehicle
can be monitored on-the map display. The path planning and

I
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navigator systems that automatically steer the vehicle on a
preplanned path can also work on the simulated vehicle.

Figure 6: Simulated view from a simulated robot vehicle

6. HUMAN-MACHINE-INTERFACE FOR ROBOT CONTROL

The functions available at the robot control station and the
information processing in the robot itself were structured into
a systematic approach for system information input and system
information output. The system input is shown in a block diagram
in Figure 7. It contains blocks of functions with decreasing
hierarchy from the left to the right block in the Figure. In
this hierarchy the obstacle acquisition system ROSE
(Reconnaissance of Obstacles and Surveillance in unknown
Environments) provides the highest degree Of autonomy. The
teleoperational mode is the function with the lowest autonomy.:
Outputs of the ROSE system is the obstacle map in a former
unknown terrain. Its data are used to plan paths on a strategic
level. The tactical planner finds optimal paths in the terrain
as defined by the strategic planner. The navigator uses the
waypoint list output by the tactical planner taking the dynamic
obstacle avoidance system into account. This systematic approach
supports automatic and manual operation as well as any autonomy
levels in between.

Sm m m m m m • -- ___.... _ Im.. -
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The arrows indicate that the console operator can access any . K
data in an interactive approach.

S •LECTED 7XPFE'4ANmS US7NG A ST7QR VT7WTN.G SVSTFM

Many driving experiments have already been conducted. in one
experiment, the influence of a stereo TV system on driving
accuracy was measured. The operators had to aporoach a part of.-he test field in the teleoperation mode that was unviable

K because of obstacles. They had to manoeuvre as closely as
oossible towards the obstacles without touching them. 50%-of the
subjects used a mono disp lay first and later switched to stereo.
The others started with the stereo system and switched to the
mono system in the second part of the experiment. The first and
second path of each of the driving tours were evaluated to form
a separate result includina standard deviation. Thus learning
effects can be easily seen. Figure 9 shows selected results.

Distance to 70 I .. "f.

obstacles
S [cm] 60 "Mono Experiments I Stereo Experiments

50.

40.s

4 30.

20.S~~jI1

10.I

0
AMM BMM ASM BSM ASS BSS AMS BMS

Zigure 9: 7xperimental results for a mono/stereo driving task

A : First trial group of experimental condition
B : Second trial group of experimental condition
.M. : Group using mono display first

Group using stereo display first
.. . . ..Mono experiments
,S :Stereo experlments

I.



The resvit marked A,%D4 shows the final distance to the
obst-a c) es, a=s achieved by subjects during their ri-rst triJals
us ing the mono display. These subjects were unfamiliar with' the
stereo syst-em. Th'ie -esult BI-1 s~iows the next group of trials of:
t-he same subjects, it also shows a significantly better target

*aD~roach distance compared to AMMI. The significant increase i n
pErfzo r mance is. due to learning..ASM and ESM relate to the trials
orf subjects who used the Stereo sys~tem first . Thei~r pe-rrorMlanrce

wrs ignficantlyv better but showed no learnina effect.

T-he rightz part- orfJ gure 9 shows the results of' stereo
experimenits. Again the results are s-olitted. into first (A) and
±ast h-al f o-f the tri als (B) . ASS and BSS re-fer to subjects who

used the stereo system first. These data show a siginifricant
learning e.fffect again. A-MIS and DM3 indicat-e t-hat subjects, whio
used the mono dipa first, Performed worse comna-red to
onerators wit-h st-ereo experience. They show no further learning
e f fe cts .

Consequently stereo vision renders '-eLe results which I's
-orobab-lv due to the develoPment o-f a more -irec' se mental, model
o- the environment.

8. "ýUTTIRE OROJECT WOPK

Ongoing experiments defining parameters in f Ien c ing
teleQ~e-ration or- a vehicle will be completed. These experim-ents
inc.uce investiqat ion about --he perfomý c of operators using a
I.,a .e- v e rsu, multiol.,-e controls if'or priar drivi runtosa

we-,! as mission oriented cont-rol tasks. Dis-plays `ormats c'
overay graphics mixed on a TV channel atrnsmitted from t h.e

inobile systemn wil be e-valuat-ed in an exe~etlser~es.
Thamc constrai:nts o.f semi'autonomous oDoera-.'Ion includiL. the

,,th nlannrer a;nd navloatror will be studied. Pr:oblems of fun~c-i-on
allocation between the operator and the robot and how to define
tasks for the robot. are decisive for system amcceptance and
t~hroughlputý and will be subject to human engi~neering research..

a - 73
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Ph. [1] (808) 257-1658/1665
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1.0 ABSTRACT

Over the past decade, the Naval Ocean Systems Center's Hawaii
Laboratory has engaged in a program to develop unmanned ground vehicles
(UGVs) that have been delivered to the United States Marine Corps for field
assessments of the applicability and effectiveness of such vehicles for
reconnaissance and combat in tactical environments. An essential component of
these unmanned ground vehicles is a visual sensor suite and helmet-mounted
display that allows an operator to view the remote scene in a familiar, natural
fashion well enough to drive the UGV safely and reliably across unfamiliar off-
road terrain. To guide the development of this mobility sensor system, a field
testing program was established in which alternate mobility viewing system
options were objectively compared with regard to their impact on driving under
controlled testing conditions.

This report describes the procedures and specific tasks used in making
comparisons across the various viewing system options tested. The experiment
reported here was run with two groups of drivers; 1) well-practiced civilian
personnel who were tested with each of four alternate viewing system options,
and 2) unpracticed, enlisted Marine personnel who volunteered to be tested with
a single mobility sensor system option on a one-time basis. Specific results in
terms of relative driving efficiencies on six driving are reported and discussed
with respect to their general implications for design of the man-machine interface
for driving remotely operated ground vehicles.

2.0 BACKGROUND

The Ground-Air Telerobotics (GATERS) program was initiated in October
1985 to develop teleoperated vehicle systems for military applications. Three
TeleOperated Vehicle (TOV) systems were delivered to the U.S. Marine Corps
for field assessments of their operational value in tactical combat environments.
Observations derived from initial field assessments of TeleOperated Vehicle
(TOV) performance and their implications for future UGV developments are the
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topic of another paper in this volume of proceedings [1]. A TOV system consists
of a remotely-operated, High Mobility Multi-purpose Wheeled Vehicle (HMMWV),
a datalink, and a control interface for the human operator. Several alternative
mission modules have been developed for the TOV to support a variety of
observation and surveillance missions as well as forward target designation and
light weapons engagement. A more detailed description of the TOV system
including its control system architecture, fiber optic datalink, mobile control
station, and various mission modules is available in a recent report [2]. In this
paper, I describe results from a series of controlled vehicle mobility studies
conducted in late1986 - early 1987 at an outdoor test course with the first
operational prototype of the TOV.

2.1 Viewing Options.
In the experimentation described here, the effects of four different viewing

options on driving performance were measured and compared, The four viewing
options investigated were: 1) unobstructed direct view, 2) direct view with a 400
by 300 field of view, 3) monoscopic helmet-mounted display , and 4)
stereoscopic helmet-mounted display Under the first two of these options, drivers
viewed test courses directly; that is, they were physically present on the test
courses in the vehicle and had a direct line of sight to the vehicle and courses
while driving. With the remaining two viewing options, the operators' only view of
the vehicle and the test courses was provided indirectly by means of a video
system.

More specifically, under the "Direct View" (DV) viewing option, the vehicle
operator was physically present in the driver's seat of the HMMWV with a direct,

* I non-restricted, "natural" view of the driving course. This viewing option
established a "100% telepresence" performance baseline against which the
other three viewing options could be compared. Image resolution, contrast, and
color sensitivity were limited only by the visual capabilities of individual drivers.
Additionally, the DV option provided "perfect" head motion coupling (i.e., no
position errors or motion lags), eye-head coordination, and a "natural" 1:1
spatial correspondence between perceived space and physical space.

Under the "400 by 300 Direct View" (DV 40 x 30) viewing option, the
driver's view of the test site was identical in all ways to that of the DV option,
except for the fact that his peripheral field of view was restricted. The central 400
by 300 of his normal binocular field was visible. Areas outside this region were
occluded and not visible. Thus, the DV 40 x 30 viewing option provided all of the
..advantages of the DV option, but with a field of view restricted to that available
under the two video viewing options described next.

Under the two video view options, the driver was also physically present
in the driver's seat of the vehicle while driving it, but his only view of the test
course was provided indirectly, by means of a video system. A stereoscopic pair
of cameras, attached to the top of his helmet, fed a pair of small helmet-mounted
CRTs, each of which was visible to only one of the driver's eyes. Opaque tape
was used to prevent direct view of the driver's surroundings. The helmet-
mounted display (HMD) used in this experimentation was a Honeywell
Integrated Head Aimed Display Sighting System (IHADSS) modified to provide
two separate video channels for stereo viewing. The HMD system itself weighed
slightly less that 2.25 kg and afforded its wearer a 400 horizontal by 300 vertical,

.1= i nnnu• • nm~ mnn • •mn~m u
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fully overlapped, stereoscopic, monochromatic field of view. A stereoscopic
(stereo) pair of cameras was mounted atop the HMD with optical axes separated
by 65 mm and symmetrically converged on a point approximately 8 meters
ahead of the TOV front bumper. This camera pair, it's mounting plat=., and
attached cables added approximately 1 Kg to the overall weight burden on the
operator's head.

Though resolution and contrast were greatly reduced, and color contrast
was absent from the video images, it should be noted that both these video view
options did provide the driver with a wealth of sensory information not readily
available to an operator controlling a UGV from a remote station. CameraI slewing was nearly perfectly matched to the operator's head and upper body
motions with only very slight lags and distortions in the displayed imagery
induced by the video scanning rate. And, except for the mismatch between
visual and vestibular stimulation caused by the lack of 1:1 spatial
correspondence in the display [ system magnification was measured to be -.77]
vestibular, kinesthetic, and vibrational information was generated by the physical
movement of the vehicle and driver through the courses. This non-visual sensory
information provided the driver with immediate feedback regarding body
orientation relative to the vehicle and vehicle dynamics with respect to the w
various courses run.

Under the monoscopic viewing option ("Mono - HMD"), the video signal
output by the right camera was split and fed to both IHADSS displays. This
provided the operator with a two-dimensional, "flat" view of the scene, though
many visual cues to depth and distance were discernable within the "flat" images
provided. [3]

Under the "Stereo - HMD" viewing option, images from the left and right
cameras were fed to their corresponding IHADSS display units. This viewing
option provided the driver with a more accurate three-dimensional view of the
test course and vehicle during testing.

Under all four viewing options, drivers were instructed to maintain their
upper bodies in a fixed, upright posture, making scanning motions only with
movements of their heads. This was done to make scanning of the scene
roughly equivalent to the scanning that would occur under teleoperation with a
mechanical pan and tilt head. Since there were no external physical constraints
placed on drivers other than a lap belt, slight deviations from the instructed
posture were observed. However, large deviations from the instructed posture
such as "leaning out" the side of the vehicle to better view obstacles in the path
of the vehicle did not occur during data collection.

A true Remote View driving condition was not tested in the initial phase of
the TOV mobility testing program reported here. However, more recent studies
that are beyond the scope of this report have been conducted and are currently
being prepared for public release as a NOSC Technical Publication [4].

2.2 Experimental Drivers
Two groups of drivers participated in the experiments. An "experienced"

group, consisted of four civilian personnel (mean age = 43 years) who were
licensed HMMWV operators and were well-practiced at driving all of the test
courses used in the experiment. Under both Direct View and Direct Drive Video
View conditions, these drivers were run through each of the courses a minimum

It
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of ten times prior to experimental data collection. A graphical analysis of V
measures taken during these course familiarization runs suggested that all
"experienced" drivers had reached stable levels of performance on all measures
taken prior to completion of the familiarization runs. Each of the "experienced"
drivers was run under all viewing conditions tested ( i.e., DV, DV 400 by 300,
Stereo HMD, Mono HMD).

A second, "inexperienced", group of drivers consisted of 4 detachments of
4 Marines each ( mean age = 23 years). Each of these drivers was a licensed
HMMWV operator and volunteered to serve as an experimental driver during a
single test session. All drivers from both the "experienced" and "inexperienced"
groups had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity as determined by a
standard Armed Forces Vision Tester. Prior to experimental data collection, each
of the "inexperienced" operators was driven around the entire set of courses by
the data collector and instructed in the specific procedures for each of the 6
courses described in detail below. Immediately prior to testing, "inexperienced"
drivers were allowed one practice run through each course under DV conditions.
These instructional runs were not necessary with the "experienced" drivers due
to their high degree of prior familiarity with the courses. "Inexperienced" drivers
were used in order to gain an appreciation for the effects of learning and
experience on driving performance under the various viewing conditions tested.

2.3 Driving Courses
Six driving courses were used in an effort to characterize low-speed

mobility on a more or less ideal, paved road surface. The six courses used were
originally selected on the basis of a factor analysis of 58 measures of low-speed
maneuverability [4] conducted at the University of Michigan's highway Safety
Research Institute (HSRI). This battery of tests was developed to provide a cost-
effective, reliable, reasonably sensitive and comprehensive metric against which
vehicle control options could be systematically assessed and improved. The
testing courses, described in detail below, were surveyed and marked off on a
level, asphalt covered test area within 1 kilometer of NOSC-Hawaii's
Teleoperator Development Center.

Though the general layout of courses used in this paper was described in
the HSRI report, some slight modifications to course configurations and
procedures were required for testing with TOV. Bright orange 76.2 cm [ 30 inch]
tall traffic pylons were used to mark off all course boundaries. In certain of these
traffic pylons, 1.82 meter [ 6 foot ] long, 2.54 cm [1 inch ] diameter white rods
were inserted to make them visible over the high hood and rear flatbed of the
TOV. Order of administration for the 6 courses was identical for all drivers on all
days of testing and followed the order in which they are described below. For all
courses, verbal instructions were given which emphasized the importance of
accurate, error-free driving and de-emphasized the importance of speed.

2.3.1 Course 1. Right Angle Turn- IN.
The first course run during each test session, the Right Angle Turn- IN, is

diagrammed in the left panel of Figure 1. The course is configured as a 3.35
meter (11 feet) wide right angle parking space connected to a perpendicular 5.8
meter (14 feet) wide access lane. The driver's task was to start at one end of the
access lane and make a controlled right-angle turn pulling as far into the parking
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space as possible without touching any of the cones defining the course or
touching/toppling the stop cone centered at the end of the parking space with the
front bumper of the vehicle. Runs were scored for elapsed time, number of cones
touched or toppled during the maneuver, and accuracy of position relative to the
parking space endpoint. The Right Angle Turn-IN was executed a tctal of 6 times
per session, 3 times each from right and left START positions.

FIGURE 1. The Right Angle Turn IN/OUT Course.
Note: Distances are expressed in feet.

Phase 1. Turn IN Phase 2. Turn OUT

IN LEFT O UT. -

SETART9 START LP . U

19"'••,1

2.3.2 Course 2. Right Angle Turn- OUT.
As the right panel in Figurel illustrates, starting from the position in which

.the vehicle rested following the previous Right Angle Turn-IN run, the vehicle
was reversed out of the parking space and across the access lane. It was then
put into forward gear and driven out of the access lane in the same direction
from which it had been driven in. Runs were scored for elapsed time and number r
of cones touched or toppled during the maneuver. As with the Right Angle Turn-
IN procedure, 6 runs were measured per session; 3 from each START position.

2.3.3 Course 3. Figure-8.
The next course required an operator to negotiate a figure-8 pattern [

through a sparse set of cone gates (see Figure 2). Spacing between cones
comprising the gates was widened from the original HSRI specification in order
-to accommodate the HMMWV turning radius. A single experimental run of the
course consisted of three consecutive circuits through the figure-8 pasttern. Runs
were scored for elapsed time and number of cones touched or toppled.-Two runs
were measured per session.

C! ,.1
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FIGURE 2. The Figure-8 Course.
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FIGURE 3. The Small Radius Circle Courses.
Small Radius Circle Small Radius Circle with Stop

STOP CONE

of 0
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0 0 ! 0 0

INNER CIRCLE RADIUS 40' g, 0 0

LANE WIDTH 9'

100,
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START 1 START 2

2.3.4 Course 4. Small Radius Circle.
The Small Radius Circle course is depicted in the left panel of Figure 3.

The START position for this course was 30.48 meters [100 feet ] from the first
cone gate. During a testing session operators drove the course twice from each
of the START positions depicted in the figure. Runs were scored for elapsed time
and number of cones defining the curved alleyway touched or toppled.
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2.3.5 Course 5. Small Radius Circle with Stop.
The Small Radius Circle with Stop course is depicted in the right panel of

Figure 3. The layout of this course identical to that of the Small Radius Circle
with the addition of a stop cone at the apex of the arc. Drivers were instructed to
position the front of the vehicle as close to the stop cone as possible without
touching it. During a test-session the course was run twice from each of the two
START positions depicted in Figure 3. Runs were scored for elapsed time,
number of cones defining the curved alleyway touched or toppled, and accuracy
of position -relative to-the stop cone endpoint.

2.3.6 Course 6. Gymkhana.
The gymkhana course was a large, oval-shaped slalom course depicted

in Figure 4. Cone separation for each of the 10 cone gates was 2.75 meters [ 9
feet ]. Three separate runs through the course were undertaken in each session.
Runs were scored for elapsed time and number of cones touched or toppled.

FIGURE 4. The Gymkhana Course.

cnn

GATE WIDTHS 9 FT

.3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Statistical Procedures Used
Performance metrics from each of the driving courses were compiled and

subjected to separate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with comparisons across
the four viewing options (DV, DV 40 x 30, Stereo-H MD, and Mono-HMD) being
the effect of paramount interest in each analysis. A Type-I error level of .05 for
statistical significance was set prior to analysis. Repeated-measures ANOVAs
were run on the results from the "experienced" drivers and between-groups
ANOVAs were run on the measures from "inexperienced" drivers. Findings are
presented below from all courses run across four design topic areas.

"%OI
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3.2 Direct Viewing Versus HMD Viewing
Not surprisingly, all statistically significant differences that were found

favored the combined Direct View (i.e., DV & DV 40 x 30) conditions over the
combined Video View (i.e., Mono - HMD & Stereo - HMD) conditions. The
overall patte:n of results that emerged from mean comparisons subsequent to
the ANOVAs is presented.in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Summary of Statistically Significant Advantages for
Combined Direct View over Combined Video View
Conditions.

"Experienced" "Inexperienced"
Drivers Drivers

Time Errors Time Errors
Right-Angle -60% -72% n.s.d. n.s.d.
Turn-IN faster*" fewer*
Right-Angle -34% n.s.d. n.s.d. n.s.d.
Turn - OUT faster**
Figure -8 "-31% n.s.d. n.s.d. -65%

faster* -fewer**

Small Radius -25% n.s.d. n.s.d. n.s.d.
Circle faster* _ _

Small Radius -13% n.s.d. n.s.d. n.s.d.
Circle - Stop faster* ,
Gymkhana -15% n.s.d. n.s.d. -50%

faster** fewer*
Key:
"Type-I error probability < .05
"" Type-I error probabi!ity < .01
n.s.d. = no significant difference found

In summary, statistically significant differences in driving performance
measures were found for each of the six measures taken in the mobility test
battery. All of these differences showed performance under the direct viewing
conditions to be superior to that under the video viewing conditions tested.
Differences were notably inconsistent between the two driver
groups."lnexperienced" drivers produced higher rates of errore on error
measures with no significant differences for the time measures. The pattern of
results suggests that "inexperienced" drivers attempted to drive the vehicle at
equal speeds under direct view and video view options. "Experienced" drivers
drove the time-scored courses faster under direct view conditions while
maintaining consistent error rates across the viewing options tested. As one
example of significant performance effects revealed by the set of analyses
conducted, the effect of viewing system option on Gymkhana course times for the
"experienced" group of drivers is graphed in Figure 5. While maintaining
essentially equivalent error rates for all conditions tested, the performance
graphed in the figure is nearly identical for the two direct view conditions,
whereas times are slower under the Stereo-HMD option and even slower under

.tI
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the Mono-HMD option. Overall, driving time under the direct view options was
approximately 15% faster than driving time under video view options.

FIGURE 5. Effect of Viewing Option on Gymkhana Course Times f9r
the Experienced Group of Drivers.

"EXPERIENCED" DRIVERS
Gymrkhana Course Times

60 ,

50

40-

30-

20
0

10 Mean =42.9 Mecan =43.4 Mean = 49.3 Mean =52.4 f
- S.& =.41 S.E. =.49 S.F. = 1.0 S.E, = 1.47S0,(

10-

DV DV 40 x 30 Stereo -HMD Mono -I MD

Viewing Option

Note: the error bars graphed in this figure and subsequent figures represent standard errors defining the
upper bound of the 95% confidence interval.

3.3 Unobstructed Versus Masked Video Viewing
Given the richly detailed visual information provided under both direct

view options, no reliable performance difference was found between the
unoccluded DV option and the peripherally occluded DV 40 x 30 option. Though
error rates were consistently observed to be slightly elevated for the DV 40 x 30
option versus the DV option for both driver groups on all driving courses tested,
none of these error rate differences were found to be statistically significant. This
outcome of the analysis suggests that if sufficient image resolution, contrast,
color, head motion coupling, and accurate feedback of vehicle dynamics are
provided to a driver, a 400 by 300, 1:1 field of view is sufficiently wide enough for
low-speed mobility within the scope of fundamental driving tasks tested in this
study. However, the consistency of the pattern of slightly elevated error rates for
the DV 40 x 30 option versus the DV option does suggest that some capability is
lost by restricting a driver's peripheral field of view. Whether this effect is stronger
for driving over more challenging terrain remains to be determined and should
be investigated.

3.4 Stereoscopic Versus Monoscopic Video Viewing
Measures were taken with the same IHADSS helmet-mounted display on

identical driving courses under two viewing options; monoscopic and
stereoscopic. An earlier, preliminary analysis of this data [4] revealed no

II
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-significant differences between the Mono-HMD and Stereo-HMD viewing
"options on any of the courses tested for either operator group. The more refined
analysis conducted for this paper in which the two driver groups, were analyzed
separately, contradicted the findings of the previous analysis by revealing
statistically significant, but modest, performance advantages for use of a
stereoscopic display on several of the courses tested, Table 2 summarizes these
significant effects.

TABLE 2. Summary of Statistically Significant Advantages for
Stereo-HMD Over Mono-HMD Viewing Options.

"Experienced" "Inexperienced"
Drivers Drivers

Time Errors Time Errors
Right-Angle n.s.d. n.s.d. -36% n.s.d.
Turn -IN slower*.

Figure-8 n.s.d. n.s.d. -30% n.s.d.
_slower* .

Small Radius -13% n.s.d. n.s.d. -61%
Circle faster* fewer*
Small Radius -15% n.s.d. n.s.d. n.s.d.
Circle - Stop slower*,
Gymkhana -06% n.s.d. n.s.d. n.s.d

S~~faster.*
Key:

"Type-1 error probability < .05
n.s.d. = no significant difference found between Stereo-HMD and Mono-HMD

With regard to vehicle speeds, it appears that the Stereo-HMD option
allows "experienced" drivers to maintain faster speeds than the Mono-HMD on
several of the courses without a corresponding penalty in error rates. This
pattern is apparent in Figure 6, a graph of the effect of viewing option on course
times on the Small Radius Circle course for the "experienced" group of drivers. A
possible benefit of Stereo-HMD for the "inexperienced" group may be that it
imparts a more accurate sense of space, and that this, in turn, motivates them to
slow down and make fewer errors when given a video view of a relatively
unfamiliar driving situation. This conclusion is suggested by the patterns of
performance graphed in Figures 7 and 8. The pattern of results graphed in
Figure 7 shows that "inexperienced" drivers tended to drive significantly faster
under the Mono-HMD versus the Stereo-HMD viewing option. A similar pattern
(not graphed) was found for "inexperienced" drivers on the Figure-8 course.The
"staircase" pattern of results graphed in Figure 8 was apparent in the data from a
majority of courses from both driver groups, though it only reached statistical
significance in one instance (i.e., Small Radius Circle course errors for the
"inexperienced" group) probably owing to the small size of the sample of drivers
tested.

I
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FIGURE 6. Effect of Viewing Option on Small Radius Circle Times
for the "Experienced" Group of Drivers. r
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FIGURE 7. Effect of Viewing Option on Right Angle IN Course
Times for the "Inexperienced" Group of Drivers.
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FIGURE 8. Effect of Viewing Option on Right Angle IN Course
Errors for the "Inexperienced" Group of Drivers.
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j In attempting to generalize these findings of a stereoscopic advantage to

more rigorous and challenging UGV driving conditions, one must keep in mind
that past research and hands-on field experience has shown that the
performance advantages which stereoscopic imagery provides are most
pronounced in unfamiliar, visually cluttered, and visually degraded images.
Stereo imagery is also known to be useful in judging the relative distances and
orientations of objects and terrain surface features - all of which are invaluable to
an operator when evaluating the composition and topography of terrain before
attempting to traverse it. The results of this study are strongly suggestive of
potential performance advantages to be derived by using stereoscopic imagery
in UGV display systems. A more relevant, systematic, controlled comparison of
UGV performance with stereoscopic and monoscopic imagery is recommended.

3.5 "Experienced" Versus "Inexperienced" Drivers
The observed effect of operator experience on driving the TOV through

the test courses used in this experiment can be summarized quite simply. The
"experienced" group tended to drive more conservatively than the
"inexperienced" group. Under video viewing conditions, "experienced" driversslowed down and made fewer errors on all the driving courses tested than their

"inexperienced" counterparts, The "inexperienced" group tended to drive the
TOV at speeds approximating those achieved under the two direct viewing
conditions, but in doing so they committed many more errors than the
"experienced" group. Perhaps the observed difference in performance is really
just a difference in risk-taking between the two groups. The "experienced" group
was considerably older and more technically astute than the "inexperienced"
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group. Overall, this pattern of results suggests that, given several hours of
experience in driving the TOV, drivers became more cautious and lowered their
driving speed to better correspond to their degraded view of the courses.

4.0 IMPLICATIONS FOR UGV DEVELOPMENT & DESIGN

Even while driving under the simplified, relatively undemanding, and
benign course conditions investigated in this early study, a large performance
gap was documented between direct view and video view driving. These
observed differences in performance are directly attributable to parameters of
the viewing systems used to view the driving situation since other aspects of the
driving situation ( i.e., steering controls and forces fed back through them to the
driver, acoustic feedback, the dynamics of sensor aiming, and body motion
senses) were generally equivalent under all viewing options tested. The findings
suggest that considerable thought and effort will be required to devise UGV
viewing system hardware that will overcome the technological limitations
inherent in available video displays and provide a reasonable approximation to
the level of performance achievable under direct drive conditions. Several
obvious discrepancies between direct viewing and video viewing merit further
systematic investigation. These include system magnification, spatial resolution,
and image contrast. The best way to gauge the effects of these and other
viewing system parameters on UGV driving is by systematic, controlled
comparisons of objective performance measures.

Field of view is a fundamental parameter of any UGV viewing system.
Results of this investigation suggest that a 400 horizontal by 300 vertical field of
view with high fidelity head movement coupling of camera aim can provide a

, close approximation to the level of driving performance achievable with a full,
unoccluded field of view for the type of low-speed mobility measured here.
However, it should be noted that this conclusion is here only validated for a
situation in which other important system parameters such as image resolution,
image contrast, and system magnification are equivalent to those under direct
viewing conditions. An objective study of the effects of a fixed sensor field of view
on remote driving performance is currently underway at the US Army's Human
Engineering Laboratory. The results of this study should hold important
implications for selection of an appropriate field of view for future UGV systems.

Use of an easily implemented stereoscopic video display improved
driving performance significantly, though modestly, on several of the courses

tested. By providing the driver with a more accurate internal spatial
representation of the driving course and his vehicle's movements within that
course, the driver was perhaps able to make better decisions regarding speed
and steering of the vehicle. For drivers who are highly experienced at performing
a particular driving task, the additional information may allow them to drive faster
while maintaining an acceptable, stable risk of erring. For drivers unpracticed at
performing the particular driving task demanded by a driving course, the
additional information provided by a stereoscopic display may increase their
awareness of the limitations of their view and control over the vehicle and may
subsequently encourage them to reduce speeds and drive more conservatively
in unfamiliar situations.
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The results presented in this report point very consistently to the general
conclusion that providing the UGV driver with a display that more closely
approximates the "full telepresence" viewing condition is a successful approach
to improving driving performance as measured by systematic, cbjective test
procedures.
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INTERACTIONS' HOMME/MACHINE A
POUR LES, ROBOTS MOBILES MILITAIRES I

G.CLEMENT-,, P.GRAVEZ, R.CADE*

ACEA/DTA/TJR Fontenay aux roses Cedex ,BP6 92265, FRANCE.
*ROLBat Apollo, 4 rue Razel, 91892 Orsay Cedex, FRANCE.

1. INTRODUCTON:

Le probl~me de la conception et de l'optimisation de l'interface hoinme-machine dans
les applications militaires, n'est pas spdcifique ý. la robotique. On le rencontre chaque fois
qu'un syst~me comporte des automatismes et lorsque un flux important d'informatdons est
dchang6 avec les op~rateurs. La inain-ise des avions de combat modernes par exemple exige
une concentration tr~s importante des pilotes, de nombreuses 6tudes sont effectu~es afin de (

rdduire cette charge de travail.
L'approche robotique place ftdanmoins le proble'me de l'interface homme/machine au

premier plan. En effet un engin robotisd peut se definir comme l'aboutissement de'la
d~marche conduisant au developpement d'armes et de syst~mes automatiques.

En premiZ~re analyse une contradiction peut apparaitre: plus un syst~me est automatisd
moins ii est en contact avec les opdrateurs humains pendant la phase opdrationnelle (ce qui
constitue un des objectifs de l'automarisation), aussi l'interaction homme-machine prend-elle
moins d'importance dans ce cas? Cette contradiction nWest qu'apparente, en effet:

- Un syst~me robotique entre toujours en coaitact avec un opdrateur humain au cours
de son cycle de fonctionnement, ne serait cc qu'une seule fois lors de la specification initdale
de sa mission. Une relation homme-machine s'dtablit donc ý cette occasion.

U Ls svst~mes disposant d'un haut degr6 d'automaticit6 dchangent des informnations
de contenu sdmantique dlevd avec les opdrateurs. Or plus Ie niveau d'abstraction de la
commande est dlevd plus les consdquences d'une errur de specification die Ia t~che peuvent
etre graves (cc ne sont plus seulement des erreurs de trajectoiie). Si l'inforrnation est plus
ldg~re quanritativement efle s'alourdit qualitativement, Vinterface, hornme-syst~me doit 6tre
conqu die faqon 4. minimiser les possibilites d'erreurs.I

-L'environneinent du champ die bataille est complexe, tr~s hostile et difficile
apprdhender par un syst~nie autonome. En particulier il pidsente une composante nouvelle
pour la robotique (qui est spd~cifique 4 F'application militaire), repidsentde par la menace
qu'exerce I'ennemi stir le robot, Cette menace est agressive, clle ne peut se rdduire 4 un
obstacle classique die natu.-:- gdomdtrique par exemple (un relief du terrain qu'il suffilt die
contourner). De plus cette :nenace est "intelligente", dvolutive et irnpr~visible ce qui contribue

Saugmenter la ddstructwauran die- 'environneinent du robot qui no pourra rdagi efficacement
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sans l'aide d'une "intelligence" humaine. L'assistance d'un (ou de plusieurs) op~rateur(s)es

donc souvent indispensable pour mener i bien une mission robotique militaire..

Les difficult~s. de. conception de 1'interface homme-syst~me apparaissent A deux
niveaux:

-Au niveau de 1'interface physique car l'homme pre'sente une organisation tr~s
particuli~re do ses "entr~es-sorties" ainsi que des limitations qui sont diffdrentes de celles de
la machine.

* - Au niveau dkcisionnel, los repr~sentations internes de l'environnement et de la tache
sur lesquelles sont basdes les reactions de l'homme et du robot sont tr~s diffdrentes. Le robot
a besoin de donndes pr~cises et bien structurdes, toutes les ressources doivent 8tre d~clardes
de faqon explicite. L'homme se contente d'informations plus floucs, il dispose d'une base do
connaissances tr~s ddveloppde et do capacit~s d'infdrences incomparables (ii est capable par
*exemple d'exploiter des images viddo de tr~s mauvaise qualitd par reconstruction mentale du
contexte, lý ou le robot ne peut extraire aucune, information portinente).

2. ACTIVITE HOWMM.EIMACHINE

On pout d~composer l'activitd des opdrateurs en suivant la segmentation habituelle do
la commando d'un robot mobile. Les trois niveaux fonctionnels, dans l'ordre, d6croissant du
traitement s~mantique sont:

- Le niveau navigation.
- Le niveau pilotage.
- L~e niveau guidage.

L~e dialogue homme-machine pout intervenir a chacun de ces niveaux selon le type do
syst~me commandd. L'interaction pout aussi prendre place simultandment a plusiours niveaux,
par exemple lorsqu'un premier op~rateur pilote directement l'engin pendant qu'un socond
opdrateur surveile les menaces adverses et assiste le premier en suivant le ddroulement global
do la mission.

La conception do l'interface depend directenient do la nature des informations
dchangdes et de 1'activitd correspondante dernandcde 4 l'opdrateur, ce que V'on de'taille ci-apr~s.

2.1 NAVIGATION

Les activitt~s prenant place au niveau navigation concernent tout d'abord la definition
de I'objectif. U est spdcifid en termes fonctionnels et topologiques cc qui comprend:

-La definition d'un trajet gdndral A suivre coinme par exemple: suivre la route
jusqu'au croisement, tourner 4i droite apr~s l'arbre, avancer rapidement jusqu'au
soinmet do la colline..
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-La definition des tdches A. r6aliser sur ce trajet, ex: inspection panoraxnique IR
pendant le parcours, relever la position des points chauds, tirer sur les objectifs
detectds..
-La prdcision d'attributs et de contextes cornme: des informations prdcisant la nature

des objets que le robot est susceptible de rencontrer dans son environnement (zones
ennernies connues, zones interdites, zones infranchissables, amers remarquables ...)
Les comportements ý adopter clans diffirentes configurations et notamnment clans les
cas critiques (ex: perte de communications radio, panne. ou destruction partielle d'un
sous systmne ...

Cette prerni~re activitd prend place principalement hors ligne, pendant la phase de
preparation de la mission. Bile peut 8tre assistde par un dispositif perinettant la simulation si
un mod~le de l'environnement suffisamment repr6sentatif est disponible.

Le support utilis6 pour effectuer cette 'tprogrammation" est g~n~ralemnent constitu6 par
une cartographie plane de l'environnement sur laquelle la definition de la mission est
effectu~e. Cette cartographie peut rester symbolique (topologique) avec de, grandes
imprecisions; gdomdtriques.

Le second type d'activitd des op~rateurs concerne le suivi de la mnission, ii s'effectue
en ligne pendant la phase op~rationnelle, soit:

-La vkrification du bon enchainement des actions par rapport au plan prdvu. Ce qui
comprend les aspects topologiques (positionnement relati~f du robot clans son
environnement) ainsi que les retours fonctionnels (6tat interne du robot et de ses sous
syst~mes, e'tat de rdalisation des t~.ches sp~cifi~es..)
-L 'intervention corrective de 1 opdrateur en temps reel en cas de besoin (assistance

au robot en difficultd, rdaction ý un 6v~nement impr~vu). I
-La fourniture au robot d'infor~nations compidmentaires permettant d'enrichir son

modele interne (assistance au processus de reconnaissance des obstacles ou aniers,
ajout clans la base de donnides du robot d'un obstacle non ddtect6 par les syst~mes
embarqu~s, recalage assistd du positionnement absolu clans L'environnenicnt,
ajout/modification d'une information de contexte ...)
-La confirmnation des interprdtation et la validation des intentions du robot comme

par exemple: Ia. levee d'ambiguitds enre une menace rdelle et un leurre, La validation
du declenchemnent d'un tir..

L'interaction homme-robot peut 6tre supportde par exemple par Ia me~me reprdsentation
syinbolique cartographique sur laquelle vont se superposer hi I'avancement les informnations
de compte rendu provenalit du robot. Cependant des support diffdrents et reprdsentations
compldmentaires sont n~cessaires lorsque l'opdrateur doit intervenir clans le processus, Ia
principale difficuit6 dtant.. alors d'obtenir une bonne comprehension do Ia situation par
l'opdrateur.

En effet lors d'un ddroulement nominal d'une mission, le role de l'opdrateur se limite
a celui d'un superviseur, se contentant. de vd5rifier que les comptes rendus sont cohdrents avec
le plan do mission. Afin de suivre ce deroulement 1'op~rateur n'a pas formellemnent besoin
de connaltre de faqon intime les details dui chemninement logique du processus ddcisionnel du

orobot, il na pas non plus besoin de connakre Ia fa~on dont le robot so reprdsmite 'Naivers
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qu ii rencon:re.
Par contre eni cas d'imprdvu (par exemple une menace ennt-mie non mod6lisde, ou bien

un obstacle que le if-bot declare infranchissable et incontournable ... ), le robot peut atre
bloqud clans sa progression et demander l'aide de l'opdrateur. De plus la notion de i'urgence
de la r~action sera souvent associde (imminence de I'agression de la menace, perte detemps
clans l'exdcution de la mission).

Dans cc cas l'opdrateur doit 8rn capable d'effectuer un diagnostic compler, juste et
rapide de la situation cc qui est d'autant plus delicat que sa vigilance a dt 6rnouss~e lors des
phases se ddroulant sans que son, interention danlerossssincsar. Idi
cornprendre par exemple "pourquoiIle i obot s 'est arrdtd", cc qui n~cessite tine interpretation
poussee des signaux disponibles. Ll'activit6 de l'opdrateur ne peut plus se rt~surner ý une
comparaison entre la situation escornptde et la sitLiation prdsente, il doit prendre une initiative
et rechercher activement &cs texplications" corphMxnentaires lui perinetrant d'appr~hende.-
l'ensemble dui contexte.

2.2 PILOTAGE

( Aeu de niveau la tache a. rdlais~er par le robot est d~crite sous la formc kc j~zo~
g~omdtriques rdelles (droites, .Cercles ... ), accompagndes d'ordres de configuration tl .xcn

(vaeurdegains, selection de modes de commande ...). Les donndes sonEtorujou!: d.ck naa.urs-
syniboliques mais clles doiverit Ure quantifides (mne repr~sentation topologique ne 5.,1fijr plus).

Le contenu des informations d~changdes 1i cc niveau a pour objeCtif de cii

1Penchainement des instruction d'un "lan-gae" op~rationnel. Les instructions d'un te-I D'i-r
sont du type suiVant:

- instruction fondamentales: elles d~crivent le comporternent de base du robot en
modes manuels ou automatiques (ex: mode manuel assistd, droite auto sur 100m:rtres,
arr~t d'urgence ...)

- instructions harinoniques: elles tie modifient pas le comportement de base w:tis
permettent d'agir stir celui-ci :m ag-issant stir les param~tres ajusrables (ex: vitesse
d'avance, activationld6sactivation d'un proc~de .)

- histruction de gestion des 6v~nements: elles defrnissent d'un~e part les types
d'6v~nements h surveiller de fa~on asynchrone (collisions, combinaison de signaux
capteurs, horloge ... ) et d'aut-e part ia reaction a adopter dans le cas ou i'6v6neznent
est active. ~ VI~IA

4 ~**isrcin rere
-instructions de configurain: i'nsrcin aduie oete ytm.

Les 6changes peuvent etre effectuds directement en exploitant la fornie brute de
description des instructions du langag e (ex: SET-SPEED (valeur), 'IOVE ...). Cependant cette
formulation est peu explicite, directement issue du monde informatique donc peu adapt~e aux
opdrateurs qui ne sont pas des pro-gramnmeurs; de plus elle exige des efforts de rn~morisation
et de contr6le importants.

L'objectif de conception de Pinterface, opdrateur est de zraduire l'expression
robocentrique" de la t~che (qui est re-pr~selltd. par la sdqucnce d'instuctions du langage) en
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une representation plus famili~e pour l'op~rateur die terrain.
D'autre part le syst~me assurant l'interface doit 6tre capable de, simplifier la tache dei

Fop~rateur en limitant le nombre d'inforrnations dchang~es (defuiition de param~trres- par
d~faut, gestion de la coh6rence des instructions at des sequences ...

2.3 GUIDAGE8

Ce niveau de cominande reqoit en entrde la specification d'un deplacement, il assure
en sortie la g6ndration du mouvement et son contr6le asservi en prenant en compte les
limitations physiques que pr~sente, lengin (cin~matique, dynamique, saturations ...)

L'op~rateur h ce niveau intervient principalement de faqon "analogique", c'est A dire
en sp~cifiant de faqon continue la valeur d'un ou do plusieurs vecteurs de commando
(06hpilotage de la vitesse, et de la direction par exemple). L'interface physique est un manche
de Comm ande qui doit-s'adapter aux caractdristiques, physiologique et,,kinesthdsiques do
V'homme.

3.CARACTERISAflON DU SYSTEME HOMME/ýMACHINE

le, couplage homme-machine met en oeuvre des organes physiques qui adressent les
sens et les moyeris d'achion de l'homnme. Ces 616ments "d'entr~es-sorties" ont des
caract~ristiques particuli~res et des limitations qui vont guider la conception de l'interface.
Commue le mnontre la figure 1, d'apr~s A. Bejczy, la premi~re caract6ristique est la grande
dissymdtrie qui conduit 'a une saturation 'a cause des limitations en nombre, et en performances
des canaux de sortie (envoi des informations depuis l'homnme vers le syst~me comnmand.6) par
rapport aux canaux d'entr&e

INFORMT IO E EDAC DEOIC TtL

THIS N
\ ~& E

HMAN A

PEATR

COI4ROL ~PIt DE~tI

Figue 1 Canux 'ent~e~orte dol'hmrne(Beczy
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-En effer en "entrde":
-La 'vue est le sens majeur de perception. 11 est capable d'analyser en temps rdel une

grande quantit6 d'inforination brute (plusieurs mdgabits par seconde) et de la traiter sur
plusiours niveaux s~mantiques (symboliques et analogiques). Cependant 1, homme nWest pas

f capable de suivre plusieurs processus sirnultandment, de, plus les notions de fatigue visuelle
et mentale sont a prendre en conipte.

Les images (directe video, synth6tique ou symbolique) doivent 8trc de bonne qualit6
et org~anis~es de fa~on hi~rarchique scion leur importance clans r'ex~cution d'une tache et
seion la nature de la tAche'rdalis~e. La saturation du canal visuel dt~grade les performances
dun syst~nie car cc canal sollicite beaucoup, le syst~me nerveux central.

-L'oule est un canal moins performant en capacit,6 par contre le traitement de
l'information peut 8tre paralldlis6. L'op~rateur pout effectu er une tAche principaic, en recevant
un retour sonore, simultan6 qui ne lc pcerturbe pas. II peut 8tre utilis6 de faqon analogique,
(son) ou symboliquc (parole). Ce canal est exploitd do fagon tr~s importante pour la
communication entre operateurs.

L'oule (ýst utilisde surtout pour la transmission d'informations die surveillance
(detection de bruits anormaux sur 1'engin) et d'alarmes. Coest un canal efficace permettant
de foumnir des informations compi~mentaires utiles au processus tie perception multisensoriel

die l'hommc.

-Les sens kinesth~sique (retour d'effort) et le toucher sont, des sens analogiques qui
sont utilisds avec une classe pa~rticulikre d'organes de commande, actifs; capables de, restituer
des informations tactiles on d'effort directement clans la main de l'opdrateur. Cette approche
permet d'amdliorer la transparence du couplage homme-machine en exploitant les
automatismes humains disponibles an nivean de I'arc rdflexe. Ce qui d6charge le syst~me
nerveux central. La bande passante est assez importante (jusqu'4t 100 hertz pour le toucher).

Les organes de "sortie" sont;
-Les doigts qui permettent d'atteindre queiques dizaines de, bits par seconde par

frappe sur clavier. La selection d'orclres sur des menus ne de'passe pas queiques bits par
seconde, mais perniet, par contre d'accdder a des informations de contenu s~mantique 61eve.

-Les commandes au pied peuvent 6tre utdIlsdes en symbolique on analogique
(accdldrateur) mais de faqon assez limitde.

-La commande vocale permet de transmettre des ordres de haut niveau rnais presente
encore des performances trop faibles pour etrc, opdrationnel.Ie (taux de reconnaissance et

limitations dun vocabulaire).

-La main et le bras penvent imprimer des mouvements de plusieurs hertz de bande
passante analogique ce qui est tr~s uzile dans le cas do commando en tdldopdration.

- On pent citer encore des organes de sortie inhabituels comme le suivi des
mouvemnents tie N'Oe et de la tate qui penvent avantageusement simplifier los proble'mes de
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4. EXEMPLE DE CONCEPTION: LE ROBOT AMR

Le projet AMR (advanced mobile robots), mend, clans le cadre du programnme
EUREKA a pour objectif de de~velopper les technologies de. la robotique mobile pour les,
applications clans, le domnaine de la sdcurit6 civile.

Le syst~me est composd de deux robots, le premier e'volue en ext6rieur et transporte
le second qui dvolue a l'int~rieur des batiinents. Mll sont commandes a partir d'un poste
mobile communiquant par radio avec les engins.

L'dtude des missions a mis en evidence une grande d6structuration de 1'environnement
qui a conduit & la conception suivante de la comnmande:

-Le mode nominal de contrble est le mode t6ldop&r6, l'homme doit conserver la
responsabilit6 directe des opdration (nkcessit6 de vigilance). L'op~rateur dispose ndanmoins
de nombreuses assistances fournies par le syst~me.

-Le fonctionnement automatique est envisagd pour r6pondre aux situations fr~quentes
clans lesquelles le canal de communication radio est degradd. W

La nature des activitds de commande n~cessite la presence de deux opdrateurs. Le
premier se concentre sur les taches de tdl~op~ration de l'engin qui sont rdalis~es soit en
t~ldcommande directe (guidage) soit en tdl~opdration symbolique (pilotage) par la
specification de primitives de deplacement. Le second opdrateur assiste le premier en prenant
A sa charge les taches de gestion -de la mission. En effet les opdrations de t6l~ope'ration
n~cessitent une concentration telle que les tdches de plus haut niveau ne peuvent 6tre prises
en compte par le pilote seul.

L'interface homme-machine, prdsentd sur la figure 2 est organisd de la fagon suivante:

L' op~rateur de t~Idopdration dispose de leviers de commande directe arialogique pour
la commando du vdhicule et des syst~mes enibarqu~s (cameras, bras manipulateur). Devant
lui un grand dcran moniteur prdsente plusieurs fen~tres ou sont affichdes les imagges suivantes:

-une representation synthdtique 3D de l'environnement issue de la base de donndes
locale donnant une vision comp1dinentaire a celle des cameras.

-plusieurs representations synthdtiques -externes du robot pennettant de le situer clans
son environnement (vues 2D planes de dessus).

-diverses vue de td-ldvision directe.'

L'opdrateur de contrdle de mission travailie devant un dcran graphique qui reprdsente
une carte topologique de l'environ.aenent. Cette reprdsentation est tracde par l'opdrateur
pendant la phase de pr6paration de la mission (en effet on tie dispose pas systdmatiquement
pour les missions envisagdes de cartographies prdcises de la zone d'interention), le trac6
topologique pet-met de constituer un canevas gendral de la mission.

L'opdrateur superpose sur ceute representaton un trac6 syrnbolique en prdcisant les
tkches 1 rdaliser 4i lavancement ("road book").
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Figu~re 2. organisation du poste de commande du projet AMP.

Lors des phases opdrationnelles le robot foncitonne soit en mode td1dopdrt6 soit en~
mode automatique en exploitant directement la description obtenue par le "road book' (niveau
navigation).

Lors du mouvement la reprdsentation topologique est affinde et renseig :n~e par les
dimensions rdelles des objets telles qu'elles sont perques par le robot, cc qui permet de
construire le mod~le local de l'environnement exploitd par les opdrateurs (repr~sentations
synth~tiques 2D et 3D). Cette construction est effectu~c. de faqon interactive avec les
operateu~rs qui ne retiennent que les informations les plus pertinentes pour la mission.

Cette interface met en oeuvre des dispositifs physiques relativement standard
(stations de travail graphiques) mais dont l'utilisation illustre queiques notions importantes
6voqudcs plus haut:

-les fonctions de navigation, &ie pilotage et do guidage sont prdsentes et rdparties entre
les, deux opdrateurs.

3D Los images reprdscntt~es sont diremtment dtipendantes du type d'activitd exercde (2D
3Dou road book) par les op~$rate'urs.

- L'exploitation die 1'irngerie synthdtiquc permet do ne concentrer Vattention quo sur
les informations pertinentes, et de compldter les retours viddo.

-La construction interactive du moWIie local qui est udtisd pour produire les ima~ges
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synth~tiques perrnet de construire un niodele d'environnement "orient6 opdrateur". La vision
"robocentrique" est interpr~t'e et transform~e. en une representation plus directenient explicite
pour les opdrateurs humai~s..

5. CONCLUSION

Les syst~mes robotis~s mulitaires doivent rester en relation plus on moins permanente

avec un poste de cominande afin d'assurer leur suivi par un ou plusieurs; opdrateurs.
Le haut degr6 d'automaticitd qu'il est souhaitable d'atteindre h terme - afin de

diminuer l'investissement et donc 1'exposition des opdrateurs humains sur le champ de bataille
*ne signifie pas que la probl6matique de 1'interface homme-machine s'estompe. Les ordres

de haut niveau doivent 8tre produits de fagon sure.
Les techniques de base de conception des interfaces physiques sont dispanibles,

cependant elles sont encombrantes (dimensions importantes des postes de terrain congus A
partir de consoles et d'dcrans standards), ce qui justifie une recherche de conipacite
notamment en suivant les efforts ddveloppds en a6ronautique (poste virtuel intdgrd dans le
casque).

Les techniques d'iilterfaqage au niveau du traitement et de la presentation de
l'information sont par contre actuellement mal maitris~es et reposent sur des approches
empiriques. II est souhaitable que cette connaissance soit approfondie au niveau thdorique
ainsi qu'au moyen d'expdrimentations en vraie, grandeur.
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L'apprentissage du pilotage d'un vdhicule fait appel A lPacquisition d'une connaissance implicite des

particularitds statiques et dynamiques du v6hicule lui-mame, autour de chacun de ses points de..K
fonctionnement, mis en regard de renvixonnement inmimdiat dans lequel il dvolue.

Cet apprentissage dtant acquis, l'opdrateur exploite la richesse de ses capteurs physiologiques pour

appr~cier les rdactions fines; de son vWiicule, aux ordres instantan6s qu'il luii donne, mais 6galement

aux, sollicitations, en provenance de son environnement.

Ces informations, en retour du vdhicule et de son environnement imrni~iat proviennent au pilote:

- par ses capteur auditifs :regime moteur, puissance fournie, roulage dui vhicule,

- par ses capteurs inertiels : iouvemnents instantan6s du v~hicule, ses vitesses angulaires de A
zangage, roulis et lacet, ses acc16lrations lindaires (verticale, axiale et lat~rale) ?,t son 6quilibre

instantand (verticale locale),

- par ses capteurs visuels :environnement futur, immxndiat, vitesse du vdhicule (vision

p~riphdrique), position du vdhicule relativement A la trajectoire a r6aliser (erreur lat6rale, erreur de

cap instantan6).

Un des intdr~ts de la teld-ope'ration, relativement A l'autonomie compl~te, d'un mobile devant dvoluer

dans un environnernent non structurd, mal connu et potentiellement hostile, est de chercher A exploiter

les, capacitds d'un op~rateur A appr~cier instantan~ment une situation globale complexe.

Cet objectif se heurte A la triple ndcessitd de disposer.

1. - de capteurs, pennettant d'apprdhender: l'environnement du vWhicule, son comportement

nstantan6 et son dtat interne,

2. - d'une ligne de transmission f-iable, a large bande, entre le mobile et le poste de t516-opdration.

3. - do moycus physiques addquats permettant de cominuniquer ces informations a lopdrateur dans
le but d'exploiter les, autornatisnies qu'il aurait acquis par apprenissage.
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Le but de cet exPOS6 va 8tre de chercher A identifier les traitemnents ou modifiaon locales A
envisager au niveau du vdhicule pour en arn~Iiorer le comporwement naturel, dans le but de m-inimiser

les besoins:

- d'interfaces riches au niveau de l'opdrateur,

- d'apprentissage de la complexit6 physique du systbme et des moyens dinterfagage,

- en disponibilit6 de 1opdrateur.

On va ainsi faire apparaitie deux niveaux de traitements qu~on chercherait A r~aliser localement stir le
vdhicule et permettant de traiter respectivement, des anomalies lides ý la technologle interne du

vdhicule, et des effets des interactions directes entre le vWhicule et son environnement i~inniiat.
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2. - MODIFICATION DES CARACTERISTIQUES ISO-COMMANDES
"INTERNES" DU VEHICULE

Dans tout vWhicule on retrouve, rdalisees au moyen de technologies plus ou moins complexes, les
trois fonctions nozninales :propulsion, freinage et direction.

Afin de simplifier la commande du v~hicule on cherchera A faire disparaltre la r~alitd technologique du
syst~me sous deux. types de caract~ristiques iso-conimandes d'avanceznent et de direction, fonctions
de la vitesse du vWhicule, mais respectant la formne des limitations internes, externes ou

ergonomiques.

2.1. -COMMANDE D'AVANCEMENT

Pratiquement, tous les v~hicules A mobilit6 moyennement dlev6e disposent d'une chaine de
propulsion constitude d'un moteur thermique suivi d'un syst~me de transmission de la puissance,
commiandable de fagon continue ou discontinue, l'ensemble donnant acce's A un domaine
Force-Vitesse, born6:

a. - Au sommet du ler quadrant par l'effort propulsif maximal disponible.

b. - Par une courbe de forme iso- puissance obtenue en combinant l'enveloppe des caractdristiquesI
du inoteur et les r~glages continus ou discontinus de la transmission.

c, - A droite par la vitesse d'avancement maxiinale du vdhicule.

NOTA:

Suar les vehicules 0 transmission discontinue et convertisseur de couple non commandable, la
prdsence d'ww trainde de convertisweur im~pose duwiliser la commande defreinage pour coturiler le
triangle defaibk~s vilesses el efforts propuls~fs (cf. figure 2.1.1.).
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Figure 2-1-1- Domaine accessible par la coinmande du systezne propulsif

Une premiere parrie du quadrant 4, correspondant aux forces d~c6ldratrices est fournie par le frein
inoteur qui peut avoir une allure fortetent hachde, en particulier sur un v~hicule ýt rapports de
transmilssion discontinus.

* ~Au dela, les forces nioyennes et dlevtdes de ralentissement ou de freinage sont fournies par des freins
mncaniques, combirnds, sur les vdhicules lourds il des ralentisseurs dlectriques ou hydrauliqlues
dirnensionnds pour dvacuer des puissances thermniques permanentes dlevdes.

L'effort maximal de freinage dikp-nible est en -6ndral iniposd par los caractdrist~iques d'adhtirence
maximalos, sur sol dur.

A Nintdrieur du domaino F-V accessible, los caract~ristiques iso-commandes "naturelles" du syst~me,
d6pendent de la technologie et des 4ois do commande locales ninises en place sur le nioteur et sur la
transm~ission pour mnijimiser les risq~ues d'dtouffement et d'emballement du moteur Qu sirnplement
pour obtenir un point de fon,.tionnement stable de la transmission (clans, le cas de transmuissions

hydrostatiquos).
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Forcedavanc~eme

I1- Moteur A pornpe A injection A cornmande "Toumls Vim=se"
2- Coupleur hydrodynamique entre moteur et boite
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3- Lock-up de ventuillag du coupleur
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Figure 2-1-2- Caract~ristiques iso-commandes naturelles d'un vWhicule

Sur la figure 2.1.2. on a reproduit un ensemble de caracte'ristiques iso-commandos d'accdl~rateur
repr6sentatif d'un v~hicule ý rapports de boite discontinus, et muni d'un convertisseur de couple. La
force d'avancement agissant directement sur l'acce'ldration du v6hicule, la pente locale de ces
caractdrisdques est macroscopiquement le reflet dle la constante do temps de mise en vitesse du
vdhicule qui vafie de 0, 15 s (rapports courts, force d'avancement faible) 1 6 s (vitesses dlevdes, et
convertisseur de couple en action).

Dans le but de simplifier la commnande mise 'a la disposition de l'opdrateur, ea de miinimuiser los
besoins en contxe-rdactions fines 4 lui prdsenter, on ddtruit, dans un premier temps los
caractdristiques initiales du sysztnie en suppniniant la contre-rdaction do vitesse du moteur et en
gdn6rant artificioflement des courbes iso-cowndcs ayant la forme gndralo rcpr6senzc sur la figure

Sur cette figure, la force d'avancenient niaxiniale correspond 4 une accdldration du vdhicule de
I'ordre de 7 ni/S2. Les iso-commandes d'avancernent. appliqu~es sur lo vdhiculo font done apparaitro
une constante de temips de mise tz vitesse, de lordre de 2 secondes, approximalivement constante
dwis la plus grande pantic du domlaine accessible. On reuiendra quo cot ordrc do grandeu, faible pouw
un vtdhiwuk de cowpdtiion, ws bion adapid pour zine utilisation ca tal6comwnande.
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Dans le syst~me expdrimental r6alisd, la force propulsive, calcu1de A partir de la consigne de
l'ope'rateur et de la vitesse d'avancement du v~hicule, est obtenue par choix convenable de la

coinmande d'njection, prenant en compte les caract6ristiques intemnes du moteur, la vitesse

instantan~e du moteur, et 1'dtat de la boite do vitesse.

VitessgKnih)

6
Commande

Figure 2-1-4 - Augmentation de la sensibilit6 de lIa comniande aux vitesses faibles

Pour les iso-commandes correspondant aux faibles forces et vitesses d'avanceinent, I'automatisme ira

solliciter la coinmande de freinage, ce qui pernettra de masquer A ltop~ateur l'anoma~Iý locale dfle ai

la trainde du convertisseur de couple.

Autour des vitesses faibles (0-10 km/h), oýi une plus grande sensibilitd de la commande peut atre
ndcessaire pour niicux mailtrisor les manceuvres du v6hicule, on augmentera la sensibilit6 locale en

introduisant une correspondance du type bilin~aire ou cubique entre le inanipulateur et la consigne

d'avancement du vWhicule. Une augmentation dans un rapport de 3 A 5 du gradient local autour du
ztdro est bien perque ergonoiniquement (cf. figure 2.1.4.).

Au passage par zdr-o de la force axiale, ia pente dcs iso-conimandes d'avancernent (= 0,5 m/~s2/m/s)
est conserve'e dans un dornaine correspondant approximativement au frein moteur nioyen. Les iso-
commrandes d'avancement sont donc borndes, en effets n~gatifs, par une caractdristique iso-

=omnmde nulle.

Les iso-conirnandes do freinage soot obtenues par translation lindaire de Viso-cominande nulle

(cf~figure 26.1.5.).
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2.2.- COMMANDE DE DIRECTION

La comcr inde de direction cies vdhicules A roues directrices, et d'une pz rtie des vdhicules A, direzilon
par "skid-steenngt' fait naturellement coiiespondre un rayo'n de, virage u tne, consigne

Pour les vdlhruies chenifls dans lesquels la commande diftdrentielle des chenilles est n~alis&$ par le
pilotage de la cylindrde d'un groupe hydrostatique , le gradient entre la consigne de virage --?. lotrayon
rdalis.4 varie en fonction du rapport de r~duction enclenchU, tunis pour un rapport donne reste en
premaýre approximation constant

Aux faibles vitesses d'avancemerxt, le domaine des virages, accessibles par la plupart des vdfhicules est
donc borne par le rayon xnr1 -.. realisable technologiquement.

M~s que !a Viresse dlavafll-Cn111 auginente, les possibilitds rdelles de virag;e sont limit6es par des
considdiations ergonomwiues ce0,6 et I rd/s.

60--ss d'avancahdeece e.6

£ 36-

limite ergonomique

12-

limite technologique (Rmin)

I ~ ' ýkrd/s)0.6

Figure 2-2-1- Iso-coronmandes de virage
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Lorsque la vitesse d'avancement augmente encore, les possib lt~s de virage sont limities pa les

conditions d'adhdrence entre le vthicule et le sol qui bornent 1'acc~lration centripe'te inaxirnale aux

alentours de 9 ni/s2 sur un v~hcule A roues directrices et vexs 6 rn/s2 stir tin vhicule chenill6.

L'exploitation de ces considirations A la t16lcommande d'un vdhicule d~bouche stir des

caracidiistiques iso-conunandes de virage correspondant. A:

-un rayon de- virage constant aux faibles vitesses,

-une vitesse angulaire constante aux vitesses moyennes,

-et une accdlmtion lat~rale constante aux vitesses dlev~es.

Ce type de camactdristique perniet d'exploiter le d~battenient utile du zuanipulateur de comniande clans Ki
tout le domaine des vitesses d'avancement accessibles.
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3. - ACTIONS SUR LE COMPORTEMENTj DU VEH-ICULE INFLUENCE
PAR SON ENVIRONNEMgNT -IMMEDIAT.

Un pilote, par action sur ses coinmandes d'avancement et de direction, agit sur son v6hicule, pour

contr~51er sa position ec sa. vitesse futures, sur un horizon de quelques secondes.

Derri~re cette strat6gie A moyen terme, le pilote doit r6agir des reactions instantandes de son
v~hicule, consequences d'une mauvaise combinaison de ses car~actdristiques intrins~ques, des

consignes donn6es par le pilote, et de 1'environnement imm&Iiat.

Les reactions instantandes ind6sirables du v~hicule sont constitudes par la perte du contr6le de son

lacet, et de son roulis. On adxnettra que la perte de contr~le du tangage du vdhicule est du ressort de la

strategie A moyen terme.

'3.1. - STABiUTE DlU LACET D'UN VEHICULE

La stabilit6 du lacet d'un vWhicule tdl~coi~nmandd est une caract~ristique qu'on devra rechercher, dans
la mesure ob 1Tappr~ciation de la qualit6 du terrain, aussi bien que les dosages respectifs des ordres

de freinage, d'acc16lration et de direction ne peuvent etre qu'approximatifs. On attachera donc une

grande importance dans 1'analyse de ces ph6nom~iies et dans la recherche des solutions qui

perniettraient aussi bien de forcer le v~hicule A ne pas diverger par rapport aux consignes qu'il reqoit
du pilote (a 1'int~rieur du doniaine accessible), ou Winterdire au vdhicule de r6aliser les consignes qui

lui sont donn~es lorsque celles-ci l'entraineraient a l'extdricur de son domaine instantandment

accessible (mise en d~rapage).

3.2. - CAS PARTICULIER DES VEHICULES CHENILLES

Les v~hicules chenill6s ou at roues non directives constituent une familie int~ressante pai ses capacitds

d'6volution en terrain difficile.

Ces vdhicules se particularisent par le fait que le synchronisme des roues ou galets d'un dezni-train est

assur6 m~caniquement et que les seules corumandes accessibles sont respectivement le mode, conimun

et le mode diffdrentiel.

Les vdhicules at comanwde diffdrentielle de la vitesse des roues ou chenilles prdsentent naturellenment

la pardculafitd d'etre instables dans une partie du domaine des vixages potentiellement accessibles sur

un terrain de ccffilcient de glissement chenilles-sol doann.
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Ce domaine est reprdsent sch6iatiquexnent, sur la figure 3.2.1 dans un syst~nae de coordonndes H16
A la trajectoire.

Dans ce domaine de virages instables, le vdhicule part naturellerent en survirage et referine
progressivenient sa trajectoire. Cette inszabilit6 serait attdnu6e par une acc6ldration violente, inais la
puissance disponible est en gdn6ral A peine suffisante pour entretenir le virage 4 vitesse dlevde.
L'axndioration de Ia stabilit6 du virage en prdsence d'une acc61dration est donc ilusoire.

* ~~dornaine drp

Domaine

Ic ewaneinsabe crrspod ~ i pati r en e n gative.cclra

stablemdial
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~trjectoire

limite d'adh&enc

*4 4'too

Vime=s diffdrnti 'lb
Nodes chenilles

Figure 3.2-2- Virage d'un vdhicule chenill6

NOTA:

Le sche~ma de la figure 3.2.1 laisserait supposer que tout le domtaine grise est theoriquernent

accessible, sous reserve d'une conmande de direction adequate. Ceci nest que partiellement exact.

En effet, on rerrouve bien, sur ce type de v~hicule le mimne genre die phdnom~ne que sur les 1,6hiculcs

a roues directrices et qui concerne I'irpossibilite Whorique es physique d'exploirer totalement ia

possibilite maximale d'effort tan gentiel vWhiculc-sol pour combiner une ddc~ldration le long d-, I tZ

trajectoire et wneforce centripe)te imponanre, en presence d~un iran~fert die charge axial d42 t4 a Jiuiuew

du centre de gravitM.

Sur la figure 3.2.3.on a repr~senltd les modifications des caractdristiques obtenues par l'utilisation

d'une loi de commande qui exploite la mesure des efforts latdraux sur les galets extremes. On notcr.-,

en particulier, que cc type de loi de comiunande permet die retrouver une relation biunivoque enrne la

coniniande donnde par le pilote, et la vitesse angulaire rdalisde par le ve'hicule, et ce, en particulier ei-.

prdsence d'une force de ddcdldration .On imagincra, son intdret sur un v6hicule teldcommandd qui,

malgr6 les precautions prises par le pilote, pout se trouver surpris par une diminution brutale du

coefficient d'adhdrence qui pcut momentandmznt placer le Wdlcule, dans son domaieistbe
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limite d'ah~ence

Figure 3-2-3- Stabilisation du virage d'un vdhicule chenilld par contre-rdaction d'efforts lat~raux

En r6alitd, c'est surtout sur la jirnite du donaiane que la perte du contrrle du vdhicule risque
d'apparaitre. En effet, d~s que les possihilitds maximales de virage sont atteintes (linilte d'adh~rence),
la vitesse angulairc du vdhicule continue d'augnienter, alors que la vitesse angulaire de la trajectoire
est bloqu~e A sa valeur maxirnale. Sur un vt~hicule cheniII, on montre 6galement que la misc en place
d'une tr~s forte force propulsive aurait un effet stabilisant, dans le sens quo cet effort a tendance 4
faire dialinuer la vitesse angulaire du vdhicule, mais cot intdr6t nest toujours que thdorique, dans ]a
mesure o4i ce type de vdhicule ne dispose, en g~ndral que d'une faible force propulsive A grande
*vitesse.

On reticudra plutdt que tout effort de freinage appl~iqud stir les chenilles, alors que le vdhicule a atteirn
sa liniite d'adh6rence, d6clenche instantamiment un d~part en swrvitesse angulaire, ampflf par la
presence d'un transfert de charge axial.

Des dtudes sont en cours, d'une part pour compl6ter la connaissance thdorique du componexrnnt d'un
vWhicule chenilld en virage sous forte d~c6ldration, et d'autre part stir la recherche des moyens
pertnecuant de limiter automatiquement I'incidence du vdbicule sur sa trajectoire lorsque de~s ordres

supdrieurs ai ses possibilitds lui sont donids.
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3.3.- STABILITE DYNAMIQUE DE ROULIS

Les v~hicules destin~s A se d~placer en terrains vari6s, A des vitesses moyennes (10 A 15 M/s),

doivent disposer d'une garde au sol importante qui, associe'e A une largeur limit~e les rend a priori

sensibles, au d~vers dynamique du terrain.

Ces vWhicules sont. sensibles a des formes; particuli~res du terrain qui font apparalitre des vitesses

angulaires de roulis iniportantes qui peuvent 8tre A 1'origine, de d~collezents d'un demi-train.

Si ces variations dynamiques d'efforts sont combinds aux transferts de charge Iat~raux apparaissant

en virage, on augmente les risques de retournement du vdhicule.

Sur un vehicule pilotd, ce risque est relativement limitd, d'une part parce que le pilote volt

1'ondulation du terrain qui va solliciter sa suspension, et d'autre part, apprdcie les rdactions de son

vWhicule, sollicitd par le, Ierrin et par les consignes dc- direction qu'il a Pu donner pour sa propre

stratdgie de pilozage et pour aider le vehim&l A absorber 1'anomalie du terrain.

En t~ldcomniande, I'appr~ciation precise du terrain iimmdiat est. d~1icate, et les retours insmtntans du
vdhucule, difficiles et co~teux A mertre en ouvre.

La stabilitd dynamique du roulis de certains vWhicules t&ldcommand6s devrait pouvoir atre

artificiellement am~liorde par 1'exploitation de capteurs de terrain futur (a une dizaine de n2~rcs) qui

seraient exploitds pour aider le vdhicule An~gocier l'obstacle.

IF- 41
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1. Introduction

La robotique militaire slintdresse A trois types dea fonctions,
l'information, le comibat- et !a logistique. Chacune d'elles peut Otre
caract~ris~e oar dufIF rentes missions confi~es A des syst~mes stati-
cues ou mobiles partiellement ou totalement robotis~s. Ces fonctions
et missions ont 6t d~crites, notamment, dans (2.) et r~sum~es oar le,
tableau 1. Les axes dea recherche sousentendent une collaboration plurJ.-
disciplinaira. Nous avons soulignd ceux qui nous or~occupent en priori-
t6, at, paz-mi aux, l'identification d'objectifs par traitement d'images,
apartir de rdseaux neuronaux dans l'infrarouge thermitque, le d~veloo-
cement de prototypes-robots mobiles de laboratoire en vue de leur con-
tr~ls partir dea syst-ames-experts. Cette premi~re contribution prdsen-

* te Gas deux aspects.

Tableau I.Fonctions, -missions at axes de recherche

Foriction ] iissicns JAxes dea rechercrie

Tnformation Ods-tgnatioýn -ýes O~veloooement des cacteurs
objectif's, iden- Traitemant dlirnaoes
tification, Systemes staticues aut-onomes cria4.n-
Ssvstbmes d Ial erte tables ou t6_18-orientables,
Renseignarnent Svstma~ns motiles autonomes

Intellicence artificielle
T:_Sl16ccmmun-Ications
Traiternant de !a .zc- _1e

0 r 1:a tChars r== t: %1canicue, dvnam4 ue, simulaticns
Az-tiller-e au-c - Actuareurs hydraulipuas ou autrss
rnotriJs-rninaC2, Mat-6riau, blindage, caoteurs~...

Logiszti':ue Accrcvisicnnement Mlot I-' te deas rccczs
R4_oaraticns, Bras articul~s oclyvalants
d~cnznmir~attin Cin~matipue et it~ynamipue
ddbloia'ment.5 AutomatestServoccmmandes ,atC.

2. fl,ývel j7orrnen-ýS ;4 r-tc-- -,cile5s.

LEas orot--tyoes d~ve2.ooop,,et actuLe'-
em en: utilis-_-s en z_!v4cn-r~ernen"% int--rieur au an sit.,e ext~rieur
nrcorr?, cdoivent oar-ie~ttr *.'6tudc d~tailJ.de de leur cin~maticve,

-le !leur --rmcortement tymam4izue, dea laur-s aoarid~td m~caniques en
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vue d'une acaotation ooinale des condiýions t!ttrri.is
coivent 6galement oermetzre 1'6tude de diff~rsrits types de caotaur,
'amise au ooint de cartes 6Jlecz.roniques d'ints~rface vers des

ordinatours, le d~veloooement de systbmes-exoerts de contr~Jle et
de commande. La d~marche cue rious avons adopt~e est en fait- vOisine
,de cella qui or~side au d~veloppement du projet Eureka AMR (2) Cu
du projet PAMIR (3).

2.1.1. Robot, mobile cart~sien 2 decr~s de libert6.
Le oremier prototyns d~velooo6, dont la

figure I c-i-dessous pr~sente une vue 6clat~e, pr~sent2 un cadre
portent de 5750 mm de c~,.6 assurant !a mobilit6- de !'ensemble, un
suoport mnobilie de sonce at un oanneau de commands. Le cadre est oour-
vu, sous chacque d'un vArin oneumati.aue sans tCige double-effet,
dont le curseur d~olace une b~quille horizoritale alla-mgme oourvus
a ses sxtrsmi 4--s de deux vdrins 6levateurs double-sifft temings oar
une ventouse. Lorsque. !es ventouses sont activ~es, sills maintionnent
-:as b~cui2lsas dans !eur position courants at l'aliensnattion srn air
comprimA- de deux vArins sans tigs parall-Kes provoque !a d~olacement
du sadret !a commands d'un zal mouveMent, possio-le suivant deux
tirectio-ns or.". agonaless aset doric Ss~Ousntielle. Ell2e as t resumes n
Six 6tames :oar !a figure 2. Le tsrme `'b~z:uille" ast cý,cisi oar analo-
"-iS au mode te c~olacaman't utilii.s oar un unijamt-;s-z s'aidanz -ýe deux
b~auiiles cu'il d~olace --iabord veins !'event (=taoss 1 a a1) avant de
daolacer Son oroors co-ros (4-c4, la cadre) dams :atta 7oams oirection.
Las v6sr"_ns 6-lsvateurs zsermet.tent- dlaut~rs jart-, Si n~cessair-e, lo Fran-
zrris'seq-ent t_- faibles :d-_nivellaticns. Le robot paut 2tra 6-ou-iod dulun
syszome i4monsd oar la rnissicn qui lui set conf%*.-e-, Dans ca Sas, ii.
nossi'ds un sys-:hma ortrcnidimensi--nnei ýýe talayage oerme~ttant
!a i~olacamant d'une son-aa sur !a surface d2i !a caure.
ý nf-:-S6_ = )n, le zanreau de nommanca sucoorme 2.es t437riutzur, ~ictr- -n u-
mazicus, !-s 0:)tier 61lec-ricue cdee connexions er'sr ces dist~ritutaurs
at vers 12es cetaours induc-;i-s tin-da-course du_ -systens-- de t-alayage,
veins un c.ae~u-1r a uitrasons mronte -=u somnet do z ccanneau at dlsszin8
au balayagg extsr'nceotif de !Ianvironnsmnsnt u rouot.
La ::ommnand dui rao s ssur6ee un automate * - 'rans e1 o-Orne
grammeole randis qua :es -_.iulsJions rn~cssaireý 'atv-in
cet. au-zomar son:ý do~2ivr8_s oar un PC 355 c6 rdside '-- sysr,-m-e-exoert-
dJ:crit ulteri:CurementC.
Lo rcoct eset aczueilsrnent oo3urvu d'un cordon .c dlietio
srn 24 VJ at- or air -. mor:-i. a-on -idaotation aux zadiinsetzriejras

oicsrm is-itis!c de base ~icrcsou cciniu,
is r--emoacemsnt des v~rins oneumatiaues oar leu- 9quivaienr -a eI ; , ico
tour hydraulioue, anfi,* 1-2 memo'acaemnt des van-=uses oiar :-,.e roues Ou
Oar des cheni2.2.ettes.
Le rotbo- ainsi d~veioco6 c-se 50 daN. Les ddolýýcemenzs ýjnt,, oour Line
s~auence de 5 dtaoes, auant4ifl.-s A 20,08 cm et 29,99 cri on 'mevenne;
;ýes veJlsurs 1-e --2 la co~wrse des v~rjýns sort an~~v~s r X St Y,
:oOur 4-viter. la colisiorn tds tdcuillos, ot. I¶nn un~re ar~cician

_4nfrieus 1 54/iO.U0.U
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4 5
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FiCT 1. \Iue 6cllat~e du robot AMRUA Fia 2. Sequence d'un mouvement

Thn annexe, la photo 1. or6sente une vue "ouverte" du robot bantis6AMRUA (automate mobile Pilot,; oar une reconnaissance oar ultrasonset l'alrgorithme A*), t.andis cue la ohot:) 2 d~crit le syst~me de
4 ~balayage: ce dernier nermet de destiner le robot, adaot6, 5i troisgenre tie-mi-!c:I~n: d~minage oar d~tection surfacique, d~contamjination

par asoersion su-rfacique, insnection logistique en dotant la sonde
die caoteurs; aooronriks. D'autres tynes die mission peuvent aussi 8tre* imaginees. L'architecture m~canioue est incontestablement avantaqeuse
aour 1'6vitement d'abstacles si an !a comoare 1 celle de v~hiculesroue. On a n~anmoins cherch6, en conservant le orincioe des b~ouilles
plutl~t (au stade actuel) cue celui des jambes (Iegs), A ddvelooaer
une structure At trois degr~s die libertr6.
2.1.2. Robot mobile !1 3 decgr~s die libert6.

Gantis6 ROMOGAN (robot mobile oilqt6 oar camdra et circuit neuronique),il est sch~matiquament d~crit oar lai figure 3 ci-dessouso
Son architecture est constitu~e doe trois grandes oarties:-un oied
central attach6 sou* - un plateau interw6diairet le tout surmon-
t6 ti'- un cadre. Le robot neut .,,ooser sur deux grnuoes de ventouses,
troi.s ventouses sous, le nied central ou Quiltre ventauses fixdes au

bordextdieurdu cdre
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T

F i '3 L rootROMC,

Les ouvmens reatis Prre es iffrents ortis orncialf
____ _____

Lesn lnu~eme ricotjf entr lesx oar lesrentoses oartie rincioale&

- unp trantatiOn T d2 l)'prsemble olateau inter-m~diaire et cAed

autour du ,xterieuntrad crsui-i let iventOuses de ncI deprrobot
esot act\;u'p Furl dinedEcentral. otto d id eta

cam ua fix e r omitest dujadr oyar ial Les etouses extý-rieures -on

-uou dun ae trnoraizon Tal 'nprerndileotauitrnaire eiIaeT pr 5t- '-ad

"fa rp ,nentt-s" uxtE-ieurem en dc6lud-i, let irwersE eent dunc robot

7arrois p Latur Elctri3cdeS 'ouantpx dontneune voies dlesm-e r dU I-eur
ass5 uret lea muelnnt reitsps auxouelssaiducteu asua a rtrasation d ~

ca~r j~ usr~tdu cadr vac6alreet doyrmeidale. estun vute d moterurde camOn

ra Pto d'un vilri rI',e rota, nernerIdiulire n1ane T reoris suvne a3,
nioe ure 3, tj o r-etr 1.4.UA:rieurernnt deematudie nle crort~ent daLJ robote

raydron de' co a o!'ot 3i cncae 127 mm).ex doneunsembe d 'ensemtlenin d, ~' N

tit neut Atre P'nv lonOj (cam~ra incluo) dans un tiarijl i~ioýde rect-n-
ile de 30 x 2ý 214 7n. 11 est directement command6l Via cordon rb.-
Cal "Jertrinue Pt: nrmeumnatiour--, Ni nartir d~um PC IP6. 11 Pst dEstlmp 'i

in1 reconmainsent }i-tip.fs f""u d1nbtmcles nar cairpm.
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2.2. Elsctronioue et ~nfcr 'atioue.

Les deux orototypes sont 6lectro-
oneumatiques et alirnent~s en air' comorim6 et courant continu par
cordon ombilical d'enviror, A m.
AMRLJA : a commands des d~olacements du cadre est confi~e A un
sequenceur logique orogrammable, le TRANSIMATE (4), dorit lss r~acti-

on s ondent, non sur 1'6tat des entr~es logiques, mais sur les
transitions d'un 6tat bas a un 6tat haut (o at 5 v) de ces entr~es.
La carte transimate .d~velooo~e est reprise en figure 4: elle pr~sente
30 lignes d'entr6e, chacune d'elies oauvant 9tre inhib~e, lues suc-
cessivement (1 microsecondc/jentr~e) et cornpar~es 4 leur 6tat or~c~dent
Qar un circuit "coeur": en fonction de l16tape courente et de l~a tran-
sition observ~e, 16 fonctions de sortie ou 3 ternoorisateurs oeuvent
ntre activ~s. Cette carte m~utilise oas de microorocesseur mais 4
EEPROMs (out0,SEQ,outl,Ti,-ner) riont is chargement est assur6 -ý oartir
d'un PC supoortant un orocramme dont l'ex~cution impose simolement A
llutil~isateur de remolir 4 tableaux de type "6taoe-action".
Le PC suonorte d'autre nart lea programme Pascal traduisant l~a strat~gie
A;Kd['6vitenient d'obstacles: deux autres cartes 6l~ectronioues ont donc
6-t6 d~veioooi~es (5); l.lune,ýront~e sur le PC,assure l~a g~n~ration
d'irnoulsions vers le. transimate, l~a commande d'un rmoteur 6lectrique
suooortant' un caotqur ext-6rocentif A ultrasons POLAROID, et l~a corn-
manda du caoteur l~ui-rn~me; 1'autre, rnontt~e sur l~e robot, assure l~e
traitement des signaux en adaot-ant leur niveau aux capteurs, moteurs
at 6l~ectrod~iatributeurs utilise~s.

caot.Ultrasons
ISM

386

- ANRUA

Transjimate

L~a inrte Trransi-T-, Fic 9. Sch~ma de contr~le
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ROMOCAN tandis oue la figure 5 doniiait le sch~ma g~n~ral d~velooQs,
cour le robot or6c~dent, la figure 6 suivants reorend llarchitecture
de commands de ROMOCAN. Aucun s~ousnceur loginue W'es't utilis6, la
commands est directement confi~e au PC (Programme Pas Cal): uris carte

mont~e sur le PC, tandis que deux cartes, Uris reprenant la oartie logi-

pus des circuits caoteurs, l'autre la partie Puissance des moteurs
et 6lectrodistribuiteurs, sont mont~es sur le robot. Des capteurs ooti-
aUsS incr~mentaux rotatifs d'une orkcision de 20 accomoagnent chaque
moteur, tandis que des cacpteurs fin de course gbrent la translation
du cadre interm~diaire.

.t.j

{I L 1-7L _-

FinJ 9'.Shmad ot~l ao

Cc drnir root st, ow- un ectur d trnspot dune am~a d

surveillance Ikenami ITC-410 de f itle as 1Skg;1 rme

oar-_3 identidfication.oroca

Ce derarnier roo3 s d un.ir un veateur de vtraensot d'uriaes cam rio de~
su rveilant VIkes, amdir quTc-410rne ~cia ' dentileise fR c) i cration
d~bestfs surnnt le dun cseur cas ule ateusonstPlr ~simnetart !'ccn
dentste dlaob stales noar clcu e inelieu distnc roat robotlet nont

deobjecmetis )nis son: cni stants; canteun sectiond car, l.accent

reriose sur is trnitenrint dIes signnux d'idcntificmtion et d~imaqes nul
ur~ r~olacoment du robot ou uris rotation du robot namret hventuellementd'affiner
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3.' Aloorithme A -A =rontiau6 la -,c'bilit6 iiitelligente.

3,11. Alqorithme AtK

L'algorithme A* est corinu et,oar exemole,
d~crit d-tis (?),8,9). 06q 11instant o6 le orob211-me g~6 2n 1'occu-
.rence 1'&,jtement d~obstacles oar up" robot mobile, peut §tre mod~li-

se car un graphs camuos~s de noeuds n et tlarcs les reliant entre
eux et associL~s -i une fonction coft, ii. oeut 9tre aonliqu6.

3.1.1. Mod~lisat-Ior de l~envir'mnnement.
Le robot AMRIA est ~oi~d'un caoteur

ultrasons mont6 sur uo nioteur A cc dont Line rotation incr~mentale
peut Estre orogramm~e. Ce caoteur oresente, reaoosions le, trois incon-
.v~nients: l'intersit6 sonore d~croit comme le carrA- de la distance
et est att~nu~e oar !a viscosit6 orovoquant des oertes d~oendantes
de 1'humidit6 de lPair et de !a fr~puence de lPonde transmise; ses

performances sont affect~es oar la vitesse du son, donc d~pendent de

faisceau, enfin, le "beam angle" depend du diamiltre du caote ur et def
la fr~puence: cette derniare est ennuyeuse car une fr~auence 6lev~e
r~duit la largeur du faisceau mais augmente l'att~nuation du signal.
et danc r~duit 'a oort-:e. Enfin, deux types d'erreur doi'jert 9tre
trait~s: l'arreur de distance liie au "beam anale" dOe au fait quea
la distance mesur~e est la distance & l'objet le olus aroche (fi~g.?)
et ilerreur de non-d~tection dOe A la r~flexion soeculaire (fig.B)

Fia. ? p.Desired measurement Pia. R
b:Actual readin~g

Ces erreurs peuvent Ptre minimalis~es oar r~p~tition de mesures sous
diff~rents angles. Elles se traduisent n~anmoins par un traitement
logiciel plus lent et ur~e commande plus soohistiau~e.
Le mode de reor6centation de l1 nvironnement utilis6 se base sur une
division de celui-ci en cellules de 10 cm de cWt (voi~r dimensions du
robot) qui sont soit vides (d-obstacles'1, soit occup6es, soit inconnues.
Lors de la rotation du capteur, chaque "vision" enqendrera un triangle
de orkcision dont l'angle au somnmet( le capteur) est imoos6 par P1in-
cr~ment (?G) at la hauteur par, la distance 1'obstacle le plus oroche
:ou par la port~e maximale orogramm~e 4 5 m dans notre cas).



Chaoue trianale de or~cision est ensuite trait6: les cellules intdri-
eures aux triangles sont vides, les cellules inter~f~rant avec le
oolygofle de visibilit6 construit & oartir des triangles de or~cision
successii's sont occuo06es ou irtconnues. Pour r6duire le temps de calcul
un algorithme r6cursif simple est utilis6: partarit d'un point connu
int~rieur au contour et d'une discriýtisation du contour sous formie de
pixels, Ilenvironnement est engendr,6: exemplei'figure 9.

Pio P. Cat ele1ianmn

fois u~ell a 6t- V. Cartede l'envideArbsnnement pacmtd

der des iin ut7reue dlseet du robot, lae carte deeýtaeo~cdn
l .1n 2.ronnementdoit dte tajctoaire.:sorceeceul, ngad

en m~oireson tat rece ent, lo ditne travilasaai du robotetrmn

unis grille a i vuensonelene oou ide.ps charts uivn d~lceme deu

raxe X et Y. uneelule nouc rersin una position Acuele uest lOe roistat

oeut se rendre et constitue un noeud du graphe, pour autant ciue les
cellules en contact avec le robot Qlac6 en (x,v) scient vides ou incon-
nues,

C12.8
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La structure du robot et ses quatre d~olacements possibles (x+, x-,
Y+, Y-) limitent d~j& le nombre de noeuds susceotiblas d~gtre g~n~r~s.
La fonction heuristique de 11algori~thme A~ est d.~finie oar:

F'(n) =W G'(,n) +whHn

Si Xn at Yn renr~sentent les coordonn~es du noeud n et Xb, Yb celles
du noeud "but" pr~alablement choisi, H'(n) repr6sentera la distance

HI,(n) = FrXn-Xb)2 +g (Yn-Yb)2

(en fait, cetta distance ast fictive dans le cas du robot AMRUIA ne
disposant qua de daux degr~s de libert6)
tandis qua GI(n) sera une estimation (las incr~ments de d~placement
Sant fixes mais sujatS A imprecision) de l~a distance parcourue du
noeud actual ou courant au noeud n. W etIW saint des coefficients

9 h
deoond6ration oermettant une recherche de type "breadth-first,W g=1;

death-firs t ' 1h=1 ; ou best-first, 'Wg=W hi si on minimise F'(n). g ,

Ipa.n~~

' N,..N

J (71q-G, 7 'N ,5 Um x m



LIIZ i
3.2. Vnriratior1 do sous-buts.

Lorsoue l'objectif atteindre est "invisible"
ou le devient, il est n6cessaire de g~n~rer un sous-but, dit promat-
tour s'il est proche d~une fronti~re avec l'inconnu d~ob ie caoteur
du robot oourra proc6der -ý un balayaga susceotible de comolkter sa
carte de l'environnement et de voir ie but final. Au stade actuel,
bien qu 'on commence A pressentir l'int~r~t de l'introduction des oroba-
bilit6s, un sous-but aromettaur sera choisi dans la lists "CLOSED"
(liste des noeuds d~j& trait~s) tri~e sur une valeur-tyos d~finie par:

0 :un d~placement & partir da n n'entrarine aucune
collision.

1 entraine une collision avec un obstacle seulement

2:entraine une collision avec un obstacle at l'inconnu
3 :entraine une collision avec le soul inconnu.

..... ..7....
q: 1 _-I Ila

Fig 11. Valeurs-tyoes

Un sous-but de valeur-type 3 sera or~f6rH aux sous-buts de valeur-type
inf~rieure.
L'algorithme d~cr'it est particuli~rement gerformant en site couvert
at dans l'hypoth~se d'obstacles fixes entre visi--ns successives. Nous
entamons )~ oresent 1'6tude moins simole de la rnobilitE en site ouvert
tandis nue le oropramma rt~sum6 ci-dessus et entiN-rement d~crit dans (10)
est proaressivement romnl~t6, emoiriouaeant, sur base des observations
de laboratoire.
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4. Reconnaissance dllotiectifvs.

4.1.. Le orobl~me de !a reconnaissance.

On d~veloooe ci-dessous une faqon de concevoir !a construct-ion d'
un systame destin6 A l~a reconnaissance automatioue,' an infrarouge ther-
mique, dlobjecti'fs 3-0 situ~s dans une sc~ne comolexe at dont l'asoect
est fonction de la distance. L'axoertise nous aoorend cue le crocessus
de reconnaissance est essenrieillement fonction de la distance. On a,
oour cette raisoni, disti~ngud deux cas diff~rents: le oremiar cas con-
camne les images dans leasouel.Jes l'objiectif paut 9§tre d~comoosd en un
ensembl.e de primitives, lea second les images pour lesnuel.1es cette dd-
comoosition ast imoossible. On entend par primitive un objet, 4=16ment
de 1'objectif, oui ocss~de sas oroores attributs at ou'an oeut ;ýcomoc-
sar an d'autres orimitivas, ce th~oriquement juscu'au niveau "atomiclip"
Un char de combat oeut mar eaxmple Qtre d~comoosd dans las orirnitives
suivantes: touraill, canon, train de roues, chassis at moteur. La train
!ýe rouas paut A son tour 94tre consid~r6 comma comoosd de roues, d'un

crabotin, d'une chenille, at ainsi de suite. Le choix orooramant Idit
oe la m~thode de reconnaissance ast" considgr6- comma un Processus flou

la r~solution de llot-jactif dans l'image est essentiellement va-r

riablea cause ces conditions atmoso hdricues, at de l~a rdsolution
mroore au svstý,me d'imaoaria= utiliS6.

-las rn~thodes de reconnaissance utilisees sont* fonction da !a dis-
tarnce du syst--rna de o-ise ije vue -ý' 1'a-jac-_if ý at leurs limitas
d(utilisation na son: os ioes

La tableau 2 ci-desscus mcncra un eaxmpla de corresocndanece enzre !a
notion floua de distance introduita oar l'axoer,: at las observations

Concaot flou ie 0MST-0CE Jascriotion -le !'cbjac-::r

tre5 longue diszcance Points chauds: nas de raconnlai-
asance DossiboJ..

1'longue distance foman global- de l'objectif

distance moyenne comoosition -Il 1.'object4fs an
o rim iti yes

courte distanca description atomi~ua

Tableau 2. Exemole de oorresoondanca entre l~a notion flcue de
distance at6 l~a descriotio6n de I 'objectif.

4.2. Choix de l~a rn~thade da reconnaissance.

Puisque lJa m~thode de reconnaissance d~oend de l~a distance, on
attribue A chaoue oroc~dure k de reconnaissance wne foflction d'aooar-.
tenance xk(d) oui d6crit an qualcue sorte l~a fiabilit6 du choix

relativement N l~a distance d entr- l'cnject-if at !ae

systheme de crise ale vues.
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combinaison de m64iodes

Co dstane Ditanc moynne Longue diStane Tr~s longue distnc

RECONNAISSANCE DETECMON

Ficxure 12. Exemole de fonctions dlaonartenance.

La figure 12 est un exernole die subdivision de 1' 6chelle d.-.s tns :ances
Dar 1'interm~diaire des diff~rerntes fonctions d'aooartenance et des
'rthodes de traitement corresoondantes. Dans ce oui suit, on ne oresen-
tera aue les m~thodes relatives ý 13 reconnaissance, g0d oour des
distances cam~ra-objectif courtes, mayennes Cu longues (tableau 2).

a.3. neconnnissance ý, court-, --ovF-nc -t lonaue distance.

a.3,"L.L,'ibin2ctif -ieut 'ýtrF, leonnsn ensemble de Orimitiv.es.

Ii.s'qitde codiion ortculiý)res o6i ii. est oossibie de faire
la distinction entre diff.-rentcs orimitivies de 1'objectif dans une
mn~rne image. L'objectif icut 'Ltre vu comme un objet tridimensionnel ri6-
crit nar les orimitives et IeUrs cract~lristiauec -irourLs Il nc ':iut
npanmoins nas nerdre de vue nue le syst~me *ý construire est destin6 'i
trniter ins imacies tie sort,'-- hidi'rensionnel3.es du systý-ie dltabsrvntini.
Unp solution au ir,)bl-)re -It roronnaissance neut ntre trouv~e dans le
l~elooriermnet d'un syst-rne exnert 'clativement s4irole (11)

~1.3.1.1. ronstruction de nocl~les 3-1

La oremi~re 6tane tie !a m~thode consiste A coflstruire urw'
tannue do donnn~es cantenant la descrintion d05 1-od~leS 3-D des objec-
tif's. ^CE~s madblas stint ronstitu~s --4e nrimitive5 hi~rarchis~es ern fonn-
-6"an do la distance, do norte nuli une cicisse die distances donnee,
relative I une faction d'nnnartenancu sot~cificue, (voir !a notion de
finrztinn clinartrenance ri~crite rci-avant) corrnsnondent des nrirnitivoc

Iti'c~o~tf n'A. es csib rie dis-tinouer ý la distance consid~ree.

Les fiqures 13 et 14 domnnnt des aexorno5e de relations entre orimitives.
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Figure 13. excmple de graphe gdorndtrique

Figure 14.: . xcinpI' d'un graiphe s~muntique dc type

,1..1.2. qecherche de la meilicure orojection 2-J)

La secor'de 6ta.me c~nsiste ) rechercher, ocu-rmi tcoutes las
r'roiection3 oa3sib1.es des m-,nd~dlL, daris le co1an irnaqe, celle nui ctarres-
var~d le miieux civec "'irnaq-sortie du syst~me d'observationf. Cette re-

tir#es de in ornannisance \i nriari nue 1'ori a de 1'objectif et de la

4.3.1.%. Cract ritiQues de la solutionl.
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-Un -raitement or~alaole des images est souvent n~cessaire pour r~dui-
re le bruit (surtout en infrarouge therminiue)

- Un objectif peut 8tre reconnu A oartir d'un nombre limit6 de primitives
- Il est indispensable de construire une base de connaissance

relativement 6labor~e et comolexe.
- La m6thode permet une segmentation dynamique de l'image, cý cette

intention, on attribue une m~thode de segmentation Particuliý?re 1
chaque primitive.

- La recherche d'une primitive oarticuli~re dans l'image est un Dro-
cessus local et est donc limit~e *~une petite partie de l'image.

4.3.2. L'ob~jectif ne Deut nas Otre d~comoos6 en orimitives.

Dans ce cas, seule une forme globale de l'objectif est disoonible sur
l.'image, et une rn~thode globale de reconnaissance des formes s'irnoose
souvent. La ma~nii~re classinue de oroc~der consists -ý effactuer t-out
d'abord une segmentation de l'image, ensuite, -1 dE~terminer 'Les carac-
t6ristiques oroores (features) de chacune des r~fions obtenues et enfi-
~i ooerer une classification ontimale de ces regions au sens d'un cri-
ta-re tjartjiculier. Une m~thode momns classi~ue consiste 7ý aoilicuer
directement ou indirectement aux donn~es des m~thodes bas~es -Sur les
modeles connexionnistes, aooel~s aussi r~seaux de neurones artificiels
ou encore m~moires associatives.

4.3.2.1. %M6thodes classioues.

LA SEGMENTATION

Le trs7itement orialable 1 tout autre consiste dans ce cas :ý ooO~rer une
oartition de l'ima-me en sous-imraqes ou roojons, 6ventuellemerit disjoin-
tes qui id~alement correspondent aux diff~rents objets oui cornoosent
l'irnage. On citera oar exemole: la segmentation o-ar seulillaue des niveaux
dea ris, segmentation oar croissanca de r~gions, segmentation oar
regraouement de oixels (clusterina), segmentation nar trannfor,-n~e de
distances, segmentation iar rerrouoement de r~gions, segimentation nar
mod,61es de Markov cach6s, etc.

LA RECHERCHE DES CARACTERISTIQUES DES REGIONS

Cette on~ratior, fait logiouement suite *ý In or~c~dente et neut
consister 't rechercher des grandeurs caract~ristinues Pt/ou descri-
otives d'une r~qion dans le L~ut de !a distinquer des autres (discri-
mination) Pt ult~risuerenent do la reconnattre comme objet ou
cartia d'ob jet (identifltootion). On citera, \i ti-tre indicatif,
quelenues caract~ristiques fort utilis6es, 5 savoir:

- les moments n~o~m~trioues orincinaux du oremier at du second
ordre, nui affrent Ilavantage dl§tro invariants en translation
at Qn rotation.

- les grandeurs caract-eristinues dQ In texture (12)
- In description dles cnintours, oar example sou5 forme d'une suite

de couoles (1onqueur, orientation) ou encore d~une suite de Codes
r~sultats do l'a~ooication d'une grammaire Pr~dd min (13.),

- etc.

LA CLA951FICA1'ION

Cette on~ration consists .3 classer le nlus corrQcetement ocos~ible
las r 6 ainns d~critas oar leurs attributs at obtenues lorn des ktaoes

nr6c~dentes (14).
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4.3.2.2. Mfthodes utilisant 'Los r~seaux connexionflistes.

Les r~seaux corwiexionflistes sont compos
6s d'616ments de calcu2. non-[

2.in~aires 616mentaires (vjoir figure 15) dont l'entr6e est la Somme

oond~r6e des signaux d's-ntr6e et dont la sortie est g'Th~ralement la

signature (-i,+l) de la somme obtenue. Ges e616ments de calcul sent

organis~s eni ceuche, de sorte cue chaque 616ment d'une cauche est

reli6 1 tous les 616ments de la ceuche or~c~dente (voir Figure 16)

POIDS

00

ENTREES

Neurone artificiel

Figaure 15.: 616mcnt de calcul 61mciltaire

-' SORTIE

7 COUCHE

7 -7

RESEAU CONNI!C MNNISTE

Figure 16.,: Orgapisation en cuucLgie.
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On or~tsente trý-s- brievement ci-dessous un r~seau Qarticulier caoable
d'aoorendre oar lui-m~me et Qui a At6t d~velopP6 oar S.Grossbem (5)
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figure 17.
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Figure 17. r~scau ART (Adaptive Resonanice Theory)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. The main characteristic of military operations are totally different than the tasks carried
out by industrial robot in a factory environment. The reason for this is the nature of environment
in both operations. Military operations take place in an unstructured and uncertain environment
which can not be controlled. Therefore. all sophisticated techniques of programming robots to carry
out task repetitively in a stractured environment will not simply work for military operations.
Consequently, the only solution for this problem is some form of autonomy under the supervision of
an operator. To begin with, teleoperation has been used extensively in a range of applications to
understand the remote manipulation concept and human-system interactions. It also provided a basis
for a smooth transition towards a higher autonomy in a robotic system.

2. A robotic system which must cope with an unstructured environment should deal with the
problems provided in Figure 1. A fully autonomous robot will be responsible to deal all of these
problems [1]. However, the ability of robots to perform tasks autonomously under sensor-based
control is rather limited and human intelligence can be quite useful to provide a complete system
solution for military operations. Considering the state of the art of robotics technology, the robot's
best abilities are essentially at the execution level such robot manipulation, while the least capabilities
are at the decision level of the task hierarchy where the operator excels.

3. Among the desired features for rowct manipulation for extending the field of future
applications, are autonomous trajectoty generation and automatic collision avoidance wit!' known or
unexpected objects in the work volume. The artificial mechanical impedance method analyzed in this
paper is based on the modulation of the torques in such a way as to produce, between the target and
the manipulator endpoint, the dynamic effect of a desired linear or nonlinear mechanical impedance.
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The result of using this method is the integration of the controller model with the nonlinear dynamics
model of the robot into a single mechanical model which is used to obtain the desired mechanical
properties. A particular feature of the method is that the generation of a trajectory results 'naturally'
from certain Cartesian space specifications.

4. In this paper, the artificial impedance method is used for the trajectwry generation of a
jointed manipulator in free motion and for the trajectory correction in order to avoid collisions with
obstacles. Simulation results for a two degree-of-freedom manipulator are compared with those of
a PD position controller. For obstacle avoidance the artificial impedance approach is used in
conjunction with a 'coastal navigation' scheme which provides a means of generating trajectories in
non-convex spaces utilizing proximity-sensor data. The technique has the potential of permitting
operation within an unknown workspace and of providing trajectory correction to avoid collisions with
unexpected or moving objects. Simulation results illustrate this technique.

5. Artificial impedance approach of a single arm motion control has been intensively analyzed
in the last decade. g n e results of the first part of the paper show that the trajectory of a single arm
robot can be generated in real time by assuming artificial impedances in the robot work- lume. In
the second part of the paper, artificial impedance approach is applied to dual arm robots.

6. Dual arm robot motion is analyzed for two distinct phases, the approaching phase, when
each arm is moving independently toward the desired positions, and the coordination phase, when
the two arms are transporting together an object to a desired position. The motion in the
approaching phase will be coordinated by introducing artificial attractive impedances between each
arm and the desired positions (to generate attractive forces between the arms end points and the
targets) and artificial repulsive impedances between the arms and obstacles (to generate artificial
repulsive forces and avoid the collisions of the moving arms) in the case of the detection of obstacles
on the arms trajectories.

7. The motion in the second phase, when the two arms are holding a rigid object, represents
the motion of a closed loop mechanism. Artificial impedance approach to motion coordination, in
this case, is based on designating one arm as a leader arm and the other as a follower arm. In order
to move the piece safely, materials and holding requirements impose kinematics and dynamics
constraints at the contact points of the piece and the two arms. When using artificial impedance
approach, these constraints are transformed into virtual impedances between the two arms which
simulate maximum elastic forces and torques applied on the piece and maximum/minimum holding
forces. Tlhis approach permits coordination of the motion of the two arms in the same fashion as in
the case of free motion by introducing suitable artificial impedances between the arms and the desired
positions and the obstacles.

8. The paper presents the analytical model of the impedance based control of a dual arm
robot, as well as simulations of the operation of the impedance based controller in the approaching
and coordination phases of the motion of the two arms. The objects will be assumed in simulations
as rigid bodies, elastic bodies and as strings.



9. In the last part of the paper, implementation aspects of the artificial impedance approach
are analyzed. In particular, various nonlinear compensation methods of linearization-decoupling of
the robot are reviewed. The state-feedback compensation method is compared to the perturbation
observer method. Robustness aspects are discussed and a Three-part control scheme is presented.

2.0 MILITARY REQUIREMENTS FOR MANIPULATOR CONTROL

10. Various military organization are investigating the roles of robotics in military operations.
It is commonly accepted that the robotics technologies will significantly affect the issues such as
manpower requirements (i.e. reducing the number of personnel, increase individual effectiveness),
and soldier risk exposure (i.e survivability) in all types of warfare including nuclear, biological,
chemical weapons and as well as in peace keeping operations.

11. In future, military robots will be capable of operating autonomously on the battlefield.
Such an advanced, intelligent robot would be able to take place of a soldier, to move in difficult
terrain, tc recognize dangers, distinguish between friend and enemy, and fight very efficiently with
minimum human interaction. However, the state of the art of robotics technologies show that it is
currently not possible to have fully autonomous robots to meet military requirements. Therefore, an
effective solution for military operations is the limited autonomy or supervised autonomy where the
responsibilities are distributed according to capabilities between the operator and the robotic system.
"The general activities and functional distribution are shown in Figure 1.

12. In order to use robots effectively in military operations (considering the risk associated
with the sensitivity of the tasks in military operations dealing with explosive materials, etc.). the robot
controller system should have extremely robust, reliable and accurate manipulation capabilities.
Among the desired features for robot manipulators capabilities in future applications are autonomous
trajectory generation and automatic collision avoidance.

3.0 FORECAST OF VARIOUS APPROACHES TO ROBUST MANIPULATION
CONTROL

13. Cartesian space control formulation of robot manipulators led to the development of
artificial potential field and artificial impedance approaches. Continuum mechanics formulation of
the artificial potential field consists in choosing an attractive potential field to correspond to the
potential field of linear elastic springs while the repulsive potential fields are chosen to correspond
to potential fields of nonlinear force functions dependent on the shortest distances between the
manipulator parts and each obstacle.

14. Khatib extends the Lagrangian formalism of robot dynamics to include artificial potential
fields (APF) involving an attractive force field associated with the end effector and the position to
be reached, and fields of repulsive tfrces associated with obstacles and the manipulator parts (2].
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15. The continuum mechanics formulation requires equations which provide a continuum
geometric modelling of the obstacles using primitives such as points, lines, planes, ellipsoids,
parallelipipeds, cones and cylinders. Also, as in all artificial potential field and impedance approaches
to Cartesian control of the robot motion, the robot arm dynamics as seen by the robot controller is
decoupled by compensation of the inertial, centrifugal, Coriolis, gravitational and other nonlinear
components of the dynamic equations. In addition, the APF-based controller needs a dissipative
force term in Cartesian space added to obtain asymptotic stability.

16. Takegaki and Arimoto [3] develop a joint-space attractive potential field in the
Hamiltonian formalism for conservative forces. The Hamiltonian in this case represents the total
energy of the system, which is used as a Lyapunov function for p.-oving asymptotic stability. Any
desirable potential function which is positive-definite may be chosen. A linear feedback of joint
velocity is added to the joint-torque control law for asymptotic stability.

17. Andrews and Hogan [4] simulate the avoidance of a moving target using the APF
approach. They show also that the attractive artificial potential field is equivalent to artificial
mechanical impedances in Cartesian space between the manipulator end-effector and the target for
the case of conservative fields. A dissipative term in the control law is added for stability.

18. Slotine [5] continues the joint-space stability analysis of Takegaki and Arimoto including
dircctly the damping part of the joint control law in the power balance equations of the manipulator
dynamics and joint actuators. In the Hamiltonian formalism, for conservative forces the derivative
of the total energy' (the actual manipulator and the virtual energy associated with the proportional
part of the joint controllers) is known to equal the power dissipated by nonconservative forces,
namely, the artificil1 joint dampers correspond to the damping component of the joint control law.
"Tne overall approach to control, while not formulated for Cartesian space. provides an interesting
background for interpreting APF and Artificial Impedance approaches.

19. Krogh [6] introduces discontinuous generalized potential fields which surround an obstacle
up to a chosen distance from the obstacle and are defined as position and velocity dependent
potentials. The resulting generalized potential fields cannot be interpreted in terms of artificial
mechanical impedances.

20. A time-optimal approach to a robot controller based on generalized potential fields is
simulated by Newman and Hogan [7]. The resulting bang-bang control might be undesirable for
robot control, particularly in structurally flexible systems, because of the possibility of exciting high
order (probably unmodelled) dynamics. Cartesian decoupling is a prerequisite for the success of this
scheme.

21. The APF control schemes discussed above, [2] to [71, are formulated as continuum
mechanical problems and so require equations describing the geometric shapes of objects in ti,ý robot
workvolume in continuum mechanical form, The actual application of these schemes is based on

'I i ii i i
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lumped parameter control laws which suggest that it is perhaps more appropriate to consider a
lumped parameters formulation of the dynamics in robot Cartesian space and artificial mechanical
impedances.

22. Hogan (8],[9], presents a rigorous formulation of the Artificial Impedance approach in
robot Cartesian space. He applies it to free motion and to object-contact motion of a robot arm.
Joint torque control laws are derived for realizing a desired diagonal artificial mechanical impedance
between the end effector and the target. This scheme does not use inverse kinematics, but requires
nonlinear decoupling in Cartesian space using position and speed measurements in the joints as well
as object-contact force measurement. A stable motion results in the experiments presented with a
two degree of freedom direct drive horizontal robot. No collision avoidance experiments are
included.

23. None of the foregoing schemes include representation of the contacted object dynamics.
Kazerooni [10] develops an artificial mechanical impedance atpproach in which the desired position
command is modified oy an artificial admittance which compensates the robot compliance for the
contact force. Anderson and Spong [14], present a hybrid admittance/impedance control combining
hybrid position/force control and artificial impedance approach.

24. Lawrence [11] anaivzes the Artificial Impedance approach as a torque-command scheme
and as a position-command scheme (when computation/communication delays affect the impedance
controller) and finds the two schemes complimentary.

25. Necsulescu et al [12] simulate collision avoidance of multiple and moving obstacles for a
two degree of freedom. planar robot equipped with a controller using Artificial Impedauce approach.
The results show that trajectory control and collision avoidance can be realized using the Artificial

, Impedance approach and provide evidence that this technique is a promising alteniative to the
preplanning schemes, as is proposed in numerous other papers, for example [13].

^6. Dual-arm robot motion control requires a higher level of controller complexity compared
to the single-arm robot motion control because of the need to continuously coordinate the motion
of the two arms.

27. Various combinations of position and/or force control of the two-arm motion have been
reported in the literature. Luh and Zheng propose a leader/follower coordination strntem, with no
force feedback [2,1,[23], Kinematics constraints for the closed kinematic chain are , :ed for the
determination of the follower motion given the leader motion in terms of positions, veýhciries and
accelerations. One rigid body and two articulated rigid bodies are used as loads. The 'vnamic
dependence of the leader and follower input generalized forces are also derived. The major difficulty
in using these results to coordinate the motion comes from the lack of contact/force feedback.
Consequently, such a coordination scheme would be successful only in the case of no servoing and
modelling errors.

If
I-
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28. Ozguner et al develop an approach for cancelling the cross coupling terms of the dual-arm
dynamics which reduces the control problem to controlling independent joint servomotors [241. This
is achieved by a sliding mode, discontinuous controller with gains obtained for a given bound on the
norm of cross-coupling interactions. Simulations are performed for free and contact motion of the
two arms with no load. No comments are made concerning the evaluation of the norm of cross-
coupling interactions and on the operation for various loads.

29. Swern and Tricamo propose a modification of the position controllers of the two arms
intended to compensate the constraint forces applied by the arms on the load [25]. This is achieved
by correcting the reference positions based on the end-effector's measured forces/torques and the
load stiffness matrix. A flexible rod and a beam are used as loads in simulations and a mecursive
identification scheme is used for the load stiffness matrix. While this approach uses the actual load
stiffness matrix, Kazerooni and Tsay propose an artificial compliance for a similar control scheme [26].
The effect of joint flexibility on the steady-state error in the object position is analyzed by Ahmad
and Guo for arms with position/force controllers [27].

30. Some dual-arm motion hybrid coordination schemes are developed based on the
workspace force, velocity and position vectors defined as symmetric functions on their joint-space
counterparts for the two arms. Uchiyama and Dauchez propose a hybrid control scheme for a chosen
set of relative and absolute force and velocity in the workspace [28]. Kopf and Yabuta compare,
experimentally, the leader/followcr and hybrid control schemes [29]. In the former control scheme,
the leader is position controlled and the follower is force controlled while in the latter control
scheme, absolute position of the centre of the object and the relative (internal) force applied on the
object are controlled symmetrically for the two arms. The leader/follower scheme has performed
poorly. This can be explained by the lag in the reaction of the follower. The hybrid scheme has had
restricted use because of the requirement of the symmetric functions mentioned above.

31. Suh and Shin generalized the leader/follower scheme by allowing the follower grasping
position to change when reaching a configuration singularity, or for obstacle avoidance (30].

32. The literature review has shown that the dual-arm motion coordination results to-date
cover only a limited variety of types of payloads and do not include such payloads as a stringblanket
or a vibrating structure (with the exception mentioned above).

33. Also, collision avoidance for dual-arm robots has not been analyzed in detail, but only the
use of the spatial planning approach from single to dual arms [311.

34. Several solutions were proposed for robust robot control. Some Solutions are applicable
to the Artificial Impedance approach as for example Model Reference Adaptive Control [38.39,401
and Second Method of Lyapunov-based designs. Model Reference Adaptive Control can be
formulated for a reference model which represents a set of three independent translational
mechanical impedances and three independent rotational nmehanical impedances iLe six second order
linear, constant parameter differential equations. The error between the reference model positions

.1!
n
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and Cartesian end-effector positions would be used. in this case, for the adaptation mechanism. This
approach benefits from the robustness of MRAC approach, but only asymptotic.lly the robot arm
would behave like the desired Cartesian space impedances.

35. Second Method of Lyapnuov-based design., has been used for obtaining sliding mode
controllers for single [41] and dual arm robots [23]. The application of a sliding controller for
implementing an Artificial Impedance approach has been explicitly formulated by J.J. Slotine [42, pp.
214-215]. In this case, sliding surfaces are chosen as linear functions of the errors, for the Cartesian
state variables, and of the environment contact forceb. In sliding mode, the controller would make
the robot behave like the desired impedance. The resulting discontinuous control law, inherent to
the application of the second method of Lyapunov, can be approximated by a boundary layer-based
continuous control law. Maintaining sliding mode required sufficient torque output, large actuator
bandwidths and fast closed loop components other than the robot arm.

36. Second Method of Lvapunov can be applied directly for obtaining a corrective term added
to a linear control law in order to compensate for the errors resulting from inexact cancellation of
the nonlinear dynamic terms by nonlinear state feedback compensator. Again, a discontinuous
corrective term would result and a continuous approximation solution is proposed for joint decoupling
case [19, pp. 227-236]. A similar formulation can be developed for Cartesian decoupling case and
Artificial Impedance approach case. An interesting alternative in this case, to the use of Lyapunov
functions. is the use of Hamiltonian functions. This has the advantage of interpreting the time
derivative of the Hamiltonian of the conservative part of the system as describing the power transfer
from the conservative part to the dissipative part of the system [17]. An application of a nonlinear
version of MRAC to a two DOF robot arm modelled by Hamiltonian dynamics using a single rigid
link refercnce model led to a nonlinear-discontinuous control law [45]. The Cartesian space control
and A-tificial Impedance approach for the Hamiltonian systems were not formulated in [451. An
interesting alternative to the joint torque computation using the inverse dynamics (contained in the
nonlinear state feedback compensator) is the use of a disturbance observer for estimating the same
torque, but using measurements of the actuator currents and joint accelerations (or computations of
the derivatives of joint speeds) [431. This results in a suitable joint decoupling if sensors bandwidths
are sufficient and the computation time for the disturbance observer is sufficiently short. Later
formulation of the Cartesian control of a joint decoupled robot arm was based on a resolved
acceleration control scheme and c.in also be used for the Artificial Impedance approach [44].

4,0 THE CONCEPT OF IMPEDANCE CONTROL

4.1 The Basic Model

37. The Artificial Impedance approach can be conceptually illustrated for a simple position
control problem. We assume a mass in, (positioned at x) separated from a moving target
(positioned at x) by an artificial elastic spring with stiffness K in parallel with an artificial danper
with coefficient B. A term
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At where M is a virtual mass, is also included.

The equation of contact motion of the mass is given by

where f. is the contact force.

An artificial impedance between x and xd would be described in this case by

" ft = M 1 +B(1-k(d) + K(x-x,) (2)

38. The inclusion of a term proportional to Rd in this equation, as in [11,201, requires ,,
assumptions concerning the target inertial properties (unit mass in [20] or virtual mass M in [11]).
In this paper we chose an artificial impedance structure which can be physically reproduced by adding
a M-m mass to the mass m and a parallel link of a spring K and damper B between the mass
and a massless target.

39. There are two situations considered here in the design of the impedance control scheme:
free motion of the mass, and contact with an object. In the case of free motion, only x(t) and X(t)
may be measured.

4.2 Free MINotion Control of a Frictionless Rigid Body

In the case of free motion

. =0 o(3)

which transform (1) and (2) into

f = nl• (4)

and

NU + 13(i-,td) + K(x-xd) 0 (5)

Eq. (5) gives the computed acceleration

i (c) N M 5(.d-9) + M"' K(xd-x) (6)

_ j
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Substituting x in eq. (4) by x(c) we obtain

f = m['B(ýd-R) + M'vK(xd-,x) (7)

40. The control law (7) and the system equation (4) are represented in Figure 2. The desired
artificial impedance in eq. (5) contains three parameters, M, B and K, but in the case of free motion,
only two controller parameters, M'B and M1 K, can be independently chosen for a required error
dynamics in eq. (7).

41. The control scheme of Figure 2 is identical to a PD position control scheme. The artificial
impedance approach provides, however, physically meaningful interpretation of the controller gains
of eq. (7).

4.3 Contact Motion of A Frictionless Rigid Body.

42. We assume that the motion of the mass in is impeded by an obstacle continuously in
contact with the mass: consequently, the motion of the obstacle is imposed on the motion of the
mass, x(t)=xl(t) where x1(t) is the coordinate of the obstacle. Further, we assume that the motion
of the obstacle is faster than the motion of the target so that eventual interception is possible. The
contact of the mass with the obstacle produces a force f,,t which can be measured. The states x(t)
and x(t) are measured also.

We obtain from Eq. (2), the computed acceleration

.x (c) - M' 1B(.•d'!) + \' 1K() - f (8)

Substituting x in (1) by x (c) we obtain

(9)

I
f = /[MlB~i"•)"" MtK~a'x~"Mal~t}+f~ (9
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43. The control law (9) permits the calculation of the force command f for given
measurements of x, x and f, and known values for Xd and ;td. The block diagram in Figure 3
shows a modulation of the active force f applied to the mass m which, besices •he linear control
low output 9 (c) contains also a feed-back term of the measurement of the contact force, which is
not present in PD position control law. For M=m, the coefficient of f.., 1-mM'=0, and the contact
force does not influence position control command any more.

5.0 AUTONOMOUS TRAJECTORY GENERATION AND COLLISION AVOIDANCE
FOR SINGLE ARM ROBOTS USING IMPEDANCE CONTROLLERS

5.1 The Model

44. Assuming that the measurement of Cartesian contact forces 6x1 vector F. between the
end point of a 6DOF jointed robot and the environment is available, the dynamic equation in terms
of 6x1 vector 6 of joint angles gives the following 6x1 vector r of joint torques

+ v() + (10)

45. The term M(G) is the configuration-dependent matrix of inertias. Here V(8.0)
includes Coriolis, centrifugal, gravitational and frictional terms and J(O) is the robot Jacobian
matrix. Specific to the Artificial Impedance approach is the choice of a desired artificial impedance
between the end point, positioned at X(a 6x1 vector) and the target positioned at X'i (a 6Xi vector),
producing the following desired dynamics

-F,1 = MX + B(,-Xd) + K(X-Xd) (11)

M. B and K are 6x6 diagonal matrices of the desired artificial impedance in Cartesian space. From
robot kinematics, the following relationships between state variables in joint space and in Cartesian j
endpoint space can be written [141

X KIN(O) (12)

= J(e) (13)

,X = J(O)( + J(G)G (14)

where the Jacobian 6x6 matrice J((O) relates joint velocities 0 to base frame defined endpoint
velocitie. ,i Using Eqs. (12) to (14) in Eq, (11), F,= can be written as a function of . G1.
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I

-Fa= NJ(0)6 + I(N)O-J[X-J(o)oj- KN--KIN(O)j (15)

Based on measured 0.0) and F,, eq. (15) gives the computed acceleration

O' (c.) = J"(e)M-1F=-J-'(0)j(O)O+J-'(O)M'B[Xd-J(O)e1

+ J"'()M 1 K[Xd - KENT(O)] (16)

Substituting - in eq. (10) by • (c) we obtain

.= -,,,(e)J-A (O)M•Fe.:-M(O) J- (O)j(O)O1-M(O)J-•(O)M-lB[.X•4()O~eI

+ M(O)J'(O)M K[X•-K1N(O)] +V(e.)+JT(0)F=. (17)

or

•-= M•(e)j-1 (e) (M~'K[X:-KfN(E)) +M-'B[ •-J(e)e•]-J(®)(-M"F• }

-r V(E¢.O) + JT(@)Fet (IS)

Using the notations MX for the Cartesian mass matrix and V, for the velocit, dependent

and gravitationai terms, we obtain [1441

j (19) 1
and

Vx(®,O) = J-r(o)[v(eO})-M(9)J'(e)j(s)O] (20)

Using the notations (19) and (20) in (18) we obtain

i nu nl n nu l nnn nu l unui , , ,,
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'10)M.~) 0M4dICNG1 -KL'BNI -J(0)Gj-TN 1F
7..)

+r V~(.O)E (21)

For M= Ni(19), the coefficient of Fa is I-Ll'=0 and F., does not influence the position control
commands. --

We can denote the computed Cartesian acceleration by

X (c) = M'LK[Xd-KIN(G)I +M'B[,X~-J(O)O1-M'F~a (22)

Using the relationship between the Cartesian force 6x1 vector F and 7 [14j, F=JrT()r, we
obtain the Cartesian space dynamics equation 0

F'= INI,(o) X (c)+V,(O.O)+F. (23) V
For F and .X (c) defined with regard to the robot base

frame, M(E)) results a diagonal matrix.

46. Eouatioa (2.) "ives the output of a linear Cartesian controller and equation (23) contains
the Cartesian decoupling scheme terms MN(O)X (c), VJ(,OG) and F, (see Figure 4). The Cartesian
decoupling scheme has not been in this derivation assumed, but rather is a result of imposing the
desired artificial impedance in equation (11) between the robot endpoint and the target as a
reference model.

47. Collision avoidance features can be incorporated in this scheme by posing anificial
repulsive impedances between the robot arm and the obstacles [111.

5.2 Difficulties Associated With The Application Of The Artificial Impedance Approach
To Robot Trajectory Generation. i

48. The resultant of the action of the attractive and repulsive impedances is zero for X=Xd
whenever the artificial impedances are defined to simulate the effect of physical impedances applied
to the same Cartesian decoupled robot arm [9]. The repulsive artificial impedances were previously
reduced to virtual springs [9.201. This choice results in a large reflection on the resulting repulsive
potential field when a simple obstacle is encountered. Multiple obstacles, in particular configurations,
can lead to poorly damped or unstable robot arms motion as a result of continuous reflections on the
resulting artificial repulsive potential fields surrounding the obstacles. This is also shown in the
simulation results described in this paper. The choice of spring-damper type of artificial repulsive

I
1:..
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impedances creates the necessary damping atsociated with each artificial impedance. This solution
produces the same performance for multiple obstacle case when compared to the ,olution of adding
a speed dependent term added to a conservative artificial impedance or potential field, as in [2,31,
only if the velocity dependent term is applied along the resultant force produced by the combined
effect of all conservative terms.

49. Another important difficulty in this case is the possibility of local static equilibrium points
* in the robot Cartesian space. This possibility is obvious in case of obstacles which create potential

field concavities in the path of the end effector towad the desired position, i.e. when-the resultant
of the repulsive and attractive potential fields is zero for XXd. In this paper artificial impedance
approach is used for trajectory generation and correction in case of obstacles by posing artificial
impedances in the Cartesian space. Further modifications of the choice of Cartesian space artificial
impedances can lead to solutions for escaping the local potential traps by using a coastal/surface
"navigation scheme. The schemes consist of Cartesian tracking of virtual attractive points moving
along a safe path. In the case of a planar manipulator, coastal navigation scheme consists in creating
a vif tual attractive point X, which will move cuntinuously on a path orthogonal to the vector starting
at end effector position and ending in the point X0 detected by proximity sensors on the obstacle
as the closest to the end effector. As long as the line of sight between the end-effector position
X and the desired position Xd is obstructed, the desired position is replaced by a virtual attractive
point X, and the end effector will move toward X, The resulting perpendicularity of the vectors
XX, and XXo leads to a trajectory generation on a path along the coast at a safe distance from the
obstacle. Further heuristics can be used in both planar and spatial motion in order to find a feasible
path. In spatial motion, the surface navigation scheme defines the virtual attractive point in a plane
defined by X, Xd and Xo. These schemes can be further improved based on minimum energy
requirements.

50. Another difficulty analyzed in this paper refers to a general problcm of Cartesian-based
controllers. Given the particular situation in which the actuators and the sensors are located at joints
and the errors are controlled in Cartesian space, the verification of nonviolating the actuators'
saturation limits is not straightforward. In the case of the artificial impedance approach applied to
a Cartesian decoupled robot a solution to this difficulty is a linear rescaling of the Cartesian force
F defined by equation (2.3) using the instantaneous linear dependence

F ;J(O ,)T
(24)

In case the resulting torque command, say ri, violates one of the joint actuation saturation
limit ri.a, i.e. ri > i the linear rescaling results in a feasible torque command rf defined by

; 7i,max "ri'max

( )F = J.T(O)( J )r -J'f (25)
T~i ri

i
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where " . is a scalar recalculated at every computation step. This scheme is not applied whenall joint torques are within the saturation limits, ri _< ri~mw 'Me result is a set of commands for a 7

slower but feasible motion. A computationally efficient solution has been proposed for a joint space
dynamics formulation [46].

5.3 Simulations of a 2 DOF Manipulator Using Impedance Control of the Free Motion

51. The simulations are for a 2 DOF jointed manipulator. The desired impedance parameters
are

M = 12,
B = 412,
K 41Z,

where 1, is the 2x2 identity matrix. The manipulator is frictionless and operates in a vertical plane I
with gravitational forces included.

The inertia matrix is defined using the conventions given in [141

(9m2 -"m2 1Q: 2mzcos(O 2) +Q1
2(m1 +m) Q2

2m2+ Q1Q, m~cos(O0 )

•22m- +Q-Q'•I2 cos(e 2 m)-'

The vector of velocity dependent and gravitational terms is

-m2 PR22 sin(19.)OZ - 2m2 Q1Q1 sin(&JE) 10 2

m4IQ2 sin(-.)® 2.

V(,) = 121
mCzOg cos(O 1 +0,)+(m1 +m,)Q1g cos(®l)

m2 02g cos(E 1 +E2),

Jg-. t I
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"52. In these equations mi, Vi and 4i (for i=1,2) represent the mass, length and joint angle of
-. the appropriate i~nk. The matrices Mx(O) and Vx(9,6) are determined using Eqs. (19) and (20).

53. The paths from an initial position I to a destination D for the three control schemes
are compared in Figure 5. Path (a) results from the PD position controller with K1=K,=4. The
path is constrained to start at I and end at D, but is otherwise established arbitrarily by the
controller. This scheme requires an inverse kinematic computation. Path (b) is the result for the
case of a joint decoupling scheme. The result indicates that the performance of the artificial
impedance based controller applied to a joint decoupled-linearized manipulator is poor; however,
good performance of the artificial impedance approach is illustrated by path (c) which results for an
impedance controlled manipulator in which a Cartesian decoupling scheme is used. The straight line
path is obtained without an inverse kinematics computation or a trajectory planning scheme.

54. Several simulations were run to illustrate the obstacle avoidance scheme. The results for
single obstacle avoidance are presented in Figure 6. In Figure 6a the positions of I and D are the
same as for the simulation which resulted in a straight path in Figure 5c. An obstacle 0 is on this
straight line between I and D and the impedance based controller corrects the trajectory to avoid
collision. In both Figs. 6a and 6b the avoidance path looks like a reflection on an imaginary wall that
protects the obstacle 0. After avoiding the collision, the path returns (in Figure 6a) to the vicinity
of the straight line path of Figure 5c.

55. Multiple obstacles avoidance is illustrated in Figure 7. Figures 7a and 7b represent
simulations of the same situation except for the repulsive stiffness which is two times higher in Figure
6b (K='200) versus Figure 7a (K= 100). In Figure 7a the path goes between the two obstacles.
Higher repulsive stiffness diverts the path around both 0 and 0Q as shown in Figure 7b. Also shown
in Figure 7a is the straight line path between I and D, which is obtained when no obstacies exist.

56. In Figs. 7c and 7d the same data are used except for a five times higher stiffness in the
case of Figure 6d (K,=500) versus Figure 6c (K,=100). The path in Figure 7c results from a first
correction from the repulsive force associated with 01 followed by that produced by the repulsive
force associated with 01 and so on until it returns toward a path leading towards D. In Figure 7d the
reflections between 01 and 0, are much stronger, actually preventing the manipulator from proceeding
past the objects to D. The repulsive force is produced here by a nonlinear spring and the motion
is unstable. This result suggests that repulsive forces used in collision avoidance should contain a
damping term to avoid instability in some cases. The case of four point-obstacles is illustrated in
Figure 7c. The value of the chosen repulsive impedance (K,= 100) leads to a smooth path which
reaches D. These simulations show, in general, that the choice of the:structure and the gains used
for repulsive forces are important and require a design technique.

57. The simulations illustrated in Figures 5 to 7 assume that there is always enough actuator
torque tc produce the command torque required by the controller. Separate simulations were
performed in which a Cartesian rescaling scheme basei uon iq. (25) is used to-correct the command

1.!.
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torque when the actuator limits are reached (Figs. 1lb and 12b). For comparison, the simulations
in Figure 8a and 8a show the effect of reaching actuator limits when no correction of the command
torque is performed. As seen in Figure 8a, the path in this latter case departs from the straight line %
I-0.

58. The interception of moving targets is illustrated in Figure 10. In Figure 10a, a target is
moving in a straight line starting at Di and is intercepted by the manipulator at Di. A target moving
in a circular trajectory with an angular speed 0.3 rad/sec is intercepted rapidly (Figure 10b), while if
the angular speed is increased to 3.0 rad/sec the target is never intercepted. The artificial impedance
parameters, M=1, B=4 and K=4, correspond here to a natural frequency of 2 rad/sec.

6.0 AUTONOMOUS TRAJECTORY GENERATION FOR DUAL ARM ROBOTS
USING IMPEDANCE CONTROLLERS.

6.1 The Model

59. In this paper a dual arm robot handling a flexible rod and a string is assumed. The model

of the dynamics of each arm is an extension of the model developed by Luh and Zheng t21].

The generalized vector of input forces to the joints of the n DOF leader and the n DOF
follower arms are

"1I [,Ib(EI)]TF]-[Ja(Qb]TY -D(9')•1 -f(0 1,&)-g(O') =0 (26)

TI-Jb((Of)T f-[Ja(Qf]TNf-D(OG)O t'f(®f,®f)-g(6f) =0 (27)

where

J(0) =[Jb T(e), j T(9)]T

J(e) = the Jacobian matrix

0 = n-dimensional vector of joint angular displacements

F,N = the vector forces and moments, respectively, applied
at the origin of the end effector coordinates

D(O) = n by n inertia matrix

t(),O)= n-dimensional vector of Coriolis and centrifugal terms

(I
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g(9) = ,a-dimensional vector of gravity terms and,

,f = superscripts for the leader and the follower respectively.

60.The vectors F and N result from specific load dynamics model. The leader and follower
end effectors are assumed linked by artificial mechanical impedances to the target position. The
control scheme is similar to the control scheme for single arms, given in Figure 4.

61. A dual-arm planar horizontal robot with two degrees-of-freedom arms is simulated (Figure
11) [31]. The handled objet' is assumed massless, with an unstressed length of 0.2 m. The
parameters of the two arms are Ll =0.5m, L,1=0.4 m, mil =0.4 kg, m2

1=0.4 kg, L'=0.5 m, L,=0.4 v:',

mif=0.4 kg. m2_=0.4 kg, d=1.0 m. The artificial impedance parameters are M=1.0 kg, B=4.0 NsMn
and K=4.0N/m.

6.2 Simulations of a Robot Handling a Flexible Rod

62. The flexible rod is modelled as a linear spring with a damper in parallel, having a spring
constant of 1.0 N/m and a damping constant of 1.0 Ns/m. The end effectors are located initially at
Ril and Ri , respectively, and move in the approaching phase to R,' and R1, where the flexible
rod is grasped (Figure 11). In the next phase the flexible rod is transported to Rd2 and Rd2 f where
the leader reaches the final position. Subsequently, only the follower moves, rotating the rod until
the follower reaches its final position in Rd3f. The length of the flexible rod varies in time within
- 1%. Further simulations in which the sampling time is reduced from 0.005 s to 0.001 s leads to
a reduction of the length variation by a factor of 50. These simulations show that the impedance-
based controller can coordinate the motion of a two-arm robot in a sequential fashic.n. Improvements
to the control scheme discussed in the next section,eliminate this sequential approach and result in
a smooth simultaneous motion of the two arms to the final positions. This control schLne is te,-ted
in handling a string.

6.3 Simulations of a Robot Handling a String

63. The string is modelled, when stretched, as a very compliant spring and, when compressed,
as producing no reactive forces on the end effectors. Only the phase in which the object is actually
handled is simulated here since the approaching phase poses the same coordination problems for all
tasks. The initial positions of the end effectors are R1' and R1f, respectively, where the object is
assumed grasped (Figure 12). The artificial impedances created between the initial positions of the
end effectors and their desired positions RdI and Rd, respectively, generate straight line trajectories
in the case of a string which when compressed does not produce any reactive forces (Figure 13). The
distance between the two end effectors varies during the motion with a minimum value of 0.14 m
(Figure 14), which leads to a large sag in the string of 0.2 m. An artificial impedance approach
overcomes the problem of the lack of reactive forces when compressing a string in length by creating
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an artificial impedance in parallel with the string. Simulations were performed for an artificial parallel i

impedance with a spring constant of 1.0 N/m and a damper constant of 2.0 Ns/m. Simulations results
in Figure 15 show that the leader's end effector keeps the straight line trajectory while the follower's
end effector trajectory is generated such that the string during the motion has practically no sag, as
shown on Figure 16.

7.0 IMPEDANCE CONTROL OF MOBILE ROBOTS

64. In the !asi few years impedance control and artificial impedance approach were used for
mobile robot motion control and collision avoidance [48] to [50]. The results were presented for a
simplified c.ase which the dynamics of the mobile robot body can be neglected and direct speed
control is possible. Full dynamic models for mobile robots were reported recently [51,52]. We are
currently developing an impedance controller based on a complete robot dynamics model.

8.0 IMPEDANCE CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES r
65. In order to achieve the target impedance described by Eq. (11) in Cartesian space, the

overall system dynamics of the robot arm-controller-actuator have to be reduced to independent
second order linear passive sysiems. A 6 DOF robot arm would behave, then, as 6 independent
passive inertial systems in Cartesian space.

8.1 Nonlinear State Feedback Compensation

66. The implementation of the Artificial Impedance approach was initially based on using a
two-part control [34] or a partitioned control law [14] which contains a linear servo control law in
Cartesian space and a nonlinear state feedback compensator. In Figure 4, Eqs. (22) and (23) are
represented in a diagram in which the linear servo control output R (c) is applied to a nonlinear
state feedback compensator which consists of M.(O),X(c) + V1(e.O)+F.. For F, = 0 this type

of Cartesian space control has been known earlier as Resolved-Acceleration Control [17].

67. The decoupling method for nonlinear systems has been formulated by Freund and has
been illustrated for a joint decoupling case [201. An interesting implementation of the two-part
control scheme consists of generating the joint trajectory by tracking a "false target" point in the
phase space of each de- coupled joint [32]. Cartesian tracking of virtual attractive points, described
in Chapter III, can be seen as a Cartesian translation of the 'false target" method for joint space.
Generally, joint space decoupling has been more extensively analyzed than Cartesian space decoupling
[34,35,36].

68. The artificial Impedance approach and its continuum mechanics counterpart the artificial
Potential Field approach, are special cases of Cartesian control in which, not only the errois are
contiolled in Cartesian space, but the robot arm is reduced for the linear controller to a decoupled
Cartesian system of independent inertial systems. Khatib formulated the problem in the operational

'21
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4 space of the robot end-effector [1,19]. Given a variety of terms for similar conceots (task space, end-
effector space. hand space, operational space) which all refer to a Cartesian space we have used in
this paper only Cartesian space terms. Khatib results are similar to those incorporated in Figure 3,
i.e. a Cartesian two-part control scheme, except they were developed originally in continuum
mechanics (Artificial Potential Field) formulation. Hogan et al developed a further Artificial
Potential Field approach and an Artificial Impedance approach using also a Cartesian two-part
control law [3,7,81. An inverse kinematics scheme for Cartesian space control has been proposed
without the coupling considerations [331. The implementation issues of a Cartesian two-part control
law refer here mainly to difficulties in achieving the Cartesian decoupling of a highly nonlinear robot
arm. The parameters of the dynamic equations. for example the load parameters, are often
imprecisely known and an analysis of the uncertainty effect on the Cartesian controlled robot arm
motion is needed. The error dynamics equation in this case is still describing a coupled nonlinear
system as a result of uncertainty of the parameters of the dynamic model used for noninear
compensation [36]. This situation led to various solutions proposed for improving robustness of the
Cartesian control law, in general, and of the Artificial Impedance approach, in particular.

8.2 Robustness Issues

69. Several solutions were proposed for robust robot control. Some solutions are appiicable
to the Artificial Impedance approach as for example Model Reference Adaptive Control [37,38,39]
and Second Method of Lyapunov-based designs. Model Reference Adaptive Control can be
formulated for a reference model which represents a set of three independent translational
mechanical impedances and three independent rotational mechanical impedances, i.e. six second order
linear, constant parameter differential equations. The error between the reference model positions
and Cartesian end-effector positions would be used. in this case, for the adaptation mechanism. "Ihs
approach benefits from the robustness of the MtRAC approach, but only asymptotically the robot arm
would behave like the desired Cartesian space impedances.

70. Second Method of Lvapunov-based designs have been used for obtaining sliding mode
controllers for single [41] and dual arm robots [23]. The application of a sliding controller for
implementing an Artificial Impedance approach has been explicitly formulated by J.J. Slotine [41, pp.
214-215]. In this case, sliding surfaces are chosen as linear functions of the errors, for the Cartesian
state variables, and of the environment contact forces. In sliding mode, the controller would make
the robot behave like the desired impedance. The resulting discontinuous control law, inherent to
the application of the second method of Lyapunov, can be approximated by a boundary layer-based :
continuous control law. Maintaining sliding mode requires sufficient torque output, large actuator
bandwidths and fast closed loop components other than the robot arm.

f

71. Second Method of Lyapunov can be applied directly for obtaining a corrective term added
to a linear control law in order to compensate for the errors resulting from inexact cancellation of
the nonlinear dynamic terms by nonlinear state feedback compensator. Again, a discontinuous
corrective term would result and a continuous approximation solution is proposed for joint decoupling
case [18, pp. 227-236]. A similar formulation can be developed for the Cartesian decoupling case and
the Artificial Impedance approach case. An interesting alternative in this case, to the use of
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Lyapunov functions, is the use of Hamiltonian functions. This has the advantage of interpreting the V
time derivative of the Hamiltonian of the conservative part of the system as describing the power
transfer from the conservative part to the dissipative part of the system [16]. AA -application of a
nonlinear version of MRAC to a two DOF robot arm modelled by Hamiltonian dynamics using a
single figid fink reference model led to a nonlinear discontinuous control law [441. The Cartesian
space control and the Artificial Impedance approach for the Hamiltonian systems were not
formulated in [44]. An interesting alternative to the joint torque computation using the inveise
dynamics (contained in the nonlinear state feedback compensator) is the use of a disturbance
observer for estimating the same torque, but using measurements of the actuator currents and joint
accelerations (or computations of the derivatives of joint speeds)[42]. This results in a suitable joint
decoupling if sensors bandwidths are sufficient and the computation time for the disturbance observer
is sufficiently short. Later formulation of the Cartesian control of a joint decoupled robot arm was
based on resolved acceleration control scheme and can also be used for Artificial Impedance
approach [43)11.

8.3 Computational Complexity Issue -- Three-Part Control Scheme

72. The implementation of a Cartesian two-part control law represented in Figure 4 requires
extensive computations of the highly nonlinear terms M1(G) and V.(Ge) besides the kinematics
computations present in zil Cartesian control schemes. Compared to Cartesian decoupling schemes,
joint decoupling schemes are computationally less intensive. The proposed disturbance observer
scheme proposed in [43] is an example of computationally efficient joint decoupling scheme.

In what follows is a proposed scheme based on a three-part control scheme which can be
obtained from Eqs. (18) and (22)

.= J'(O){X )-1(e)} .. ,(28)

r M(O) (c). + V(O,O) + JT(OI)I, (29)

73. These equations are represented in Figure 17 where the three parts of the control scheme
are identified. Eq. (29) corresponds to a joint decoupling scheme, while Eq. (28) contains the
Cartesian decoupling scheme of a joint decoupled manipulator. As remarked earlier, with regard to
Eq. (21), for

MA M1(O) (Ji)TM(e)J'l(O) (30)

74. F',t does not influence any more the position control commands for the contact motion.
We note that no desired contact force is considered in this scheme. Condition (30) would require,
however, a desired impedance term M which would be equal to the configuration dependent
M1(e). In cases when the desired impedance would not require a configuration independent mass
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term, the computation of M1(0), as shown in Eq. (30), is not particularly difficult given that it uses

matrices which are anyways needed for decoupling computations. Moreover, for the case that all
elements of the vector X are defined with regard to the inertial frame, M.(9) is a diagonal matrix
with configuration dependent diagonal elements. It can be observed that the two-step control of
Figure 3 has been replaced in Figure 17, by a three-step control:(a) linear Cartesian control law, (b)
Cartesian decoupling of a joint decoupled arm and (c) joint decoupling. In this scheme, step (b)
requires only manipulations of the Jacobian matrix. i.e. only kinematics computations. In the case
of no contact force, F. =0, this scheme-is the same as Figure 6 in [17] for the Resolved-Acceleration
Control for which the PD gains can be interpreted as M'1K and M'kB. Artificial Impedance approach
brings extra compensation for the contact force and a physical interpretation of the PD gains. In fact,
Resolved Acceleration control did not produce the development of collision avoidance schemes

-probably because of not incorporating the Cartesian control of actuators in an overall dynamic model
in which the actuator effects are replaced by passive artificial impedances in Cartesian space.

9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION

75. Artificial Impedance approach ,is an important candidate for manipulation control of
complex tasks. Collision avoidance, actuator limits and moving target interception are features that
can be naturally implemented in an impedance controller without need for complete geometric
description of the work volume and of the intruding obstacles.

76. Further research in the implementation of the art'ficial impedance approach holds the
promise of an autonomous manipulator which generates and corrects on-line the trajectory when
obstacles or actuator limits are encountered.

77. The coordinated motion of a dual-arm robot can also be controlled by applying the
Artificial impedance approach. The simulations were performed to illustrate the manipulation of
non-rigid bodies such as a flexible rod and a string, The results show that this control approach is
a candidate for solving some of the difficulties of coordinated dual-arm robot operation both in the
approaching phase and in the object handling phase, in particular, for the case of handling a string
with sag constraints and other non-rigid objects. Further simulations and experiments are required
at this stage to show the practicality of the Artificial Impedance approach to dual-arm trajectory
generation. The implementation of the Artificial M-B-K Impedance approach is proposed in the *1,
form of a three-part control scheme: (a) a linear Cartesian control law with position gain M4 K and
velocity gain M'-B, (b) a Cartesian decoupling scheme of a joint decoupled manipulator using only
Jacobian manipulations, and (c) a non-linear feedback joint decoupling compensator. In the case
of non contact motion, this scheme is identical to Resolved Acceleration control. The importance
of an Artificial Impedance control scheme results from the physical interpretation of the linear [
controller gains and the possibility of generating and correcting robot trajectory in case of detecting
obstacles by posing artificial impedances in the robot workvolume.

78. The Impedance Controller as proposed in this paper is embedded in a multipurpose [
hierarchial control structure. Such hierarchial control architecture provides a means to introduce
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higher level autonomous operational capabilities which are of critical importance to many i..litary
operations. Supervised Autonomous Robots and eventually Fully Autonomous Robots will employ
hierarchial control architecture which basically consists of three modalities: sensing, action and
planning with their interactions within a uniform structure. Unfortunately, Autonomous Robotic
Systems are still at their infancies due to various reasons. Some of them are:

(i) Manipulation tasks are highly unstable;
(ii) Sensory feedback is often inadequate;"
(iii) Performnamce of manipulators is limited-,
(iv) Computational complexity is intractable;
(v) Theoretical foundation do not yet exit,(i.e. nonlinear system).

79. However, current research activities focus on the development of robots sensing, action
(execution) such as trajectory planning and object avoidance and planning and an overall system
concept where all these modalities are uniformly integrated. Military operations will greatly benefit
from these developments. -
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SURROGATE TELEOPERATED VEHICLE (STV)- A MODULAR TESTBED

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Robotic Systems Technology (RST) is under contract to design, build and deliver 14
Surrogate Teleoperated Vehicles (STV) by December, 1991 to the Department of Defense
(DoD) Unmanned Ground Vehicle Joint Program Office. This office is located at the U.S.
Army Missile Command in Huntsville, Alabama.

The STV is a critical step in the acquisition of unmanned ground vehicles for combat
and combat-support missions. The STV will provide a system for the service user to develop
and validate his employment concepts and complete Early User Test and Evaluation to aid in
the development of requirements for future unmanned ground vehicle systems. In these days
of declining force structure and the increasing emphasis on low-intensity conflict scenarios,
these systems will provide the Services with increased force multiplication and soldier
survivability

The key features of our STV design, shown in Figure 1, are as follows:

The use of a proven, commercially available, highly capable platform to minimize
technical and schedule risk and maximize testing availability.

An automatic transmission and easy-to-operate controls to minimize the time required
to learn how to operate the system.

Six-wheel drive to provide maximum all-terrain mobility and excellent stability.

Ackerman steering and full suspension chassis design to permit safe high-speed
driving in excess of 58 kph.

Rugged, proven chassis frame that supports up to 682 kg of payload.

Wide wheelbase and low center of gravity to allow for operation on a 35-degreeslope.

* Increased combat survivability due to the small physical signature of the platform
1.3 meters wide, 2.75 meters long, 3 meters tall.

9 The use of pneumatic shocks to raise and lower the chassis, thus providing the ability
to create a rigid suspension, minimizing vehicle body swaying when the sensor mast
is erected.

• Instantaneous switching between direct and remote driving with fully backdiivable
remote actuation components.

* The capability to be transported in the bed of a HMMWV or to be towed, reducing
logistics requirements.

* Versatile dual-engine hybrid design with a 25-hp diesel engine providing high-
speed/high-power mobility needs and a DC electric drive motor allowing for an ultra-
quiet mobility mode.

C14.1
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Figure 1 The Surrogate Telcoperated Vehicle Concept
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Fuel capacity of 40 liters to provide a driving range of 450 km.

* 200 A-hr of batteries that provide 3 days of operation in the limited surv i-llance r
made.

* Swimming capability using dual high-speed propellors for water mobility.

* Innovative driver-down position for lower center of gravity, true roll-over protection,
and the capability to add lightweight armor for increased protection.

An open architecture with an industry standard VMEbus and VxWorks software
development system to facilitate the addition of increased technology.

a A modular design that utilizes the concept of line replaceable units to minimize
system repair time. - .

* Proven elevated mast design that provides 3 meters of extension, placing the sensor
module cameras at a total height of 5 meters feet above gmand level. r

a A MOB/RSTA sensor module with ±270 degrees of pan motion and ± 90 degrees~of
tilt motion.

* Turret interface and control electronics are totally self-contained in the turret
structure, reducing the required size and complexity of the MOB/RSTA interface wire
harness from 150 to 25 wires.

• High-precision, high-speed pan and tilt DC servo gearmotors with the dynamic range
and system response needed to support accurate target tracking and the use of head
tracking display systems.

* A modular, "mix and match" turret design that allows for the simultaneous use of four
different day/night stereo diiving cameras or targeting camera systems for maximum
mission flexibility. j

.1
* A differential GPS receiver and a proven dead reckoning approach providing accurate I

location and navigation information.

A proven, field-tested passive acoustic detection system that not only provides true
360-degree binaural hearing, but also provides automatic target cuing to reduce .1
operator workloads.

The STV system consist of four parts - the Remote Platform(RP), the Mobility,
Reconnaissance, Surveillance, and Target Acquisition Module (Mob/RSTA), the fiber optic
and radio frequency Communication System, and the man-portable Operator Control Unit..
This current paper-will only discuss the design of the RP and the Mob/RSTA components. I
2.0 REMOTE PLATFORM

The remote platform (RP) system consists of the carrier base, the and the remote control
electronics that provide an interface to all systems on the STV and the communication

• .11
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system. Each system has been carefully designed to work as an integrated system withmaximum capability and milimum risk for assembly and integration. Each subsystem is
descrbed individually in the following subsections.

2.1 Carrier Base

The Remote Platform carrier base is a modified Polaris Big Boss six-wheel, six-wheel
drive, all-terrain vehicle. This American made, commercially available platform sells for
$4,899. The full suspension used on all of Polaris' ATVs allows for routine safe travel to
speeds exceeding 58 kph. The use of six wheel drive offers a 50% increase in mobility over
a four-wheel drive vehicle and provides reduced tire ground pressure. when compared to a
four-wheeled platform.

With a wheelbase of 1.9 meters,a total length of 2.76 meters, a total width of 1.3
meters, and a total weight of 455 kg, the carrier base will fit in the rear bed of a HMMWV.
In addition, the carrier base is fully towable to allow a two-man HMMWV crew to transport
more than one vehicle at a time.

The proven frame, suspension, and drivetrain for the carrier base has been in production
for 3 years on the Big Boss 4 X 6. The are no changes in the frame between the 4 X 6 and
the 6 X 6; only the drivetrain changes.The frame will be slightly modified in the area that
mounts the existing gasoline engine to allow for mounting of the larger diesel engine. The
frame is designed to easily support a payload of 682 kg. The operator's seat is moved
forward and downward to lower the center of gravity of the entire system and to give the
driver roll bar protection. This will also allow for the future addition of lightweight
composite armor to protect the driver from small arms fire or top armor for fragment
protection.

The suspension provides for maximum mobility in rough terrain and safe high speed
travel on relatively smooth terrain. The existing mounting locations for the suspension will
not change. The front two wheels use a MacPherson strut assembly. Dual shocks are used
on the rear in a trailing arm configuration. The standard coiled springs will be replaced with
pneumatic springs. These pneumatic springs allow the STV system to raise or lower by
15.24 cm. At the springs bottom position, the spring effect is eliminated, making the
platform very rigid, with the tires providing the only suspension. This will eliminate any
swaying of the MOB/RSTA module due to motions of the suspension, a common problem
when mounting a mast on a vehicle with a suspension. The ability to vary the height of the
vehicle also will allow the operator to reduce the vehicle's visible signature if needed for
stealth or transportation purposes.

The main motive power source is a Fuji 25 hp, 997 cc, diesel engine. This three-
cylinder, water-cooled engine has five more horsepower than the commercial Big Boss 6 X 6
two-stroke, gasoline engine. This engine incorporates the latest in sound quieting technology
that makes it 4 dB quieter than any other known diesel engine in its power range. To further
muffle the diesel engine, the engine and drive train will be placed in a sound-quieting box in
the middle of the vehicle behind the driver.

In addition, the exhaust manifold will be routed through the long suspension tunnel that
runs down the middle of the back part of the vehicle. This long sound chamber will further
dissipate the sound levels of the engine exhaust and will direct the exhaust toward the ground
to reduce the transmission distance of the noise. Also, since the outside walls of this tunnel
are not visible from the side, this will act as a thermal cooling tunnel (like the cooling tunnels
on stealth aircraft) to reduce the thermal signature of the platform due to exhaust emissions.
Beneath the engine compartment are two 20-liter fuel tanks that provide a total operating
range of 450 km.

I
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The drive train, shown in Figure 2, is a modification of the current 6 X 6 drivetrain.
The rotational speed of the output shaft of the diesel is increased from 3600 rpm to 7200 rpm
to allow Polaris to use standard 6 X 6 drivetrain components. This is accomplished by 4adding a 2:l1-cog belt overdrive to the output shaft of the diesel. This feeds a standard

Polaris Variable Belt Transmission (PVT) that provides power to the gearbox. This PVT is
used on each of the 80,000 snowmobiles and ATVs that Polaris produces each year. 1<

The output of the PVT goes into a gear box that allows changing of gears into either K

neutral, reverse, or a low or high speed range. The low speed range provides extra pulling
torque for steep hill climbing or vehicle towing but limits the maximum speed to around 33
kph (similar to the low gear range in an automobile automatic transmission). In normal
operation, the driver will use only the high range.

Or the opposite side of the gearbox, on the same shaft, is an electric clutch attached to a
dependable 2-hp electric golf cart motor made by General Electric and used in almost every
golf cart made in the world. This electric motor will provide a maximum speed of only 8
kph, but allows for extremely quiet mobility operations. With a range of more than 4 kin,
this will allow the silent movement of the STV near hostile forces. This innovative dual
motor hybrid design combines the high power capability and flexibility of a diesel with the
quiet operation of an electric motor in a single system that provides our STV system with
unique operational capability.

The output of the gearbox is connected to a drive shaft that extends through a watertight
seal to the outside of the engine enclosure to deliver power to the front and back wheels using
chain drives. The front wheels incorporate Polaris's "on-demand" front-wheel drive that only
activates when slippage is detected in the rear wheels. This reduces the effort required by
the operator to turn the steering wheels, reduces front wheel wear, and allows for the
distribution of maximum horsepower to the rear wheels if needed for high speed mobility.
This capability can be turned off by a switch on the steering column or remotely.

Attached to the frame will be six sealed, waterproof, fiberglass boxes of varying sizes.
These boxes provide enough volume to allow the system to fully float with a rider. One of
the boxes will house the engine, radiator and drive train. Two boxes under the engine
compartment will hold the diesel fuel. Two other boxes will be up front to hold the remote
operator pendant and to serve as additional storage area. The area behind the engine
compartment in the center of the vehicle is reserved for the MOB/RSTA module. Directly
behind this area is a large cargo box that houses all vehicle electronics, 200 A-hr of batteries,
the navigation electronics if necessary, and the 10 km.fiber-optic/RF communication and
payout system. This last compartment has a hinged lid like the trunk of a car to provide easy
access for maintenance or rapid replacement of the fiber-optic cable.

Manual operation of the STV will be identical to that of the commercial 6 X 6. All
current controls will stay the same except the operation of the gearbox from neutral to reverse
to high or low forward which will be performed by the pushing of a button instead of using
the shift lever. This feature makes our system "ready to drive" with no need for the operator
to disconnect actuators before manual operation.

2.2 Vehicle Control System

An interconnect block diagram of the platform control system components can be seen
in Figure 3. The vehicle control system uses a VMEbus for the primary means of
communication between system-level boards. The VMEbus standard was selected as the
backplane of choice to reduce electrical reliability problems. The STV will be subjected to a
high-shock, high-vibration environment, and the DIN-type connector used for VME boards is
ideal for providing
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'a reliable electrical connection. Additionally, every highly integrated printed circuit board
selected utilizes the 3U VME format, which is even further resistant to'shock and vibration
due to its much smaller surface area., -inally, the entire cardcage is shock mounted inside its
sealed enclosure.

The processor board chosen is a powerful 25MHz Motorola 68020 processor, with
floating point expansion capability (Motorola 68881). The 68020 board is 100% CMOS
design and dissipates less than 6 watts. It supports up to 8 Mbytes of on-board dual-ported
"DRAM, which is more than enough for the STV application. There are seven additional
boards on the VMIE backplane, with two spare slots available for expansion. In addition, the
,platform power supplies are mounted to cards and slid into the cardcage to make component-.
for-component swaps simple.

Each of the additional boards are also 100% CMOS designs, allowing the primary
electronics enclosure to be a sealed unit, requiring no outside air for cooling. The total power
consumption of all the boards within the electronics box is less than 30 watts. Every board
on the backplane, except one, is off-the-shelf, and in stock. This eliminates the possibility'of
schedule delays for delivery, as well as design and debug time.

The vehicle includes eight 12-Volt, 50 A-hr sealed lead acid batteries, providing 200 A-
hr at 24 Volts. The raw power is available for additional subsystems to tap off via two high
capacity power strips located in each battery compartment. In both the diesel driving mode
and the trolling mode, the ot tpnt of the 100 amp alternator more than compensates for the
current required for the actuators and control electronics.

When the engines are off, two basic modes are supported. In surveillance mode, power
to all the actuators on the platform are turned off (under computer control) and only the main
control electronics, and platform status sensors are operable. The power draw is less than 2
amps at 24 volts, and with full battery capacity, the platform will remain in surveillance
mode for over 3 days, with enough reserve power to start the engine.

The second mode of operation is a standby mode. Only the watchdog safety system is
active, consuming an insignificant amount of power (less than 0.5 watts). The amount of
time the system can remain in standby mode will be driven by the power required by the GFE
communications system. Using the power requirements of the communication system, the
time in stand-by mode will exceed 5 days.

The control system allows for a very simple in-the-field calibration routine, and
automatically updates EEPROM as necessary. The calibration procedure is invoked using
the calibration buttons on the membrane switch panel. Once in calibration mode, the
platform prompts the operator to move each actuator (all are backdriveable) to a particular
position. Once in position, the operator presses the confirm button, and the computer will
read the appropriate position indicator and store its value in EEPROM. A checksum is
maintained for each platform so the validity of the EEPROM is checked every time power is
applied. If the checksum is not correct, calibration mode will be entered automatically, and
the operator will be prompted to calibrate all actuators before beginning operation.

The rear cargo area houses most of the electronics required to control the STV, and
provides ample room for the GFE communications system and fiber-optic payout canister.
The electronics box contains the Vehicle Control System (VCS), as well as the power
supplies for all vehicle components. It is a shock-isolated unit, and because of the selection
of low power CMOS boards, requires no outside air for cooling.

The power amplifiers, also located in the rear cargo area, are separated from the main
electronics to eliminate noise and heat problems within the electronics box, and to greatly
simplify all high-power wiring,

Space has been allocated on the right rear of the platform cargo area for the mounting
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of a fluxgate magnetometer, used for navigation. Isolation of this heading sensor from the
rest of the platform electronics and actuators should greatly reduce the amount of
compensation required for the dead-reckoning navigation calculations.

The STV is programmed using the "C" programming language for all software
development, using the VxWorks development system. This decision was based on the

1ýimmediate availability of the real-time kernel for the CMOS microprocessor board chosen,
the familiarity of the RST personnel with the development system, and its low cost per target
system. It allows for real-time data capture and display on a Sun workstation as well as both
symbolic level and source-level debugging.

The vehicle control system is responsible for receiving commands and providing status
information to the communication system, while maintaining stable control of each element
of the system. Provisions have been made for the command data to include a vehicle I.D. for
multiple vehicle control. This is required to allow multiple platforms to operate on common
RF frequencies. All signals being used conform to commercial computer interface standards
(RS422, TTL levels, ±10V analog signals, etc.) and will readily interface to the
communication system, turret control system or any additional future platform components.

The RST team is using a proven software design methodology - a task decomposition [
approach originally developed at the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). "
The control system architecture for the VCS is shown in Figure 4. Each control block
("level") can be thought of as a person in a management chain. Its responsibility is to receive
a command from its supervisor, gather the appropriate status information relative to that
command, and generate a command to each of its subordinates, coordinating their efforts as
necessary.

As an example of how the system works, if the current command into the MOBILITY
level is "DriveDiesel", the level would gather current operator command sensory
information (such as the operator pushing on a joystick), and use that information to
coordinate the activity of its subordinates. In this case it Would send a "SteerPos" command
to the STEERING level and a "SetThrottle" command to the DTHROTTLE level, with the
appropriate parameters. As the command into the MOBILITY level is changed, so is its
response, i.e. if the "DriveDiesel" command is changed to "TrollMode", the joystick input
would then be used to send a velocity vector to the TROLLING level.

All task decompositions continue down the diagram until commands can be directly
executed in hardware. For example "FuelSolenoidOn" is simply a high-current output
from the VDOUT-32 that throws the relay that applies power to the fuel solenoid.

3.0 MOBILITY/RSTA MODULE

The Mob/RSTA module has three parts - the elevating mast, the turret , and the control,
electronics.

3.1 Elevated Mast

Our elevating mast design is shown in Figure 5. The mast is a scissors type design,
similar to the configuration used in the elevating mast on the TOV system. In the stowed
configuration, the mast is only 0.46 meters tall. The mast will raise to 3.54 meters, providing
a total extension of 3 meters. In the stowed configuration the mast has a footprint of 0.46
meters by 1.15 meters. Even with a design factor of safety of three, we were able to get the
weight of the mast entire mast down to 50 kg.. Mounting the mast to the platform is very
simple, requiring only 4 bolts. j

11
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3.2 Tut,

Our sensor turret design is shown in Figure 6. The turret control electronics necessary
to communicate to and control all of the sensors and motors are housed in the tilt structure
enclosure. The turret has mounting locations to simultaneously hold four camera enclosures,
an LTM-86, and an AN/TAS-4. The ability to quickly mount up to four different camera
systems provides the user with the capability to tailor the the sensor suite to a particular
mission. By carrying both day and nights camera systems, the STV system can be used in 24
hour day/night combined missions.

The pan axis is capable of turning ± 270 degrees (540 total) and the tilt axis ± 90
degrees. The pan and tilt axes are powered with identical PMI precision gear servo motor
with 100:1 Revex high precision, low backlash spur gearbox, which provides a velocity range
of 0.05 to 150 degrees per second. This rare earth DC servo has a constant torque that will
provide the same quick, accurate response, irrespective of rotational speed.

The motors will use an incremental encoder for position and velocity control. They
also will each have a two-turn servo potentiometer to furnish the absolute position upon 1a
system start-up. Without them, the system would not know the "Home" or "Zero" position.

The structure of the turret is made of a welded combination of aluminum plates and ex-
trusions. The structure for the tilt axis is a sealed box that houses all the electronics to con-
trol and power the motors and sensors. The pan assembly sits on top of a Kadon turntable
bearing which provides smooth rotational movement and supports the weight of the entire
turret. The bearing and motor assembly sits in a watertight housing which is bolted directly
onto the top plate of the elevating mast. The combined weight of the motors and structure,
two driving and two targeting camera systems, the FLIR and LTM-86 and all electronics are
estimated to be around 45 kg.

3.3 Mob/RSTA Control System

The Mob/RSTA Control System (RCS) incorporates the same basic structure as the
RST remote platform. An interconnect block diagram of the key control system components
can be seen in Figure 7.

Each printed circuit board selected is a 3U format, reducing both surface area and
weight, thus allowing for an extremely high tolerance level of shock and vibration. The spare
slots in the cardcage are available for power supply mounting and future expansion. The
wiring harnesses running to these boards connect at the front panel and run to the cover plate,
making testpoints easily accessible.

The cardcage is located within the turret inner gimbal. Shock isolation of the 3U
cardcage is not needed because these cards have a much higher natural frequency, and
therefore are much better equipped to withstand the low-frequency vibration expected on a
small ground based vehicle.

The power amplifiers selected come packaged in metal enclosures which provide for
noise isolation and the ability for them to be mounted directly to the surface of tie inner
gimbal, which provides an excellent heat sink.

The fuse box is a compact off-the-shelf unit used mainly in boating and other marine
applications. It can hold 20 fuses and 12 high power relays, is water resistant, and is cost
effective because of its commercial availability.

The processor board chosen is a PEP VM20, a 16-MHz Motorola 68020 processor,
with floating point expansion capability (Motorola 68881). The 68020 board is 100% CMOS
design and dissipates less than 6 watts. It supports up to 8 Mbytes of on-board dual-ported
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"DRAM, which is more than enough given the input/output requirements, and the application.
There are two serial ports on the VM20 configurable for either RS232 or .S4••2. Two
additional serial ports can be added as a daughter module if necessary. These serial ports will
be used to communicate with the AN/TAS-4B, and the remote platform, or the
communications system, depending on the final system configuration.

The remainder of the selected boards are also 100% CMOS designs, allowing the inner
gimbal electronics enclosure to be a sealed unit, requiring no outside air for cooling. The
total power consumption of all the boards within the cardcage is less than 24 watts. Every
board on the backplane, except one, is off-the-shelf, and stocked. This eliminates the
possibility of schedule delays for delivery, as well as design and debug time. The only board
not available off-the-shelf is the DIB, which was customized to control the complex interface
of the LTM-86 laser designator and rangefimder.

The software design methodology for the Mob/RSTA Module is identical to the
Remote Platform. Referring back to Figure 4, if TURRET receives the command
"SemiAutoTrack" and a vector specifying the velocity with which to maintain the track, it
performs the simple computation to isolate the pan and tilt velocity components of that
vector, then issues the command "Move vel" to each of the PANMOTOR and j
TILTMOTOR levels with their respective parameters.

Because the methodology is extremely modular, it is easily extendable to include
additional levels, or more commands to existing levels. For example, the addition of a video
autotrack would not require any significant modification to the present design. A
"VideoAuto_Track" command would simply be added to the TURRET level, and the
parameters to it would specify a position in space where the cross-hairs of the camera should
be maintained. The TURRET level's responsibility for the new command would be to
calculate the pan and tilt angles required to point at the given position, and issue the
subcommand "Move-pos" to both the PANMOTOR and TILTMOTOR levels with the
proper angle parameters. The repetitive execution of these control cycles will cause the
system to track the output of the autotracker over time.
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